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ABSTRACT
Harris, Sheena. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May 2012. A Female
Reformer in the Age of Booker T. Washington: The Life and Times of Margaret Murray
Washington. Major Professor: Dr. Beverly G. Bond.
By the end of the 19th century black women had created women’s clubs as a
meeting-ground to voice their political and social concerns. However, more needs to be
written on individual clubwomen who formed and presided over these clubs during the
Progressive Era. This study examines the professional life and clubwork of Margaret
Murray Washington, the third wife of race leader Booker T. Washington.
This Dissertation seeks to provide the most comprehensive study to date on
Margaret Murray Washington’s professional life. Washington’s early beginning’s played
a significant role in her future ideas on self-help and community betterment. Born in the
rural town of Macon, Mississippi, to a black mother and an absentee father, Washington
used the lessons from her childhood to understand the changing tide of race relations in
America and as a tool for racial uplift during the lowest point of African American
history.
Margaret Washington’s education from Fisk University helped to solidify her
position as a leader of African American Women, as it provided her with training closely
identified with the “new black elite.” Once she arrived in Tuskegee, Alabama, her
pioneering work with the Tuskegee Women’s Club, the National Federation of AfroAmerican Women’s Clubs, the National Association of Colored Women, the Southern
Federation of Colored Women, the Alabama State Federation, and the International
Council of Women of the Darker Races of the World, coupled with her home-life and
work as Lady Principal were influential to Margaret Washington’s professional persona.
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This Dissertation concludes that Washington was a pioneer in her own right. Just as her
husband led the men of the race, she left a blueprint for female education and her political
activism helps to broaden our understanding of race women during the Progressive Era.
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INTRODUCTION
I believe that there are women…who are going to stand courageously for
this chance, for this deal to a group of women who have had less than you
have had…
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
A biography maps the social architecture of an individual’s life. The
biographer charts the evolution of a subject over time, and the various
challenges and tests that the individual endures provides insights into the
person’s character. But the biographer has an additional burden: to explain
events and the perspectives and actions of others that the subject could not
possibly know, that nevertheless had a direct bearing on the individual’s
life.2
– Manning Marable
On Wednesday morning, October 4, 1972, ceremonies began to induct the first
black woman, Margaret Murray Washington of Tuskegee, into the Alabama Women’s
Hall of Fame. At the time of her death, Margaret Washington was an educator, an
activist, a Pan-Africanist, reformer, organizer, clubwoman, and a mother to the
motherless. The Hall of Fame referred to her as “one of the greatest women of her
century.” Dr. Luther Hilton Foster Jr., the fifth president of Tuskegee Institute, presented
a short biographical sketch of Margaret Washington, asserting that she “dedicated her
energies and her spirit toward the uplift of black women.” He described her work as “an

1

Margaret Murray Washington, The Negro Home, Address made by Mrs. Booker T.
Washington at the International Conference held in Memphis, Tennessee, October 1920, in
Margaret Murray Washington Papers (hereafter cited as the MMWP) located in the Tuskegee
University Archives (hereafter cited as the TUA).
2

Manning Marable, Malcolm X: A Life of Reinvention (New York, Viking Penguin
Publishing, 2011), 479.

1

inspiring example of the opportunities for leadership when the will is strong, the mind is
keen, the cause is worthy, and the heart is deeply moved.”3
The postmortem honors bestowed upon Washington are a dramatic departure
from the realities of the South during her life. Even though she was the wife of a college
president, she would be expected to use the backdoor in a white household. Even though
she had a college degree, she would not be allowed in the public library. She would have
to sit in the gallery to see a theater performance or a film. When she traveled by railroad,
she had to sit in the second class Jim Crow car, and could never stay at the four-star
hotels, though she and her husband could afford it. The Southern system of segregation
formed an important context for her social activism.
While this dissertation places Margaret Murray Washington amongst black
female leadership, the black women’s club movement, and education in the postReconstruction south, it also seeks to set her apart and demonstrate how she transformed
an era that helped to define her. A scholarly analysis of her professional life and work
gives further insight into the workings of black women who have traditionally been
overshadowed by the accomplishments of their powerful husbands. Margaret
Washington’s life reveals the extent to which black women were pioneers in the
betterment of the community and the race. Her biography provides an individual lens into
the internal working of the Black Women’s Club Movement, while also complicating the
narrative of notions of the women’s sphere. This dissertation argues that although
overlooked as simply the wife of Booker T. Washington, Margaret Washington’s life

The Alabama Women’s Hall of fame, located in Marion, Alabama, began in 1970 and
sought “to honor the lives of outstanding women from the state of Alabama.” Induction
Ceremonies, Alabama Women’s Hall of Fame, Judson College, October 4, 1972, TUA.
3

2

represents the efforts of one of the most influential clubwomen of the Progressive Era.
Although most of her social reforms fit into the Tuskegee model, she used this approach
to leadership to extend the efforts and agenda’s of the “wizard” onto the females of the
race. In reflecting on Washington’s foresight, clubwoman Addie Waits Hunton, in The
Voice of the Negro (1905), stated that Washington had a wider opportunity to study the
state of the black community and that people considered her “a pioneer in clubwork
among colored women.”4
Margaret Washington’s course to uplift leadership did not begin overnight. But
there is no doubt that her early childhood played a significant role in her ability to better
understand the “race problem.” She is remembered as a national reformer, but her roots
were deeply engrained in the South. The daughter of a washerwoman and an Irish
railroad worker, Margaret “Maggie” Murray grew up in poverty until her informal
adoption by Quakers. She was a graduate of Fisk University, a clubwoman, and the third
wife of the most influential African American of her time–Booker T. Washington. Their
partnership placed her amidst many of the premier black leaders of the 20th century.
Despite her public achievements she remained grounded, always remembering her
struggle. Whether she served as president or participated in other positions within the
women’s club movement, her expertise and influence helped to make positive changes.
She organized the Tuskegee Women’s Club in 1895 and served as one of the founders of
the National Federation of Afro-American Women (NFAAW) that same year. She
collaborated with other African American club women to start the National Association
of Colored Women (NACW) in 1896. She was a president of the NACW from 1912 to
4

Hunton “The Southern Federation of Colored Women,” 850.
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1916, presided over the Southern Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs, and became one
of the founders of the International Council of Women of the Darker Races of the World
in 1922, which gave her international influence. Domestically and internationally,
Margaret Washington influenced and refined the agendas of local and national women’s
clubs, despite criticism of elitism within these organizations and challenges to their racial
“up-lift” programs.5
Individual black clubwomen in American history have not received much
scholarly attention. Women’s stories have generally been overshadowed by memoirs on
men. While there has been what Ruth Rosen termed a renaissance in scholarly writing on
women, there still remains a need for more in-depth research on individual clubwomen,
specifically black clubwomen from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.6
Margaret Washington used ideas of the black elite to implement models of selfhelp and community betterment. Washington and the black bourgeoisie sprang from a
class which was restructured shortly after the Civil War. Scholars E. Franklin Frazier,
David H. Jackson Jr., and Willard B. Gatewood termed this evolving social class the
“new black elite”—an exclusive network of blacks who gained wealth through personal
business ventures, rather than inheriting it through family lineage. However, scholars
have neglected to examine Margaret Washington’s central role amongst elite black
women and the contributions she made as a direct result of her position. As the wife of

5

Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter: The impact of Black Women on Race and Sex
in America (New York: HarperCollins, 1984), vi; Jacqueline M. Moore, “Anna Julia Cooper:
Educator, Clubwoman, and Feminist,” in Nina Mjagkij, Portraits of African American Life Since
1865 (Wilmington, Delaware: A Scholarly Resources Inc. Imprint, 2003), 73.
Ruth Rosen, The World Split Open: How the Modern Women’s Movement Changed
America (Viking/Penguin Press, 2000).
6
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Booker T. Washington, and step-mother to his three children, Margaret Washington
became a part of the black elite during an era when women’s roles were usually identified
by their domestic “responsibilities.”7
To understand the importance and influence of Margaret Washington, one must
consider the impact of segregation, disfranchisement, and the changing composition and
influence of intragroup class relationships on late nineteenth century African Americans.
The black elite of the post-Reconstruction era differed significantly from the antebellum
black elite. According to historian David H. Jackson, for the old black elite “factors such
as education, wealth, occupation, and skin color (the latter because many of these people
were light-skinned blacks or mulattos), ancestry and family heritage were also important.
Many of the old guard placed less emphasis on economic status, although many of them
were wealthy.” Jackson also notes that the old black elite placed less significance on
finances in an attempt to keep out blacks who gained wealth through hard work. Adelaide
Cromwell draws similar conclusions in The Other Brahmins. She argues that after
Reconstruction many members of the old elite formed exclusive groups based on
education and color. Connections to white ancestry were not the only prerequisite into
this class of blacks, but it was clearly an identifiable component. On the other hand, the
new black elites were “self-made men and women who were usually less articulate and
7

Giddings, When and Where I Enter, vi; David H. Jackson, Jr., Booker T. Washington
and the Struggle against White Supremacy: The Southern Educational Tours, 1908-1912
(PalGrave Macmillan, 2008), 14-18; Phillip Dray, At The Hands of Persons Unknown: The
Lynching of Black America (New York: Random House, 2002), viii; Deborah Gray White, Ar’n’t
I A Woman: Female Slaves in The Plantation South (New York and London: W. W. Norton &
Company, 1985), 161-162; Cynthia Neverdon-Morton, Afro-American Women of the South and
the Advancement of the Race, 1895-1925 (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1989), 2-3;
E. Franklin Fraizer, Black Bourgeoisie: The Rise of A New Middle Class in the United States
(Free Press, 1957); Willard Gatewood, Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite,1880-1920 (Indiana
University Press, 1990).
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less educated than the old elite and who vigorously upheld Booker T. Washington’s
philosophy of self-help.” The new black elite placed less attention on complexion and
more to economic achievements, income, and business success. It was within this class of
elites that Margaret Washington became a leading force.8
Sociologist E. Franklin Frazier argued that the new and old black elite sought to
assimilate and totally distance themselves from the masses; however, he neglected to
discuss those who attempted to reform the status of African Americans. Scholar
Jacqueline M. Moore asserts that after Reconstruction, at the height of Jim Crow
segregation, when elite blacks realized that intragroup distinctions of prestige did not
provide access into white America, they allied with the black masses to create black
institutions. The elite class became influential race men and women. New standards of
elitism offered the Washington’s a course to advance their agendas of racial uplift. It also
gave them an avenue to influence the decisions of the masses and upper-class blacks.
Although Kevin Gaines and others argue that “racial uplift” is a problematic concept that
shortchanges the structural impediments to progress among poor blacks in a society
where white supremacy reigned, it did offer a plausible alternative for many blacks in a
society structured around their failure.9
Black women faced significant brutality in the South at the end of the nineteenth
century and elite status within the black community did not shield Margaret Washington
from this racism. The nation at large was not prepared to deal with African American
Adelaide M. Cromwell, The Other Brahmins: Boston’s Black Upper Class 1750-1950
(University of Arkansas Press, 2004); Joel Williamson, Miscegenation and Mulattoes in the
United States (New York: The Free Press, 1980).
8
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Kevin Gaines, Uplifting the Race: Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the
Twentieth Century (The University of North Carolina Press, 1996).
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citizenship, much less to grant the prerogatives of respectable womanhood. Lynchings,
although not exclusive to the south, occurred more frequently in the Deep South. Black
women suffered humiliation as well as persistent physical harm because of their race. It
was under these conditions that black women asserted their spirit of uplift in social and
economic matters, while still attending to their domestic responsibilities.
Historians in recent years have begun to unearth the remarkable achievements of
black women. Scholars such as Beverly Guy-Sheftall have devoted their careers to
addressing the imbalance in the study of African American women’s history. Dorothy
Sterling’s, We Are Your Sisters (1997), restores the historical presence of black women in
an era that had been largely taken out of context with mythical figures such as “Sojourner
Truths.” Sterling argues that by displaying the progress that black women made in the
home and the community, their combined stories are told. This wave of scholarship was
also influenced by the works of N. F. Mossell, Joanne Braxton, Dorothy Sterling, and
Gerda Lerner, to name a few. A biography on Margaret Washington adds considerably to
this scholarship on women. It also broadens our understanding of what it meant to be a
woman during the “progressive era.”10
Paula Giddings’s When and Where I Enter (1984), focuses mainly on the role of
black women in the political and legal arena. She uses middle-class women and their
organizations to shed light on the black women’s club movement. While Giddings does
provide accounts of individual black clubwomen such as Washington, her overall intent
was to present an analysis of the larger work done by middle-class black women.
White, Ar’n’t I A Woman; Dorothy Sterling; We Are Your Sisters: Black Women in
Nineteenth Century History (W. W. Norton and Company, 1997); N. F. Mossell, The Work of the
African American Woman (Oxford University Press, 1988); Gerda Lerner, Black Women in White
America: A Documentary History (Random House, 1972).
10
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Darlene Clark Hine and Kathleen Thompson’s A Shining Thread of Hope (1998) also
offers a comprehensive account of the history of African American women; the
biographies were generally short yet the authors skillfully incorporated black women’s
stories into American history. Margaret’s biography was short, but it introduced her as
the wife of Booker T. Washington. To date, this dissertation presents the most
comprehensive study on Margaret Washington.11
As contemporary scholars are placing greater emphasis on the effort of black
women to reclaim their womanhood, researchers are also delving into the relationship
between black women and men. This vantage point helps to complicate the narrative of
racial uplift, yet clearly defines the conflict that clubwomen such as Washington faced.
Deborah Gray White’s Too Heavy a Load (1999) depicts the historic struggle of African
American women for positive images. White asserts that black women not only had to
prove themselves to white men and women, but also that their worst allies were black
men. White gives many examples of African American men not supporting black
women’s organizational activities. In contrast to Giddings, White argues that African
American men felt threatened by the advancement and liberation of black women.
Jacqueline Ann Rouse, however, shows how Lugenia Burns Hope worked with her
husband to build a better community for Atlanta, Georgia, and Beverly W. Jones centers
her study of Mary Church Terrell on her efforts with the NACW, only providing minor
insight into the relationship with her husband. These perspectives frame interesting

11

Darlene Clark Hine and Kathleen Thompson, A Shining Thread of Hope: The History
of Black Women in America (New York: Broadway Books Inc., 1998); Beverly W. Jones, “Mary
Church Terrell and the National Association of Colored Women, 1896 to 1901,” The Journal of
Negro History 67, no 1 (Spring 1982); Jacqueline Anne Rouse, Lugenia Burns Hope, Black
Southern Reformer (The University of Georgia Press, 1992).
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questions about the work of Margaret Washington and the resistance she faced both from
within the black race and from racist whites.12
In What a Women Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women Workers
During the Jim Crow Era (1996) Stephanie Shaw discusses the important role of
professional black women in history. She shows the social changes that black women
experienced during the Jim Crow Era. Shaw looks at professional black women as
reformers and activists, while exploring the roots of their community commitment and
their struggle to become dynamic leaders within a chaotic world. This framework is
crucial to better understanding the community work of Washington–her identity as a
woman reflects upon her activism and the activism of black women in general.13
Approaching history from the perspective of the black working class also
contributes significantly to the study of Margaret Washington. She worked, to a great
extent, on behalf of working class women, though she appreciated their struggles from an
elite standpoint. Tera W. Hunter’s To ‘Joy My Freedom: Southern Black Women’s Lives
and Labors After the Civil War (1997) gives an innovative perspective on the history of
African American women. Working class women take center stage, while middle-class
and elite black women remain primarily obscure. Hunter provides a sophisticated
example that combines labor and social history to offer insight into the lives of working
class black women in the South. Jacqueline Jones performs a similar feat in Labor of
Love, Labor of Sorrow. Other scholars such as Mary Frances Berry and Deborah Gray

12

Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy A Load: Black Women in Defense of Themselves
1894-1994 (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1999), passim.
13

Stephanie Shaw, What a Women Ought to Be and to Do: Black Professional Women
Workers During the Jim Crow Era (University of Chicago Press, 1996).
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White have also unearthed otherwise forgotten women of the late nineteenth century.
They offer a glimpse into the struggle and fight of working class black women and men
and add a unique vantage point to this dissertation since most of the women Washington
worked for were considered a part of the working-class. This approach also shows the
limitations of “racial uplift” from the top-down perspective and how the voices of
common folk were often omitted.14
Outside of composite histories of black women and their achievements, some
authors in recent years have recreated the histories of individual black women in
American history in an attempt to reexamine the image of nineteenth century black
women. Nell Irvin Painter’s study Sojourner Truth: A Life, A Symbol (1996) depicts the
life and legacy of an African American woman reformer. She unearths many of the myths
that surrounded Truth and provides solid evidence challenging the belief that Truth was
an “oddly eloquent exotic,” as opposed to a woman of strength and determination. This
biography also serves as an important testament to the struggle involved in recreating the
history of women in general, and African American women in particular. In On Her Own
Ground: The Life and Times of Madam C.J. Walker (1996) A’lelia Bundles delivers a
comprehensive biography of Madam C. J. Walker. Bundles’ provides the public with a
classic saga of the life of an extraordinary black woman entrepreneur, philanthropist, and
social activist. There have also been recent works on Mary Church Terrell, Maggie Lena
Walker, Ida B. Wells and Amy Jacques Garvey by Judith B. Fradin, Dorothy Rice,

Tera W. Hunter, To ‘Joy My Freedom: Southern Black Women’s Lives and Labors
After the Civil War (Harvard University Press, 1997); Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love, Labor of
Sorrow: Black Women, Work and the Family, from Slavery to the Present (Basic Books, 1985);
Mary Frances Berry, My Face is Black is True: Callie House and the Struggle for Ex-Slave
Reparations (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2005); White, Too Heavy a Load.
14
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Muriel Branch, Paula Giddings and Ula Taylor, respectively, while, Catherine Clinton
provides a more in depth look at Harriet Tubman in The Road to Freedom (2004).15
Scholars have incorporated the life and activities of Margaret Washington into
more extensive examinations of African American women’s organizational experiences.
Beverly W. Jones briefly mentioned Washington and her work as it relates to the NACW,
while specifically writing about Mary Church Terrell and her presidency of the
organization. Washington served as a key player in the formation of the national
organization and was important before and after her own presidency from 1912 to 1916.
In “Early Community Work of Black Club Women” (1974), Gerda Lerner examines
Washington’s achievements with Alabama’s TWC, a prototype for many of the clubs
during the Progressive Era. More information on Washington can also be found in
Charles Harris Wesley’s The History of the National Association of Colored Women’s
Clubs: A Legacy of Service (1984). Wesley’s monograph gives a brief history of
Washington along with minutes from NACW meetings.16

15

Nell Irvin Painter, Sojourner Truth: A Life, A Symbol (New York and London: W. W.
Norton and Company, 1996); A’Lelia Bundles, On Her Own Ground: Life and Times of Madam
C. J. Walker (New York: Scribbner, 2002); Paula Giddings, Ida: A Sword Among Lions: Ida B.
Wells and the Campaign Against Lynching (HarperCollins Publishers, 2008); Ula Yvette Taylor,
The Veiled Garvey: The Life and Times of Amy Jacques Garvey (Chapel Hill and London: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2002); Catherine Clinton, Harriet Tubman: The Road to
Freedom (Boston, Massachusetts: Little, Brown & Company, 2004); Dennis B. Fradin and Judith
B. Fradin, Ida B. Wells: Mother of the Civil Rights Movement (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2000);
Muriel Branch and Dorothy Rice, Miss Maggie: A Biography of Maggie Lena Walker
(Marlborough House Publishers, 1984).
Jones, “Mary Church Terrell and the National Association of Colored Women, 1896 to
1901,” 22; Charles Harris Wesley, The History of the National Association of Colored Women’s
Clubs: A Legacy of Service (Washington, D.C.: Mercury Press, 1984), passim; Gerda Lerner,
“Early Community Work of Black Club Women,” Journal of Negro History 59, no. 2 (April
1974): 159.
16
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A few dissertations have also incorporated Washington into their pages. Michelle
Rief’s “'Banded close together': An Afrocentric study of African American women's
international activism, 1850-1940, and the International Council of Women of the Darker
Races,” (2003) highlights Washington’s affiliation with the International Council.
Laura Lynn Gray’s “Women and the American interracial movement: A rhetorical
analysis” (2002) also mentions Washington. Gray’s research shows how women such as
Washington used metaphoric strategies to combat existing social constructions of race
and gender. Martha Helen Patterson’s “'Survival of the best fitted': The trope of the new
woman in Margaret Murray Washington, Pauline Hopkins, Sui Sin Far, Edith Wharton
and Mary Johnston, 1895-1914” (1996), examines writers and their perspectives on
socio-political trends in a new century. The author analyzes Washington’s writing and the
implications it had for society, as opposed to Margaret Washington and the impact that
her reforms had on the black community.17
Several monographs have included references to Margaret Washington in studies
of the life and times of her husband–Booker T. Washington. Regarding his family life,
most scholars have delved into Margaret Washington’s personal correspondence to
answer questions left unanswered in his communications. While Louis R. Harlan – the
premier scholar on Booker T. Washington’s life – provides minimal insight into Margaret
Washington’s life, more recent studies like Robert Norrell’s Up from History: The Life of

Michelle M. Rief, “'Banded close together': An Afrocentric study of African American
women's international activism, 1850-1940, and the International Council of Women of the
Darker Races” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Temple University, 2003); Laura Lynn Gray, “Women and
the American interracial movement: A rhetorical analysis” (Ph.D. Dissertation, Texas Women’s
University, 2004); Martha Helen Patterson, “'Survival of the best fitted': The trope of the new
woman in Margaret Murray Washington, Pauline Hopkins, Sui Sin Far, Edith Wharton and Mary
Johnston, 1895-1914” (Ph.D. Dissertation, The University of Iowa, 1996).
17
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Booker T. Washington (2009) offer the most up-to-date account of the relationship
between the Washingtons as it relates to the affairs at Tuskegee and their family.18
Linda Lane’s A Documentary of Mrs. Booker T. Washington (2001) provides
insight into the papers of Margaret Murray Washington. Lane’s collection of
Washington’s papers, adds to Jacqueline Ann Rouse’s article “Out of the Shadow of
Tuskegee” (1996). Margaret Murray Washington deserves a complete scholarly analysis
aimed at reconstructing her professional life and career.19
All of the above mentioned works are important in understanding the direction
that scholars took in the historiography on African American women. Many of the
aforementioned works illuminate the lives of black women who lived during the same era
as Margaret Washington. Authors whose studies had a primary focus on the Black
Women’s Club Movement tend to briefly discuss Washington and her reform
accomplishments on a small scale. They also show the conditions that surrounded her
during the height of the Black Women’s Club Movement. They serve as an important
guide in understanding and recognizing the different struggles that made the club
movement so important and influential. A focus on Margaret Murray Washington will
allow for an intimate portrait that will help in better understanding the direction and
leadership of the movement, while also detailing the life and motivations of one of its key

18

Norrell, Up From History; Harlan, The Wizard of Tuskegee; Jackson, The Struggle of
White Supremacy.
Jacqueline Ann Rouse, “Out of the Shadow of Tuskegee: Margaret Murray
Washington, Social Activism, and Race Vindication,” Journal of Negro History 81, no. 1/4
(Winter-Autumn 1996); Linda Lane, A Documentary of Mrs. Booker T. Washington (Lewiston,
New York: The Edwin Mellen Press Inc., 2001).
19
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members as a means to better understand early twentieth century black women’s history,
black history, and American history at large.
Name Usage
In this dissertation at various points in her life, Margaret James Murray
Washington is referred to as Margaret, Margaret Murray, Margaret Washington,
Washington or Mrs. Booker T. Washington. Prior to her marriage, the name Margaret
Murray or Murray are most commonly used. After her marriage to Booker T.
Washington, I use “Washington” except when doing so makes it unclear which
Washington (Booker or Margaret) I’m referring to. In those cases, I use Margaret
Washington or Mrs. Booker T. Washington or Margaret.

14

CHAPTER ONE
Growing up in the American South
Macon, Mississippi, and Nashville, Tennessee, 1861-1889
In every home there must be a father and a mother, and the children in
that home must be taught respect…
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
Most of what is known about Margaret Washington’s early years comes directly
from Margaret herself. She sometimes recounted information on her youth, her parents,
her siblings, and her involvement with neighboring Quakers to those closest to her in
Tuskegee, Alabama. She left her hometown of Macon, Mississippi at a very early age,
returning infrequently, and only for brief periods. Nearly fifteen years after moving to
Tuskegee, the small town poor “mulatto” woman had transformed herself into a
distinguished educator and prominent leader of the black women’s club movement. Since
she never gave too many details of her early life, a scholarly evaluation will recover the
early events that Margaret Murray knew and perhaps wanted to forget. The importance of
Macon, Mississippi, her family ties, and their imprint on her future philosophies, cannot
be underestimated. Margaret’s early life shaped her ideas about the poor and her belief
that despite one’s past, they can rise from its residue. Although remnants of her past
helped her to better understand her future, she seemingly recreated her beginning years of
extreme poverty and fashioned them to look more glamorous than the historical record
suggests.
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The town of Macon, Mississippi, was thirty-one years old when Margaret Murray
was born in 1861. It was built on lands taken from Choctaws removed to the Oakland
Territory as a result of the Indian Removal Act of 1830. As Native Americans were
forced out, white residents from Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia set
up residency.2 By 1835, there were several mercantile establishments and at least one
grist and saw mill in the town. The initial population of the small village was between
200 and 300 white residents and a few slaves. This figure grew over time as some
planters amassed as many as “eight men and boys, two women and one girl,” slaves on
each plantation. Initially both whites and blacks worked the community’s corn and cotton
farms. However, by 1860, slaves represented the bulk of the labor on Macon’s cotton
plantations.3
The employment situation in Mississippi remained undeveloped for most black
men and women, since the majority of the black population toiled the cotton fields during
the antebellum period. A stockyard worker who spoke to an interviewer for the
Commission on Race Relations revealed that in Mississippi “men and women had to
work in the fields,” with very few exceptions.4 Black folk were under the watchful eye of
whites, who saw their realities quickly changing. Most white southerners were reluctant
2
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to break from their past. Many believed that the enslavement of Africans was their Godgiven right. Despite the hostile environment this myth created and the conditions in
which black Mississippians found themselves, they established worlds of their own, often
invisible to whites.5
The presidential election of 1860 heightened controversy throughout the South.
Two months after Lincoln’s election, representatives attending a south-wide convention
in Montgomery, Alabama, voted to sever the state’s ties with the Union. The road to
secession in Mississippi began in January 1861 – making it the second state to secede
from the Union, after South Carolina.6
Emancipation was not Lincoln’s goal. However, Mississippians interpreted his
election as evidence of northern determination to end slavery. In reflecting on the period,
a white farmer in Macon wrote that Northerners “came and freed slaves and turned them
on their masters.” This belief and those of similar statue exacerbated tension between the
North and the South.7
The war also disrupted the family life of slaves and antebellum free blacks alike.
In Mississippi, the state legislature reported a total of thirty-two slave executions from the
years 1860-1862. This did not include the countless murders and violence against blacks
5
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at the hands of Confederate soldiers that went unreported. With every Union victory
white determination to strip blacks of any hopes of emancipation and equality
intensified.8 In the midst of this turmoil, Margaret “Maggie” James Murray was born in
Macon, Mississippi on Saturday, March 9, 1861, only four days after Lincoln’s inaugural
address promised not to interfere with the system of enslavement.9
Mississippi entered the Civil War a month after Margaret’s birth with near
fanatical hopes of victory. Nearly four years later these aspirations did not waiver nor did
they turn into despair or an eagerness to end the war.10 However, desolation caused by
war-related loss of life and property and Northern victories led Southern whites to doubt
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the virtue of the war and to resent the North with greater intensity. More than 250,000
Confederate soldiers had lost their lives by 1865. Then, their property, black folk, were
being freed. Whites were then expected to formulate a mutual working relationship,
where blacks would be their equals. According to historian James T. Currie, “the state at
that time was unwilling to consider seriously any proposition by which black men and
whites would legally become equals.”11 Racial tensions in the South increased
significantly.
Margaret Murray’s mother and father experienced many of the ills that plagued
black residents of Mississippi. This had a great impact on her upbringing. Towards the
war’s end, all around Margaret were high hopes that one day enslaved blacks would be
free. Accounts from a former female slave, Dora Franks, on a Mississippi plantation,
reveal how she overheard rumors of a pending Northern victory. She declared “de firs’
thing dat I ‘member hearin’ ‘bout de war was when Marse George come in de house an’
tell miss Emmaline… he feared all de slaves ‘ud be took away… from dat minute I
started prayin’ for freedom. All de res’ o’ de women done de same.”12 While Margaret
Murray was still very young, she found herself in the center of the Civil War and at the
dawn of Reconstruction.
By 1870 Laura and Margaret were the senior siblings to three other children.
According to Margaret, her father, James Murray, emigrated to the United States from
Ireland. This may be plausible since in the years prior to her birth scores of Irish men and
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women migrated to the United States because of a potato famine that claimed nearly a
million lives, but there are no records for him in or near their home by the 1870 census.
There are no death notices or marriage certificates in Macon’s records for a James
Murray. Based on the 1870 census record, it is possible that her father was a white man
living in a neighboring village with a white wife and children. But it is also possible that
James Murray died while fighting in the Civil War or that Margaret only knew about her
father through discussions with her mother. The most probable scenario suggest that her
father was “a railroad worker” since Margaret Murray lived in close proximity to the
“railroad yard workers’ boardinghouse in Macon.”13
Lucy Murray was born in Georgia and may have been a slave. She worked as a
washerwoman when Margaret was a child. It was common practice for women, following
emancipation, to work outside of the household. A migrant to Chicago later told an
interviewer that in Mississippi:14
A [black] woman was not permitted to remain at home if she felt like it. If
she was found at home some of the white people would come to ask why
she was not in the field and tell her she had better get to the field or else
abide by the consequences.15
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This same observer went on to say that “any of the white people could send for any
Negro woman to come and do the family washing at .75 cents to $1.00.”16 Since
Margaret’s mother was only twenty-six at her birth, and the mother of two toddlers, she
most likely took in laundry. Although there is no evidence showing that Margaret’s
mother was actually enslaved, after slavery freedwomen frequently found work as
washerwomen and maids, as it gave them more autonomy and leisure to rear their
children. Also, job availability in the urban south for a black woman was scarce.17
The relationship between Margaret’s mother and father is also unclear. “On the
eve of Congressional Reconstruction, all seven states of the Lower South had laws
against interracial marriage.” If they lived together both her mother and father would
have experienced a harsh backlash from whites who argued against the courtship based
on ideas of morality.18 According to journalist Stephan Talty;
There was a core of prejudice distinguished from one end of the country to
the other: if laws varied, social sentiment was overwhelmingly negative.
There was a feeling that the union was literally against nature, as God had
made blacks a separate and unequal race.19
16
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Furthermore, the relationship of the Irish towards blacks was not a positive one,
since both groups had to prove their “Americaness.” John Mitchell, an Irish political
journalist, stated in 1856 that he:
would be a bad Irishman who voted for principles which jeopardized the
present freedom of a nation of white men, for the vague forlorn hope of
elevating blacks to a level for which it is least problematical whether God
and nature ever intended them.20
Mitchell’s views might not have paralleled that of all Irishmen, but they do speak to the
hostility their union may have caused in a society that sought to distance itself from black
folk. However, 1840s Irish immigrants were not considered “white.” Therefore, a union
with an African American did not directly challenge notions of respectability. In many
regards, “these relationships were not [even] considered interracial.”21Considering the
times, it is probable that Lucy and James had a clear understanding of the limits and
restrictions of their relationship.
Not only were interracial relationships confusing, but issues of class further
complicated the situation. Poverty had debilitating consequences within the black
community following emancipation, which in turn affected black folk’s psyche, diets,
living conditions, and health. This poverty was exacerbated by an inadequate health care
system.
By 1870 Margaret Murray had four other siblings, the eldest was ten-year-old
Laura Murray. However, accounts from those closest to Margaret at Tuskegee Institute
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tend to vary on this family structure. Jennie Moton, a friend and subsequent First Lady at
Tuskegee Institute, wrote in The Tuskegee Messenger after the death of Margaret, “there
were five children in the family of which she was the third” child. Another account from
Booker T. Washington’s secretary, Emmett Scott, reveals “when she grew old enough to
count she found herself one of a family of ten, and, like nearly all children of Negro
parentage at that time, very poor.”22 Whether poverty caused high mortality rates in her
family remains unclear. The 1880 census records show that Margaret Murray was the
second child after Laura; the third child was seven year old Willis. It was most probable
that Margaret Murray only had for other siblings. However, concepts of family were fluid
in the aftermath of slavery. It is likely that Lucy Murray took in family members, friends,
and even neighbors during Margaret’s childhood.23
The youngest sibling, Joseph, had the surname Cotton.24 By 1880 he would have
been ten, but was no longer listed as living in the household.25 The life expectancy of
black men and women was thirty-three years. If a woman survived into her twenties, she
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could expect to see at least one of her children die before reaching its tenth birthday.26
Women who outlived their husbands or significant others had to deal with the effects of a
poor health care system and survival on meager earnings, making it next to impossible to
sustain a family without the financial support of a spouse.27
By 1880, Lucy Murray had moved to District 31 and married a black brick mason
by the name of Henry Brown. Her occupational status changed as well. She no longer
listed herself as a washerwoman; instead, she documented her employment as “keeping
house.” It is unlikely that this was her only job. As with her neighbor Georgiana Clarke,
the occupation of “housekeeping” entailed wage earning duties as well as childrearing.
This could include working in the homes of whites as maids, nannies, washerwomen, and
garden laborers. Margaret Murray thus lived among those hit the hardest by the impact of
the Civil War. 28
After her father’s death in 1868, Margaret Murray moved in with a Quaker
family, the Saunders, who lived in close proximity to the Murray’s home, in District 15.29
The 1880 census lists Margaret as still living within the home of her mother, Lucy. By
this time Margaret Murray would have been nineteen years old, and only one year away
26
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There are many possible explanations as to why Joseph was not recorded. He could
have been indentured or sent to live elsewhere. He may have died from the effects of poverty and
poor nutrition. There is no doubt that poverty affected Margaret and her family in many ways.
The likelihood of her having a total of nine other siblings, several deceased in childhood, is
credible, given the era’s high infant mortality rates.
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from entering Fisk Institute. Quakers were a religious body that formed private
communities. They regularly debated effective ways to abolish persistent injustices –
including, before the Civil War, slavery. The religious Society of Friends, as Quakers
were frequently called, also formed or joined manumission and colonization societies
before the Civil War. They petitioned Congress on behalf of enslaved blacks and opened
schools for African Americans. Quakers also adopted black children and taught them
their doctrines and concepts of “holiness.”30 There are no documents to explain why, or
if, Margaret Murray was the only one of her sibling to live with the Quakers, or even
whether she really lived in their household or simply studied within its confines.31
Historian Jacqueline Anne Rouse supports Murray’s claim that “around the age of
seven, Maggie was sent to live with Quaker siblings, the Saunders, who were teachers in
the community.”32 While these early accounts are somewhat contradictory, as far as dates
and events are concerned, they do, however, help to put together a more in-depth picture
of Margaret Murray during her early years and this framework provides the bases for
understanding her efforts on behalf of education and her work as a pioneer of black
women’s clubs.33 Emmett J. Scott – Booker T. Washington’s personal secretary – gave a
brief history of the Saunders family. He claims they came to the South in 1864. Although
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they were prevented by their religion from entering the army as soldiers, they were more
than eager to help the freedmen get an education after the war. It is more than likely that
Murray received some of her early teaching from private institutions or tutors, as Macon
did not offer public education until 1882; even in these cases blacks in Macon were
excluded.34
The Reconstruction policies implemented by Congress and President Andrew
Johnson lasted roughly from 1865 to 1877. Reconstruction was aimed at reorganizing the
southern states after the Civil War, providing the foundation for readmitting them into the
Union, and defining the means by which whites and blacks could live together in a nonslave holding society. The South, nevertheless, saw Reconstruction as a humiliating and
vengeful imposition, and did not welcome it. They implemented black codes that placed
blacks like Murray so close to enslavement that the line became blurred. In extreme
cases, the use of terror by ritualized hangings was implemented.35
As with most racist endeavors of the age, massive attempts were made in these
regards to further dehumanize blacks, and to build a sense of power and authority
amongst southern whites. Despite these blatant acts of racism, black southerners like
Margaret Murray believed that education would eventually free them from the daily
forms of abuse that they endured. Murray’s involvement with the Saunders more than
likely aided in her escape from overt poverty and protected her amidst terrorizing whites.
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Despite opposition from white demagogues, like the burning of schools and the
unwillingness to fund educational efforts, black and white teachers from the North and
South, missionary organizations, churches, and schools worked tirelessly to give the
emancipated population opportunities for education. While the diligence of Northern
missionaries was honorable in the climate of the times, scholars such as Mary Frances
Berry caution against giving total praise to northern reformers, who in some instances
had their own racial prejudices. Even though many did not agree with slavery, they
believed equality to be a far cry from freedom. Berry noted that “the education they
[blacks] received was also problematic because of the skepticism of some northern
teachers about the ability of their charges and the cultural differences between teachers
and students.”36 Despite these limitations, blacks who received lessons from Northern
white missionaries fared better than those who, due to rigorous working conditions, were
unable to attend school. Margaret Murray’s experience differed somewhat from other
blacks during the time. She did not have to attend to fieldwork during her youth instead
she spent the majority of her efforts in pursuit of literacy.37
During her youth black Mississippians lived in the beginning stages of what came
to be known by some historians as an era of American apartheid at its worst. Racial
discrimination was so prevalent in Mississippi during and after Reconstruction, that Jim
Crow legislation and black codes became completely unnecessary due to vigilante
violence. Although Mississippi claimed that it had some prominent African American
political officials like John R. Lynch, Blanche K. Bruce and Hiram Revels, it was clear
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that black Mississippians knew just how far they could go before they triggered the white
imagination into believing that they were a threat. It is important to understand the
political and social environment that Margaret Murray lived through in order to fully
grasp the “stern” educator she became. She lived under a system of segregation and
inequality, and saw many of the hopes and dreams of blacks shattered because of the
“lack of knowledge” and the resistance of whites to change.38
Blacks and whites remained separate in public and private facilities. Blacks could
not use the same entrances to hospitals as whites. Neither the prisons nor churches were
exceptions to the Jim Crow rule. By 1867 blacks who had once attended an interracial
Baptist church in Macon established a “separate and distinct Baptist Church.”39 This was
done to demonstrate their independence from white governed institutions. These
traditions of separation became so ingrained in Mississippians that they actually needed
fewer laws to enforce them. White southerners created systems of intimidation and terror
that forced blacks to abide by rules of racial etiquette in order to maintain harmony
between the races. The consequence of stepping outside of these lines could mean
punishment and even death.
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By the time Margaret Murray was fourteen, many of the gains made by blacks
during Reconstruction had been slowly taken away.40 Shortly afterwards in 1875, she was
sent by the Quakers to Nashville, Tennessee, to further her schooling. Although she
moved to Nashville in 1875 to attend Fisk University, it would be another six years
before she actually enrolled in classes.41
When Margaret Murray arrived in Nashville, Tennessee, she clearly saw a
contrast between this city and her hometown of Macon, Mississippi. Nashville in 1860
(the eve of the Civil War) had a population of 16,988 and of that number nearly 4,000
were African Americans. Nashville housed a substantial number of progressive blacks as
well as a sizable Quaker community. Murray likely lived with or in close proximity to the
Quakers. Since the Quakers were strong proponents of education, Murray’s assimilation
into this community could have been a driving force for her later enrollment into Fisk
Institute.42
As in other southern states, blacks in Tennessee hungered for the opportunity to
become literate. By 1860 nearly ninety percent of the south’s adult population, and
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almost all of its black population, was illiterate. Many formerly enslaved African
Americans felt that with education the racial stigma of inferiority would disappear and
they would be able to assert their equality.43 Congress had created the Freedmen's Bureau
during Reconstruction, which sought to help newly freed black men and women.
According to historian George Bentley,
some of the proponents of the Freedmen’s Bureau were motivated by an
idealistic desire to help the newly freed slaves, while others thought of the
Bureau primarily as a tool for exploiting that part of the country where the
freedmen lived… both groups succeeded.44
General Oliver Otis Howard headed the Bureau from its beginning in 1865, and he later
co-founded Howard University (Washington, D.C.) and subsequently helped to make it a
federal university.45
Nashville was successful in its efforts to solicit funds from northern
philanthropists for educational endeavors. A number of schools were created in Nashville
after the Civil War. In 1864 the American Baptist Church founded Roger Williams
College. Similar schools were created that dedicated themselves to the education of
formerly enslaved blacks; Central Tennessee College (1866), Fisk University (1866), and
Meharry Medical College (1876) the first medical school for blacks in the south. African
Americans also made countless efforts to build and sustain their own institutions of
learning. After slavery, for instance, blacks started schools in vacant buildings and homes
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while literate blacks served as teachers. When a student completed a course they would
usually start to instruct other pupils, just as Margaret Murray would do.46
During her years in Nashville, Murray sought to spread education through every
channel possible. Whether this was done by force or choice is unknown. At fourteen, she
performed extremely well in her subjects and left a strong impression on the adults she
interacted with. They were so pleased that she was eventually asked to teach. She
accepted the invitation and was instructed to take the teacher’s examination before the
offer became official. Dressed in her finest attire, she probably took her exam at the
newly built, red-brick, Brown County Courthouse, in the center of Nashville, which
opened its doors in 1875. She passed the exam with flying colors and quickly became a
certified teacher amongst her peers.47
Now a Quaker in both ideas and beliefs, Murray benefited from the resources of
the society. She also benefited from the institutions of the black community – including
Fisk Institute. A great deal of credit for creating the institution is attributed to three
Northern teachers who moved south to educate African Americans: John Ogden, Edward
P. Smith, and Erastus M. Cravath. John Ogden served as a lieutenant in the Second
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Wisconsin Calvary during the Civil War. Ogden was interested in black troops and
planned to create a regiment, but was captured by the Confederate Army in Tennessee.
He was released in 1865, when Murray was only four, and because of his experiences as
principal of the Minnesota State Normal School, was appointed superintendent of
education for the Freedmen’s Bureau in Tennessee, headquartered in Nashville.48
Erastus M. Cravath was born into an abolitionist family in Homer, New York. His
parents sent him to an abolitionist college, New York Central College, where he came
into direct contact with many slaves, as his father’s house served as a stop on the
Underground Railroad. Cravath also attended Oberlin College and graduated from its
theological seminary in 1857. He put his pastoral skills to use when he registered as a
Chaplain in the 101st Regiment of Ohio Volunteers, and he later accepted a position in
one of the most important generous societies engaged in the education of blacks, the
American Missionary Association (AMA).49
Edward P. Smith was the final member of this trio. In 1863, Smith assumed the
job of District Secretary of the Middle West Department of the AMA in Cincinnati.
Smith and Cravath were directed by the association to establish a school for newly freed
blacks. After an evaluation of the city, they concluded that Nashville would be the logical
place for a school that extended beyond primary education.50 In later years they would
influence the life and education of Margaret Murray.
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Nashville had the potential to service both the Border States and the Deep South
due to its sizable black population. Shortly afterward the trio met with Superintendent
Ogden, who had established similar schools in the South, and he agreed to support Fisk
financially.51 With the added assistance of General Clinton B. Fisk, assistant
commissioner for the Freedmen’s Bureau of Tennessee, they secured abandoned hospital
buildings for the initial structure. Fisk opened its doors on January 9, 1866, as a
designated high school. Even though Tennessee was the only state in the South prior to
the Civil War that did not legally prohibit reading and writing among slaves, whites in the
state were not strong proponents of black education after emancipation. The founders
therefore had to be sure not to antagonize the locals with notions of black education. Few
whites would support black schools. They refused to rent or sell land to blacks for such
purposes or provide housing for teachers of such institutions.52
White locals constantly threatened black establishments in Tennessee. In 1866,
Memphis, for example, experienced a race riot that claimed the lives of forty-six black
folk. Ninety-one black homes, twelve black schools, and four black churches were
subsequently burned to the ground. Furthermore, at least five colored women testified to
being raped during the riot after having their possessions taken. The events in Memphis
were not done in isolation. Yet when Fisk opened its doors hundreds of students poured
in. Joe Richardson credits Fisk for being a strong proponent of industrial education.
Fisk’s early administration, however, believed that blacks should have access to all levels
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of education, including courses in elementary education, industrial training, professional
advancement, classical arts, and a slew of other subjects. Editors of the Fisk Herald
declared that Fisk,
Believes in industrial education, but chooses to leave that work to other
institutions which have that as an end. It wishes such schools, Hampton,
Tougaloo, and kindred institutions the highest success, but its end is
always and persistently higher education.53
In most instances blacks were only permitted to preach or teach, leaving little room for
mechanical or classical advancement. However, many came to realize that industrial
education gave way to mechanical advancement and liberal training lead to classical
education, minimizing the gap of limitations.54
By 1871 Fisk was experiencing financial hardship that could have possibly led to
its demise. Due to its monetary struggles, George L. White, a teacher of music at the
school, and later the treasurer, placed the choir – the Jubilee Singers – on display, to
bring white financial support to the institution. This initiative went so well that he took
the singers into other venues that drew international attention to the school. Margaret
Murray witnessed firsthand the impact the Fisk Jubilee Singers had on the community
and abroad.55
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As she observed the transformation of the school, Murray made a conscious
decision to attend college in Nashville. In 1881, at the age of twenty, she enrolled at Fisk
Institute’s preparatory school as a part-time student (or a half-rater). Erastus Cravath was
Fisk’s president during her college years.56 Prior to Margaret Murray’s enrollment, in
1876 Fisk had no college graduates and only two the following year – this, along with
inadequate finances, may be another reason Murray waited six years to enroll in college.
Nevertheless, the school saw gradual improvements as the years passed. In 1883, two
years after Murray’s enrollment, there were thirty-three regular college pupils, and fortyeight pupils enrolled in college preparatory classes. These numbers slowly increased after
Margaret Murray’s graduation in 1889.57
In order to help fund her education, Murray, like other students at the time,
worked in the homes of Fisk’s faculty and taught preparatory classes in Nashville
throughout the summer months. She spent at least one summer in Pontotoc, Mississippi
where on the “13th of June [she along with other teachers] opened [a] school with 21
pupils.” The faculty members at Fisk, as with other newly founded black institutions,
were predominantly white. Some elite blacks felt that a mixed faculty board created a
more complete learning environment. Murray shared this line of thinking. In later years
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she suggested that all black schools were lacking due to the absence of white faculty
members and students.58
Mary Church Terrell echoed Margaret Murray’s opinion while later relating the
advantages of a mixed learning environment on the psyche of young white and black
children. In describing the benefits of attending Oberlin High School, and making friends
with a white girl, she expressed the positive implications this relationship had on the race.
Her white friend “would know that there are many such ‘exceptions,’ and she could never
place such a low estimate upon the mental and moral qualities of the whole race as she
would if she did not know from personal experience the desirable qualities of head and
heart which at least one representative of the race possessed.”59
Although many students were very poor at Fisk, Emmett Scott noted that those
who did not have to work their way through school typically looked down on those who
did. During the winter months, some students were “forced to miss school because it was
too cold to walk barefoot.”60 Murray’s financial situation remained difficult throughout
her college career, and her health added to the strain. In the beginning years of the college
many students suffered from poor health caused in part by overwork, poor food, and
inadequate living conditions. In desperate situations some students survived due to
Nashville’s soup-house, which served cornbread and soup as their only meal.61
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Despite the unfortunate conditions that students such as Murray endured, Fisk
Institute still provided educational opportunities abroad. The graduates of the institution
were sent to East Africa in 1883. The school maintained an interest in Africa and
included African history and culture in its curriculum. Margaret Murray’s presence at
Fisk in the midst of this period of heightened concentration on Africa may have fed her
later interest in African and African American history.62
During her years at Fisk, Murray met W. E. B. Du Bois, who was a student until
his graduation in 1888.63 Du Bois co-founded a school newspaper in 1883 called the Fisk
Herald. The paper suggested that the advancement of the black race was the
responsibility of the best of the race, which made up around ten-percent of black
Americans. Du Bois asserted that the students at Fisk were all part of the “Talented
Tenth” – a concept that originated with Henry L. Morehouse but of which Du Bois
became a leading advocate. Murray joined the Fisk Herald staff in 1886 and remained on
the board until her graduation. In the paper, Murray and other students documented the
progress of the race that occurred throughout the country. In one publication Murray
recalled visiting Jackson, Tennessee, about 130 miles west of Nashville. She most likely
visited the Colored Methodist Episcopal High School, which was founded in 1882 and
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later became Lane College, and rejoiced in their progress as “the school [was] conducted
entirely by the colored people,” and their advancement “moved steadily on.”64
Outside of recording the progress of the race, the Fisk Herald also spoke of
political and cultural developments. In an 1889 article, the same year that Murray
graduated, the Herald’s editor refuted the existence of a “New South,” and asserted that it
still carried the same old prejudices and customs as the Old South. “A NEW SOUTH
with old ideas, old customs, old prejudices and a desire for old conditions with respect to
a certain class of its populace, is one of the inexplicable problems of the age.” Within this
article the editor challenged prevailing notions that the south had abandoned its old
plantation culture and gravitated more towards industrialized forms of production,
ultimately declaring, “In our opinion there can be no New South without a complete
reformation.”65
Still, the line between ideal and practice can sometimes be blurred. The extent to
which a college or a college newspaper influences a person cannot be easily measured,
but Margaret Murray, who would become one of the leading advocates of industrial
training, clearly breathed the elitist atmosphere that the Fisk Herald promoted. Although
Fisk students endorsed Morehouse’s idea of the “Talented Tenth” throughout the
newspaper, they assumed that people understood the information in different ways. This
became evident when Fiskites, after graduation, went to work in liberal arts and industrial
education settings alike. Outside of the increased popularity of industrial schools, job
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scarcity was an apparent concern for educated blacks, as it became increasingly common
for blacks with classical educations to seek jobs at industrial institutions. In later years,
Du Bois sought employment at Tuskegee, asserting that he could bring to the industrial
school his education from Fisk and Harvard, and his expertise in German, philosophy,
natural science, and history. In many ways, race men and women brought a sense of
prestige and caliber to industrial settings.66
On graduation day in June of 1889, Booker T. Washington visited Fisk and sat
directly across from Margaret Murray at a table. That day, Margaret James Murray, at the
age of twenty-eight, along with one other female student, Emma Jane Terry, graduated
from Fisk with honors. Booker T. Washington, while the President of Tuskegee Institute
since its opening in 1881, was not the keynote speaker for her commencement. However,
he did give a “happy after dinner speech,” as declared in the Fisk Herald. Murray, who
was described as attractive and bright, approached Washington and inquired about an
English position at Tuskegee. It was understood that Washington “ha[d] designs on some
of our young people, and proposes to take them back with him to teach in the Normal
school of Tuskegee.” While many classmates knew that Murray had already accepted a
teaching position at Prairie View Normal and Industrial College in Texas, they did not
know that she had an earnest desire to join the staff at Tuskegee Institute. As early as
March of 1889, nearly three months before her commencement, William Jenkins of
Nashville had written to Washington on Murray’s behalf: “I think you would do well to
have her [Margaret Murray] among your corps of teachers next winter.” Booker T.
Washington received the letter and requested she secure a recommendation from Fisk’s
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First Lady and Principal. It took two months for Murray to respond. “I heard of Mrs.
Washington’s illness and so have retained the recommendation until now… I shall be
very glad if you can give me work,” wrote Margaret. Perhaps Murray did not want to
disturb Washington with matters of employment in light of his wife Olivia’s fading
health. However, the seating arrangements at her commencement provided Murray with a
perfect opportunity to boldly approach Booker Washington and explain her delayed
response.67
Tuskegee had gained much notoriety by the time of Margaret Murray’s
graduation in 1889. From its humble beginnings in 1881 it grew into the leading institute
for industrial training. Washington was known to hire graduates of his Alma Mater,
Hampton Institute. Because the success of the school depended a great deal on his
faculty, he was deliberate in his attempts to hire teachers who possessed similar ideals
about morality and who were goal oriented. One of his most important early hires to
Tuskegee Institute was Olivia Davidson, whose contributions to the school were
important for survival.
Olivia Davidson and Washington married in 1886; however, she died only a
month prior to his presence at Fisk’s commencement ceremony. Her death left
Washington with two young boys, one of whom was barely three months old and a
daughter, Portia (from his first wife) to rear. Margaret Murray may have read about
Olivia Davidson’s death in the Southern Letter. It is possible; too, that she had no idea of
Mrs. Washington’s untimely death. Although it was his first time actually meeting
The Fisk Herald, “On Visitors” July 1889, FUA; Richardson, A History of Fisk, 48;
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Murray, Booker T. Washington had heard of her work months before she graduated from
William Jenkins. Whether he was unimpressed by the letter or the recommendations is
unclear; however, upon meeting Margaret Murray he offered her a position at Tuskegee
as an English teacher. It is probable that with the recent death of his second wife, and the
near closing of the school, Washington was desperate for assistance at the Institute.
Olivia Davidson’s role at Tuskegee was instrumental to the structure of the school. Her
death left Washington with the burden of soliciting support for Tuskegee and in need of a
female instructor. Consequently, Margaret James Murray joined the staff at Tuskegee,
shook off the visible layers of poverty, and walked into her destiny as the leading woman
of Tuskegee’s black elite. Although her childhood was filled with death, poverty, and
poor health, Murray used her years at Fisk to find her identity and to mold her transition
into an educated woman whose past did not define her future.68
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CHAPTER TWO
THE MAKING OF A DYNASTY
There are a great many important subjects to which I might call your
attention, but the time is too short, and I am going straight to the question,
which, above all others, appeals to me – ‘The Negro Home,’ the Negro
home life.
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
Margaret James Murray’s transition from a student at Fisk University to a leading
race woman placed her amidst a class that her former years of poverty had denied her.
Her marriage to race leader Booker T. Washington gave her a unique opportunity to build
a lasting dynasty among early twentieth century black elite men and women. The
Washington’s home life, educational views, travels, and close affiliations placed
Margaret at the forefront of an evolving social class. At this juncture in her life, Murray
was able to make sense of her youth and recreate herself as a prominent race woman,
similar to what Booker T. Washington had done, as he recounted in Up from Slavery.
Looking at Margaret through the lens of the “new” black elite helps to better understand
her rise from poverty, her elitist value system, and the impact of her social work. The
black elite of this era presented Margaret Murray with an opportunity to apply meaning to
her past while also redefining her future. Although she had good feelings surrounding her
youth, the negative imprints were still present.2
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The study of class in nineteenth century black America is both daunting and
necessary. Black elites have only recently been acknowledged as a social class within
history. However, to dismiss their importance is to advance “the myth that black society
is a homogeneous mass without significant and illuminating distinctions in prestige,
attitudes, behavior, culture, power, and wealth.” 3 The black elite at the end of the
nineteenth century and during the height of the Progressive Era helped to transform the
black community, ushered in the “New Negro woman,” and helped to define future ideas
of race progress.4
Margaret Murray graduated from Fisk University and began to make both the
physical and mental transitions into womanhood, as the South was institutionalizing Jim
Crow. She knew that being an educated woman was an important step in becoming an
influential leader. Her education facilitated her entrance into a class that prided itself on
higher education during the Industrial era and at the height of the Progressive Era. In
many ways Murray’s transition into the black elite predated her move to Tuskegee. While
at Fisk, which promoted prevailing notions of the Talented Tenth, Murray adopted many
of its beliefs and customs. Although she was passionate about liberal arts training, while
at Tuskegee she promoted the belief that “scientific cooking, dressmaking, and
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agriculture are subjects that should be in all of our schools.”5 Fisk faculty members
espoused the notion that industrial education was not sufficient enough to liberate blacks.
Of course it was understood that not all blacks would be teachers, lawyers, and doctors.
However, the opposition of elite blacks’ to industrial training within the black community
signified barriers that they created as a means to separate themselves from the masses.
Despite their unwillingness to choose industrial training over liberal arts, students at Fisk
were fully aware of their commitment to the larger community, if not by choice, then by
the constant reminder of their duty to the race as the educated few. By the age of twentyeight Margaret Murray was well on her way to representing the epitome of elitism in
Tuskegee, Alabama, and her timing was impeccable. 6
Scholar David H. Jackson Jr., compared the “new black elite” of the late 19th
century to the old black elite prior to emancipation. Following emancipation the “old
guard,” as the old black elite was called placed very little emphasis on wealth. Although
many of them were wealthy, in the general sense, ancestry and family lineage took
precedence. This served as a safeguard to their “ranks,” as formerly enslaved blacks were
obtaining wealth through various business ventures. Du Bois believed that these
identifiable characteristics were not enough to set the elite apart because of the dormant
occupational pool and limitations placed on education. In many instances, “refined”
5
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behavior, coupled with positive attitudes towards the system of capitalism, were used as
determinant class identifiers.7
On the other hand, anthropologist William Lloyd Warner sheds light on concepts
of the new black elite. Although his study focused on New Englanders, it can also be
applied to southern blacks as well.
Upper class means to have a certain kind of memory of the past–to hold a
certain role in the eyes of others with similar memories. Originally, no
doubt, membership in this class was based on a strong position in the
economic system and entry to it was often secured by possession of
special social skills and money… Nowadays, it seems to be based largely
on memories of interrelationships with other leading families of the past.8
The new black elites were “self-made men and women who were usually less
articulate and less educated than the old elite and who vigorously upheld Booker T.
Washington’s philosophy of self-help.” They placed less attention on complexion but
more consideration on economic achievements, income, and business success. Both sets
of elites, however, believed marriage to be an essential component for their class.9
Despite Margaret Murray’s initial encounter with poverty, she believed that her
involvement with a Quaker community was the foundation for her puritan values, notions
of hard work, and moral purity. These were all characteristics closely identified with both
old and new ideals of elitism. Many black elites of this era, especially those classified as
old guards, endorsed the teachings of Quakers. For example, Josephine Bruce, a native
7
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of Philadelphia and wife of Mississippi senator Blanche K. Bruce, attended the exclusive
Pennsylvania Abolition Society’s Clarkson School, a Philadelphia school started by
Quakers to teach elite black children. Mary Ann Shadd attended Price’s Boarding School
in Pennsylvania. Murray adopted many of the Quakers’ ideologies, practiced them at
Tuskegee, and encouraged other African Americans to do the same. These ideologies
were linked to ideas of the Victorian woman and provided a moral compass for the
elites.10
Her mixed background may have also aided Murray’s transition into the new
guard of black elites. Willard Gatewood termed this fascination with light skin the “bluevein syndrome.” An individual’s status was determined by the ability to see their veins.
This philosophy went beyond ideas of mixed parentage and connected class to the ability
to “pass,” for white. No evidence suggests, however, that Margaret Murray necessarily
subscribed to the idea of passing. Still, her light complexion undoubtedly facilitated her
involvement with the black elite, as many of them were of mixed parentage. Skin color
may have also been a driving force in Booker’s initial attraction to Margaret Murray.
Outside of her educational achievements she also possessed western standards of beauty,
she, like his first two wives, was “fair” skinned. Olivia Davidson had “skin and features
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[which] made it easy for her to pass as white.” However, records suggest that she rejected
this maneuvering act. As the unknown author of an article on the personal characteristics
of Olivia Davidson suggested, “she was not ashamed of her Negro heritage and never had
reason to regret her decision to identify herself with her people.”11
Florence Ledyard Cross Kitchelt, a graduate of Wells College and head social
worker at the Little Italy House in Brooklyn, gave a description of Margaret Murray. In
her 1901 journal, she declared that “Mrs. Washington is lighter than he [Booker T.
Washington] and has beautiful features, arched brows, blue eyes, a Grecian nose, and a
poise of the head like a Gibson girl. Her hands are white as mine and beautifully
shaped.”12 The description of her skin color in comparison to her husband who was also
of mixed parentage, illustrates the variations in skin color that existed even within
mulatto circles. Whether these perceptions led to better treatment is unclear. Still, to
white America and many black elites, Margaret Murray possessed the physical traits of
American beauty. She soon adopted notions of true womanhood and extended programs
to black females as she took in lessons herself. Although this new “cult of domesticity”
emphasized the importance of the female within her home or private sphere, black
women had to extend its realms to the public sphere, as many black women (despite
class) worked outside of the household.13
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Many northern blacks, however, looked down on new black elites, especially
those from the South. Some of them considered southerners to be less refined and less
articulate. Murray, despite these prejudices, remained in the South with fervent hopes that
one day it could become a “New South.” Du Bois and other elites also asserted that it was
the responsibility of the black elite to go into the black community and help in the
uplifting of the race. What better place for a woman of Margaret Murray’s devotion to
start than Tuskegee Institute, a center of learning that had an all-black staff in a time
when most black schools were run by all-white faculty members?14
Booker T. Washington, the founder and president of Tuskegee Institute, knew all
too well the barriers placed on black folk. Born and reared into slavery in rural West
Virginia, young Booker was nine years old when the news of emancipation reached the
farm where he lived. Born of mixed heritage, Booker, like most mulatto slaves during
this era, did not know “with any degree of certainty” who his father was, although there
were rumors that he was a white man on a nearby plantation. He therefore developed a
very close relationship with his mother, Jane, who was the household cook.15
Shortly after the end of slavery in 1865, young Booker and his family went to
West Virginia to be with Washington Ferguson, his mother’s husband and father of
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Booker’s younger sister, Amanda .16 After their move, Booker went to work in the
dreadful dungeons of West Virginia’s coalmines. “I do not believe that one ever
experiences anywhere else such darkness as he does in a coal-mine,” he later wrote. It
was probably this “darkness” that forced him to hunger for mental stimulation. Prior to
his nearly 500-mile journey to Hampton Institute, Washington worked for a few years in
the house of Viola Ruffner, a New England white woman and wife to Lewis Ruffner, the
owner of the saltworks.17
As Washington worked in the Ruffner’s home, he learned lifelong lessons that
eventually followed him to Hampton Institute, and later to Tuskegee Institute. His
biographer Robert Norrell writes:
Ruffner instilled in Booker the essence of what the German sociologist
Max Weber later called the Protestant ethic, which taught that the values
of industry, sobriety, thrift, self-reliance, and piety, accounted for success
in modern capitalist societies.18
These ideas were also prevalent amongst missionary teachers and thus widely
disseminated throughout the South. It is no wonder that the Washington’s used these
lessons with the students at Tuskegee Institute and surrounding areas.
In 1872 Booker enrolled in Hampton Normal and Industrial Institute in Virginia.
He graduated with honors in 1875 and, four years later, entered Wayland Seminary in
Washington, D.C. After attending Wayland, he was asked by his mentor General Samuel
Armstrong to join the school’s staff. Armstrong was the son of a Presbyterian missionary
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and believed in his responsibility to help those inferior to him in character and morals. 19
Halfway through Washington’s first year and largely due to his strong ties with
Armstrong, he was approached in 1881 to establish and head a normal school for blacks
in Tuskegee, Alabama, called Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute.20
A product of vocational training, Booker T. Washington supported the ideals he
learned at Hampton Institute, which provided blacks with lessons in industrial skills,
mathematics, the English language, history, and biology. Ambitious in his endeavors,
Washington wished to use the Hampton model to advance the meaning and popularity of
elitism and the possibilities of industrial training during the industrial age. There cannot
be equality, declared Washington, “until there is industrial independence.”21
By the time Margaret Murray arrived at Tuskegee Institute in 1889, Booker T.
Washington was widowed twice. Fannie (Norton) Smith Washington, the first Mrs.
Washington, was from Booker T. Washington’s hometown of Malden, West Virginia.
She too went to Hampton Institute and the two married in 1882, a year following his
move to Tuskegee. Fannie worked as a teacher at Tuskegee while also maintaining the
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school’s buildings. She was twenty-six years old when she fell terribly ill and died less
than a month later on May 4, 1884, leaving behind a daughter, Portia.
Olivia Davidson, the co-founder of Tuskegee, married Booker Washington in
1886, nearly two years after Fannie’s death. Born in Virginia but reared in Ohio, after her
mother and siblings fled slavery during the Civil War, Davidson’s New England contacts
became vital to the financial development of Tuskegee. She introduced Washington to a
number of prominent philanthropists. After the birth of their second son, Davidson
Ernest, along with extensive travel, teaching, administrative responsibilities, and a history
of chronic respiratory ailment, Olivia’s health worsened and she died in 1889. She passed
away in the Massachusetts General Hospital of “consumption,” the name given to
tuberculosis in the 19th century, a month prior to Booker’s address at Fisk Institute. She
left behind two young sons, one of whom was barely three months old. Olivia Davidson
was vital to the establishment and beginning success of Tuskegee Institute. Without her
different connections to Northern White philanthropists, Booker’s success with securing
funding for the institute may have been stunted.22
The town of Tuskegee and the Institute had both grown substantially by 1889.
Tuskegee was founded in the early 1830s after the Creek Indians were forced into eastern
Alabama and white settlers from Georgia moved in. By the 1850s, it was a thriving
market-town. However, remnants of the Civil War left the town deserted and rundown,
leaving ample room for expansion and improvements by 1881. Nearly most of the 13,000
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black residents in Macon County still toiled the cotton fields, there exited no school or
center for learning in Tuskegee, and “even though it was the county seat, the nearest
railroad missed Tuskegee by five miles.”23 Still, as with much of the South, Tuskegee
was not immune to the backlash and resentment of local whites. Although Alabama’s
legislature authorized the creation of a normal school aimed at educating blacks, (which
they initially intended to be run by a white principal), the mere presence of an all-black
school created distress for many local whites. Some felt that increased education
encouraged crime amongst black folk. Strong feelings of racism led many southern
whites to believe that blacks were forgetting their “rightful” place in society. White
residents believed that this new era produced blacks who were “born in freedom,
undisciplined by slavery and unschooled in racial etiquette,” making it obvious “that this
new generation could [not] be trusted to stay in its place without legal force.” Thus,
whites throughout the South left little room for blacks to receive a fair chance at
education, political autonomy and freedom. Within this hostile environment Murray
secured her place at Tuskegee Institute and, like Washington, she devised an agenda that
would prove most beneficial for the black race, especially women.24
Upon arriving at Tuskegee, the Lady Principal at Fisk, Miss Ballantine, noted
Murray’s exceptional progress and ability to handle the position of English teacher at
Tuskegee. In a reference letter to Booker T. Washington, Ballantine added that Murray
was of sound mind, of conscientious religious convictions, and had the ability to capture
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the minds of her peers and those younger than herself, while also directing them. Other
faculty members at Fisk considered Murray a great scholar who possessed the attributes
of a wonderful teacher. Murray’s work in the classroom fell in line with other female
teachers at Tuskegee, emphasizing the importance of character building amongst
women.25
During the early years of emancipation, many black institutions, especially
Tuskegee, produced well-educated and qualified teachers. Margaret Murray was fully
aware of the urgency to train competent black teachers for the south. She eagerly went
into the classroom to aid in these efforts. Murray learned through lessons in her own life
that it was opportunity and environment rather than circumstances of birth that affected
the black student. Good teachers, Murray believed, were influential servants who had to
teach by deed and word, hence the importance of the moral behavior of teachers. Her
sentiments paralleled those of Ida B. Wells, who openly criticized the hiring of black
female teachers who had little to no “mental and moral character.” Furthermore, teaching
was one of the few occupations that a respectable woman could occupy “without
compromising her social status.”26
On April 7, 1890 the trustees of Tuskegee appointed Margaret James Murray as
Lady Principal (later known as Dean of Women) of Tuskegee, to begin the following
term – September 1, 1890. On that same day, Washington formally accepted the
resignation of Rosa Mason (who held the position after the death of Olivia Davidson),
25
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while commending her on an outstanding job. In the capacity of Lady Principal Margaret
Murray enhanced the “professionalization” of domestic work while also making the
“Negro home” the center of her future outreach initiatives.27
At this stage in her blossoming career, Margaret Murray was a young, handsome,
unmarried woman who had come of age during a period that welcomed ideas of
passionate love. Murray frequently read romantic novels which expressed the pleasure
and enjoyment associated with courtship and marriage as opposed to the reproductive
component. Yet, prior to her move to Tuskegee, very little was known about her romantic
interests. Speculation, however, did arise about a suitor who attended Fisk and would
presumably accompany her to Texas, where she had been expected to teach. Due to
external pressures placed on black women and notions of sexuality during this period, it
is highly likely that actual facts about this suitor were not disclosed. A race woman kept
her romantic interests a secret unless she was willing to endure public scrutiny by black
elites.28
After Olivia Davidson’s death, rumors had circulated that Booker Washington
had at least two possible interests. One was Hallie Tanner Dillon, newly hired at
Tuskegee and the first black female physician in Alabama. The other was Mary Moore, a
close friend of Olivia Davidson. Margaret Murray worked with both women. Not
immune to feelings of jealously, she expressed moments of insecurity about Booker’s
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relationship with these women. “Her letters are more like love letters than are mine? You
would laugh if I were to tell you that I am jealous of her,” she wrote to Booker about
Mary Moore.29
A year after assuming the role of Lady Principal, the relationship between
Margaret Murray and Booker Washington changed and he eventually proposed to her.
According to Jennie Moton, clubwoman and future Lady Principal, “being able to study
Margaret Murray at close range,” she declared “Booker Washington recognized her
strength of character and ability to direct affairs and loved her sterling worth.”
Nevertheless, after losing two wives it is possible that his heart became guarded.
Murray’s feelings for him, on the other hand, seemed to be romantic and sincere.
Washington was very practical about his commitment to the race and to his own children.
It was in his best interest to remarry in order to advance his agenda on the home front and
at the school, while staying in line with Victorian concepts of respectability. Margaret
Murray presented herself as a plausible candidate. Her involvement with Quakers since
the age of seven (which mimicked his own upbringing), her teaching experience from the
age of fourteen, and her education at Fisk University were all important factors in
Washington’s choosing her as his wife. It is also plausible that Margaret Murray, due to
her inexperience with relationships, could fit more in line with a man who had been
widowed twice.30
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Fully aware of his taxing schedule, Margaret Murray assured Washington that a
wedding and honeymoon would only temporarily interfere with their work at the school.
“If you do not object we will marry here at Martha’s.” Martha was Margaret Murray’s
sister. Murray sent her final wedding plans through letters, as she swiftly moved things
forward. “She [Martha] is very anxious to have us do so and it is most convenient for us
both.”31 On October 12, 1892, in a small ceremony, Margaret James Murray and Booker
T. Washington exchanged vows and Margaret Murray immediately became the mother of
three young children and the final Mrs. Booker T. Washington.32
The relationship between the Washington’s was both complicated and confusing.
The race problem and the rearing of his children were the strong ties that united them but
they spent very little time together as a couple. During the summers, however, they
would usually visit Massachusetts, and later New York for fundraising. In letters to her
husband, when he was away from Tuskegee, Margaret Washington often complained
about the infrequency of his own correspondence and the duration of his trips. In matters
concerning the children, she lamented that she knew very little about motherhood, and
maybe he could instruct her in better ways when he returned home. Sensing his
impatience she often retreated. “You do not have much sympathy with me because I feel
as I do in regards to little folk.” Despite acknowledgement of her emotional detachment
from his children, she also felt annoyed with herself “but the feelings [were] there just the
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same.” Although Margaret Washington had younger siblings, she spent few years at
home with them. The role of mother proved to be more difficult than she had initially
expected.33
While advocating women’s duties in the household as a priority, Margaret
Washington bore no children of her own. No references suggest that she could not
physically have children, although her poor health may have prevented her from trying.
Her relationship with eight-year-old Portia may have also been a deterring factor.
Margaret frequently confessed to Booker that she did not have feelings for Portia, as she
felt a mother should. She expressed embarrassment about how she felt towards her, but
professed that she could not control those feelings. Portia, on the other hand, had
experienced the loss of two mothers within five years and was forced to welcome a third.
Like Ida B. Wells, Margaret Washington must have felt that “if the mother does not have
the training and control of her child’s early and most plastic years, she will never gain
that control.” Under these circumstances it is understandable that Portia grew closer to
her father and believed that he was the only parent who would survive the test of time. To
Olivia’s boys, however, Margaret Washington was the only mother they remembered.
She provided the boys, who had been in the care of Tuskegee’s nurses and in New
England following the death of their mother, with “a more settled family structure.”34
In the course of her twenty-three-year marriage to Booker, Margaret Washington
eventually adjusted to her position as mother and wife. These new challenges intensified
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her commitment to improving the community and to presenting a positive image of the
black home. Margaret Washington had to uphold the belief that there was one thing that
transcended work, school, and church, and was always of paramount importance: the
home. “Where the homes of colored people are comfortable and clean, there is less
disease, less sickness, less death, and less danger to others,” she wrote. Due to her belief
about the importance of the home, this became the focus of many of her outreach
initiatives. Booker’s second wife, Olivia Davidson, often spoke of the Negro home,
stating, “what the families are, the race will be.” Although these ideas became prevalent
among women during the industrial era, what the Washingtons’ created at home helped to
solidify their position among other black elites. It also helped to counter notions that
“black marriages [were] devoid of fidelity.”35
The image of the Washington family played a central role in society’s acceptance
of them as elite. They nurtured this identity in ways that the larger black society could
not. Through their family, the Washingtons’ were able to reinforce the values of,
“respectability: thrift, hard work, self-respect, and righteousness.”36 They strategically
influenced and shaped the way their children thought, learned, behaved, and identified
themselves. The social embodiment of elitist thinking derived from the family, thus
giving extreme importance to Margaret Washington’s role within the black community,
overshadowing her unhappiness with her husband’s frequent absences, and her initial
35
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difficulties with motherhood. The African American home also helped to challenge
notions of “private” and “public” spheres (which generally identified the proper place for
women and men), and helped to extend the woman’s influence beyond her home and into
the community.37
Margaret Washington’s role as Lady Principal placed her in the public sphere.
However, in 1892, two months prior to her personal involvement with Booker, Margaret
Washington stepped down from these duties for one year. It is unclear why she chose to
relinquish her responsibilities. However, in a letter written to Booker in July of 1892 she
suggests his involvement in her decision.
In regard to my doing a part of my work, do not give an answer too
quickly because we can talk it over when you come and you will
understand me better and then if we can not see our way clear, we can do
something else but I hope we both will feel the same about it. I had rather
give up slowly than to give up all at once.38
Perhaps Booker wanted Margaret to step down once they were married–he had seen two
working wives die–perhaps he wanted a homebody this time. Nevertheless, Booker
Washington hired Hallie Quinn Brown, a fellow clubwoman and well-known lecturer, to
replace Margaret Washington. Born in Pittsburgh to an enslaved mother and father, by
1875 Brown had earned a Bachelor’s degree from Wilberforce, an African Methodist
Episcopal Church institution. She later received an honorary graduate degree and became
a college professor, but her true passion was public speaking. Her connection to the club
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movement, publishing record and educational background, made her a perfect fit for
Tuskegee.39
Margaret Washington used this time to travel with her husband, as she regularly
complained of her loneliness in his absence. “Do not stay away longer than is absolutely
necessary,” she lamented, suggesting that her new leadership position may have placed a
big strain on her. Only a few months before her marriage she revealed in a letter to
Booker that “I often shudder to note the change which has come over me since I have
been engaged in this work and I try too, to influence my self differently.” After the first
year of her marriage, Margaret Washington resumed her duties as Lady Principal. She
would soon learn, through near exhaustion, a workable balance between her marriage,
motherhood, community work, and Tuskegee Institute.40
Like other prominent “race” women of her day, Margaret Washington evolved as
a leader and educator through her own personal diligence; however, Booker
Washington’s increased notoriety greatly impacted her power and respectability
throughout Tuskegee, the South, the nation, and the world. Margaret Washington’s status
reached an all-time high when nearly three years following their marriage, Booker T.
Washington, delivered a speech at the Cotton States and International Exposition in
Atlanta, Georgia. In what came to be known as the “Atlanta Compromise,” he proposed a
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solution for the great “Negro problem” of the post-emancipation South. After the speech,
Washington became the premier leader of blacks in America, and his economic, social
and political agenda drew audiences from around the world. According to Louis Harlan,
“Washington offered to trade black acquiescence in disfranchisement and some measure
of segregation, at least for the time being, in return for a white promise to allow blacks to
share,” in Northern economic growth. Fredrick Douglass (who was considered the leader
of blacks), had just died at the time of Washington’s speech and Republican dominance
had recently ended in the south.41
His speech ultimately solidified his and Margaret Washington’s position in the
black community. Their national influence hit another high when in 1901 President
Theodore Roosevelt invited Booker T. Washington and his family to dine at the White
House. While individual black leaders like Douglass had visited with presidents, no other
black family could lay claim to such an invitation. But this incident did not go without
criticism from black and white leaders. According to the New York Times:
Among public men there is manifest a distinct aversion to be quoted about
the matter. But the general tone of conversation points to a pretty general
disagreement with the President as to the propriety of the departure from a
traditionary avoidance of just such events.42
These events helped to advance Margaret Washington and her agenda of
educating black women to the forefront as the President declared of her husband, how
“he admired him for his character, his devotion to the cause, and for what he has
accomplished.” The heightened attention on the “wizard” also meant an increased focus
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on Margaret Washington and her work with women and children of the race. Their belief
that Industrial training was the most plausible curriculum for the masses of African
Americans during the nadir now drew in a national audience.43
The publicity from the White House dinner presented unique opportunities for the
Washington’s to capitalize on their efforts in Tuskegee and Margaret Washington’s work
at the institute only intensified. Many other black elite women held jobs outside of their
homes and positions in higher education were particularly desirable. Josephine Bruce,
club woman and widow of former U.S. Senator, Blanche K. Bruce, also held the position
of Lady Principal at Tuskegee. Unlike Hallie Quinn Brown, Josephine’s family had been
free blacks in the Northeast. Her privileged background did much to shelter her from
southern bigotry, and her “light complexion won her acceptance among white
Republicans and socialites.” From 1889 to 1901 Bruce briefly replaced Washington while
she worked in the Tuskegee community.44
Margaret Washington’s work at Tuskegee fit into many social structures of their
new class. She placed education at the forefront of her public agenda as well as the
spread of domesticity amongst black women. However, at this time in Washington’s life
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she was not particularly endowed with personal wealth, in comparison with other black
elites. Nonetheless, many of her achievements placed her in the ranks of the new black
elite. As Du Bois suggests in the The Philadelphia Negro, income and other identifiable
characteristics were not the main determinants of the new black elite due to restrictions
placed on the economic pool. Nonetheless, Margaret Washington’s education at one of
the premier black colleges, her work at Tuskegee, and her husband’s continued success
spoke to their status. Their social platforms also brought wide access to the resources of
prominent American philanthropists. In 1903 Andrew Carnegie donated $600,000 in U.S.
Steel Bonds to Tuskegee Institute’s Endowment fund. Carnegie earmarked $150,000 of
these to be used solely for the Washington family and Booker’s tours. This donation,
amongst many others, provided the Washington’s with a financial surplus which enabled
them to promote their social agendas, as travel could generate more funds for Tuskegee
and other industrial institutions.45
In Tuskegee, the Washington’s were the center of a model black community
called Greenwood. It housed members of Tuskegee’s faculty as well as other middleclass blacks from surrounding areas. Tuskegee tended to be one of the more rural
communities in the late nineteenth century south. Whites owned the farms that
surrounded the small town. Blacks continued to work the land of white farmers, and a
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vast majority of them remained in the agricultural sector. The Greenwood community
presented a neighborhood of southern blacks who had a different place in the South.46
The school purchased over 200 acres of land from white planters and sold it to
blacks at discounted rates. “To demonstrate that blacks could live in a clean, orderly,
middle-class way, the Village Improvement Association governed and patrolled the
town.” Greenwood had paved streets, a city park, and night lights. By 1906, Greenwood
totaled well over 2100 inhabitants.47
While other sectors of the Washingtons’ lives proved to be public, their social
interactions and leisure time was primarily spent with other elites. They traveled both
domestically and internationally within this class sector. Scholar Joel Williamson notes
that until the 1920s mulattos successfully led separate lives and deserve a separate
history. While this is plausible, Margaret Washington and many other blacks could not
escape the larger black community, for they were not seen as a separate entity within
white America. Because of their exclusion from white organizations, upper-class blacks
also formed institutions that paralleled white associations such as Masonic and fraternal
lodges like the Eastern Star. As Mary Church Terrell would recall when reflecting on an
event in Washington, the colored attendees “observed the same standards of conduct and
culture as do those in the best [white] social circles in the United States.”48
Margaret Washington’s close friendship with W.E.B. Du Bois and with race
women such as Mary Church Terrell, Lugenia Burns Hope, and Adella Hunt Logan,
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spoke to her circle of friends following her years at Fisk University. And while very few
personal letters exist between these friends, she certainly identified with the black elite
and sought to carry out the responsibilities that were assigned to this class of blacks,
despite opposing beliefs about racial uplift.
Margaret Washington traveled extensively both in-state and abroad. In 1899,
during her second leave of absence as Lady Principal, she visited Europe with her
husband. She stated: “we saw English life and to me it was most beautiful.” She
described trips to Paris and London where she visited with the “dear old Queen [Victoria]
and had tea in her banqueting Hall” at Windsor Castle, along with the leading American
advocate of women’s suffrage, Susan B. Anthony. Francis Jackson Garrison, relative of
the abolitionist, William Lloyd Garrison, made sure that the Washingtons’ trip to Europe
was as comfortable as possible by ensuring that former abolitionists in Europe looked
after them during their stay. The Washington’s traveled extensively in Europe and
Margaret Washington declared in a letter to Frances J. Garrison that it “would tire you if I
were to attempt to tell you all we did and saw & heard & felt.” It was not uncommon for
upper-class blacks like Mary Church Terrell to reflect on their international travels and
suggest that, “reams upon top of reams I might write if I tried to tell the innumerable acts
of kindness shown… through whose countries I traveled.” E. Franklin Frazier later wrote
that, “the so-called rich Negroes [would] indulge in lavish expenditures and create a
world of fantasy to satisfy their longing for recognition.” However, it must be noted that
the Washingtons’ were leaders in disseminating propaganda. These trips locally and
abroad were status markers within black America, but more importantly, they served as
projections of black possibilities to the outside world. Through their travels, Margaret
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Washington, as well as her husband, personified the endless possibilities that were
available to blacks in America.49
Despite their advocacy of industrial training, the Washingtons’ eventually sent
their children away from Tuskegee for schooling. Because of the tense relationship
between Margaret Washington and her step-daughter, Portia Washington spent a great
deal of time away from the institute. She lived three years in Framingham,
Massachusetts, with a classmate of her first stepmother, Olivia Davidson Washington,
while attending school.50 Portia later returned and graduated from Tuskegee before
entering Wellesley College in the fall of 1901 (as a special student), to further her music
career. She also studied piano in Berlin, Germany under Professor Martin Krause.51
Washington’s sons, like Portia, spent the majority of their youth at boarding schools
before going off to colleges such as Fisk and Talladega, and living at home only briefly.
The Washingtons’ received heavy criticism for sending their children to liberal arts
schools. But while the children all received classical educations, Margaret and Booker
saw that they possessed some industrial intuitiveness. In an interview with the Boston
Globe, Portia validated her parent’s decision to extend her education past the realms of
industrial training.52
Margaret and Booker visited many of Europe’s elites including Queen Victoria, Mark
Twain, Lord James Bryce, Sir Henry Stanly amongst a slew of others. Margaret James Murray
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My father has been anxious for me to attend college. He believes in the
college education of girls where it is possible for them to have it, and my
mother, you know, is a graduate of Fisk University. But for most of the
girls at Tuskegee father sees that the industrial education and that which
emphasizes the household arts is most needed. None the less, he
encourages further study whenever it is possible for the student to get it.53
The home that Margaret Washington presided over was a statement to her
family’s status at Tuskegee. Towards the end of the nineteenth century the Washingtons’
began building what Isabel Barrows called a “substantial abode.”54 Built by the students
of Tuskegee, this two-and-a-half story, fourteen-room home became the symbol of the
Tuskegee community and was given the name the Oaks. The house sat on the Old
Montgomery Highway, at the edge of the Tuskegee campus. It was custom-built and
included a stairwell that was distinctly made to accommodate Margaret Washington’s
short stature. The home presented a unique reinforcement of culture. The Washingtons’
dressed in formal attire every day for dinner, and frequently entertained other elites as
well as residents of the larger Tuskegee community. Educators Mary McLeod Bethune,
Mrs. George C. Hall of Chicago, and Miss Lucile U. Miller of St. Alban’s Industrial
School in Florida, were all guests at one time or another in the Washington’s home.55
The Washingtons’ entertained guests, held plays, and hosted banquets and
extravagant weddings that demonstrated to the community the behaviors and interactions
of the “best” men and women of the race. In 1900, they held “a rendition of
Shakespeare’s immortal tragedy Othello”56 in their home. In 1907 they hosted an
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“impressive” and dignified wedding for their daughter, Portia. Some local observers
considered the wedding “the chief social event of the year.” In events like these the
Washingtons’ and other members of the black elite were models to the black and white
communities of the possibilities provided by education.57
Booker T. Washington recalled that at a young age he had worked in the home of
Viola Knapp Ruffner, wife of General Lewis Ruffner, owner of the mines in which young
Booker and his father worked. He later confessed that the lessons that he learned at the
Ruffner’s home stuck with him throughout his life. They guided him when building and
maintaining his own home in the Tuskegee community. Margaret Washington also
contributed ideas on the interior design of the home. She often had Booker leave her
money so that she might buy new furniture, always preferring oak. 58
Margaret Washington’s work within the community called for extensive travel but
she enjoyed personal excursions as well. On rare occasions when the opportunity
presented itself, she would vacation in Colorado, California, and Mexico, without the
obligations of clubwork. Travel afforded club women the unique opportunity to rest, but
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it also allowed them to interact with other cultures and often helped to advance their
platforms of self-help and community betterment.59
The Tuskegee Women’s Club was a direct response to the efforts by educated
southern black women to join forces, as northern black women had done, and create
outlets through which they could mingle on personal, professional, and social levels. The
TWC was also Washington’s first attempt to join like-minded women together to educate
themselves on the state of southern black women and children. What Washington did in
Tuskegee would propel her to the top of the black women’s club movement.
In 1895, a group of black women, including Margaret Washington, met in Boston
and formed the National Federation of Afro-American Women’s clubs (NFAAW).
Boston was home to many of the nation’s old and new black elites including Josephine
St. Pierre Ruffin. As in Washington, D.C., they usually were descendants of antebellum
free blacks, and in many instances had formed highly exclusive clubs. It was no surprise
that the call to unite black women nationally came from Boston. The group chose
Margaret Washington, a Southern-born, “self-made” woman, to lead the club, just as she
was leading the women in Tuskegee. Some women, like Ida B. Wells, believed this
appointment was due to Washington’s husbands’ influence with the president and white
businessmen. The Washingtons’ were at a pivotal point in their careers by 1895. Not only
was Booker considered the spokesperson for black America, but Margaret’s clubwork
positioned her at the forefront of upper-class black women. Her position in the South
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gave her an unquestionable advantage to really aid in solving the Negro problem since
most blacks still resided in the South.60
By the time the NFAAW was formed, Margaret Washington’s TWC had already
become the first club for upper-class black women in Tuskegee. During this period
middle-class women throughout Alabama were regularly meeting and conversing on
ideas for improving the conditions of blacks. Towns with black schools and colleges were
often key locations for social and civic clubs due to the number of professionals and
upper-class residents.61
Unlike other black elites who initially rejected working directly with the masses
of black folk, Washington, welcomed working within the black community. She also
labored to remind women that they were part of that same larger black community. This,
in many regards, separated women of the new black elite from old elites, but it did not
exclude them from viewing themselves as different. Uplifting the race took on many
forms for the black elite; however, it was mainly seen as a mission of education. 62 Still,
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divisions of class and prestige existed amongst the new black elite. Washington realized
that upper-class blacks were judged by the worst of their race, and that rather than
working separately, they would have to work together in order to actually overcome the
racism of that day.63
Margaret Washington understood that in order to live in the South there were
segregation laws she had to abide by. Regardless of her power within the community, her
voice was sometimes muted. Yet, Washington believed some white Americans were
committed to fairness and racial harmony. “You know that we often feel that every white
man and woman south of the Mason and Dixon line is a real devil,” she proclaimed to a
women’s group at Old Bethel church, in Charleston, South Carolina. “It is pretty bad
down here, I will admit, but there are many fine and noble Southern white people, women
as well as men.” New and old elites used their connections with whites, usually
philanthropists, to help advance the race as a whole. Statements about the virtue of “good
white folks” were necessary to secure the support of southern whites. This rhetoric also
helped calm the fears of southern blacks who were living through one of the lowest
points in American history.64
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At the end of the nineteenth century, socially and economically prominent blacks
helped to shape and transform black communities. While seeing themselves as ultimately
different from the masses of black folk, “race” leaders like the Washingtons’ became
chief figures for this evolving class. Margaret Washington’s early education, the values
she acquired during her upbringing in a Quaker household, her college education at Fisk
University, her marriage to race leader Booker T. Washington, her position over other
black elite women, her club affiliations, and her travels abroad all helped to secure
Margaret Washington’s status among the black elite. She initially struggled with the
demands this new status placed on her, but she soon learned how to use it to become an
important force among African American women.65
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CHAPTER THREE
MARGARET WASHINGTON AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
I was born in the state of Mississippi, educated in the state of Tennessee,
and am a citizen of the state of Alabama.
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
Margaret Washington came to the arena of industrial education at a unique
juncture in African American history. The period after Reconstruction saw positive and
negative changes in the field of black education. A new generation of black women were
speaking out and making a difference on issues that previous generations of black women
had fought for in silence. Washington used her position as Lady Principal at Tuskegee
Institute to educate women. As she associated with women of the North, Margaret
Washington had an invested interest in educating women of the South. “I see no reason
why she [the black woman] should not take her place as teacher, homemaker, and in
industrial pursuits such as millinery and dressmaking, filling an important place in her
community, especially the South,” she asserted. For race women, educating the masses in
a period often deemed “worse than slavery” was of utmost importance to the survival of
the race.2 By 1895, Margaret Washington’s position on the national platform shaped her
role and motivations as an administrator at Tuskegee Institute. The culture of
respectability during the Progressive Era, coupled with Booker Washington’s vision for
Tuskegee and the South, forced Margaret to operate within strict gender roles. Yet, in her
administrative capacity at Tuskegee, Margaret expanded the Tuskegee gospel and
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fostered changes in the education of women that would prove beneficial to her new
leading position.
Throughout her years at Tuskegee, Margaret Washington believed blacks
deserved and required an education in order to lead productive lives. “I believe that you
expect our children to be decent citizens. This they cannot be if there is no improvement
made in the amount of character and education now given them,” she noted. “Character
building” was the signature social reform of nineteenth century black elites. Within that
concept, respectability reigned supreme. The markers of respectability included proper
etiquette, a slowness to speak, moral purity, and a heightened sense of purpose to the
larger community. Significant changes occurred in the mid-19th century. Separate spheres
of respectability were created by reformers for white men and women – which came to be
known as the “cult of true womanhood.” Men were delegated as natural leaders, while
women were subjected to their domestic responsibilities. Closer attention was placed on
the moral character of women and children. Certainly, the myriad efforts towards raising
the standards of the poor did not suddenly appear in the aftermath of slavery; however,
black women extended the attributes adopted by white women such as piety, purity, and
domesticity, refuting stereotypes about their inherent promiscuity and immorality. 3
Margaret Washington’s hopes of making a positive difference at the school and
throughout the community, however, were challenged. Many saw her as the female
version of her powerful husband and expected similar commitments from her. Others
viewed her role at Tuskegee as being too masculine and authoritative. In many ways she
was as powerful as Booker Washington on the campus of Tuskegee. She extended his
3
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philosophy of self-help onto black women. As Lady Principal, her responsibilities
initially included providing direct supervision for the female students and oversight of the
female’s curriculum. These responsibilities soon included the establishment of
undergraduate and post-graduate divisions in soap-making, basketry, laundering,
millinery, sewing, table-setting, cooking, and broom-making; ultimately facilitating the
industrial training of Tuskegee’s female students. If students who left Tuskegee came to
understand the importance and usefulness of both an industrial and liberal arts education
to the development of the larger community, they also understood that honesty and a
good character would aid in Tuskegee’s mission of changing the perceptions of blacks,
especially those in the South.4
Ideas of industrial training were popularized before the creation of Tuskegee
Institute in 1881. During and shortly after the Civil War, white leaders debated providing
blacks with industrial training, making it one of the “most vigorous pedagogical battle[s]
in the white National Education Association during the 1880s.”5 Nevertheless, by 1900
blacks were rarely represented in industrial industries. According to W. E. B. Du Bois,
when it came to industrial education “it started and won the applause of the South, it
[then] interested and won the admiration of the North.”6 Margaret Washington’s
connection with Booker T. Washington helped her to capitalize on this heightened
4
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emphasis towards Negro education to revolutionize the industrial training of future
female leaders. It was also no surprise that black wage earners during this period had the
most difficult time securing employment – unskilled workers were at the bottom of the
peaking order.7
Like her husband, Margaret Washington believed that hard work coupled with
education would solve the race problem. However, they both underestimated the extent
southern whites would go to in their rejection of education amongst freedmen. Although
this was not solely a racial resistance, black folk suffered the brunt of the situation. In
more ways than one, white southerners saw their position in society being merged with
blacks, whom they considered to be inferior. In contrast to the prevalent assertion that
blacks would “return to a barbaric state” in the absence of slavery, or that they would
eventually die off, whites feared most that if given an equal chance, blacks would rise
from the residue of slavery and redefine notions of success. These apparent fears also
spoke to the extent to which white southerners would go to return to the days when
blacks were once again slaves and the 1857 Dred Scott decision reigned supreme. Many
whites lamented that education would only make the “black man, forget his subordinate
place”8 in society. An anonymous black woman suggested that blacks came to understand
that:
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A self-respecting colored man who does not cringe but walks erect,
supports his family, educates his children, and by example and precept
teaches them that God made all men equal, is called a dangerous Negro.9
If an African American man or woman pursued an education, they were perceived as
being “too smart” and in the minds of whites, they wanted “to be white and act like white
people.”10 This distortion was more believable in the imagination of whites than the idea
that blacks wanted what was denied to them, equality.11
At the time of Washington’s appointment as Lady Principal, she was deeply
invested in the advancement of the South. She believed that it was in the best interest of
blacks to prepare themselves for the needs and demands of the New South. The
Washington’s also wanted to train black folk in the art of self-sufficiency, which they
attempted to do in the midst of hostility towards education. Margaret Washington had
witnessed firsthand the discrimination of blacks in Mississippi and Tennessee–where the
Klansmen of Reconstruction wreaked havoc. Furthermore, Margaret Washington
believed that “industrial education would provide blacks with an economic niche in the
country that would not threaten or antagonize white southerners.”12 This was not an
accomodationist approach, as many of Booker T. Washington’s critics asserted, but rather
a survival strategy. Calling it “accomodationist” places it into a narrow box that
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shortchanges the meta-language of race.13 It also does not accurately assess the ability of
blacks to disguise outreach as acceptance of the racial status quo. As with most
educational endeavors made on behalf of blacks, many whites assumed industrial training
was a waste of time and money due to the race’s inability to learn a skill. Margaret
Washington understood that in order to succeed, blacks would have to disguise their
agenda as nonthreatening. In the South, some southern whites saw industrial training as a
plausible substitute to classical or higher education and “grasped eagerly at industrial
education as a method of satisfying blacks’ desire for learning while at the same time
keeping them in their ‘place,’ or so they believed.”14
Only a few black students could actually afford to attend college and those who
had the financial resources usually determined the fate of those who were less fortunate.
Supporters of liberal arts education considered Tuskegee Institute’s approach lacking in
intellectual and philosophical training; they saw it as inferior and “unnecessarily narrow.”
In reflecting on her thoughts about vocational training versus liberal arts, Mary Church
Terrell, a leading clubwoman, asserted, “I appreciated Dr. Washington’s effort to train
the masses to earn a living,” however, “I felt that he emphasized industrial training to the
exclusion of everything else.”15 Nonetheless, advocates of vocational training believed
that learning a trade would gain black people more respect amongst whites and give them
skills that the South needed. It could also become an avenue to racial uplift and racial
independence. The Washington’s program of racial uplift did not assert, “the South [was]
13
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justified in its present attitude towards the Negro.” Nor did they feel that industrial
training should be the “only” form of education. Their own children attended liberal arts
and industrial schools alike. They did, however, present industrial training as a viable
alternative to no education at all. And to a class of blacks only one or two generations
removed from slavery, this form of education was most practical.16 While a liberal arts
education was once seen as elitist, whites began to recognize the value of industrial
training and started forcing blacks out of certain trades through various licensing
practices. Margaret, like her husband, realized its importance and emphasized the training
as she instructed the female students at Tuskegee Institute. To better understand the
chemical agents in the foods they cooked, she promoted skills that many considered
innate to women, such as the maintenance of the home.17
Washington used her position as Lady Principal to change the perception of
female education. She sought to prove that educating women benefited the race, and she
made sure their curriculum reflected this belief. She also believed that every aspect of life
could be improved. “There are new ways and interesting ones even in sweeping a floor,”
she jokingly noted, while addressing a group of young teachers. Although significant, the
work being carried out at Tuskegee was not done in a vacuum. The First Ladies of black
institutions usually held positions at their husband’s school and within the community.
Lugenia Burns Hope, wife of John Hope, worked at Atlanta Baptist College (now
Morehouse College), and formed the Atlanta Neighborhood Union. Jennie Moton, wife
16
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of Robert Moton, who succeeded Booker T. Washington as president of Tuskegee, taught
classes and worked with the TWC. This focus on education was also evident among other
black female leaders who married influential race men in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth Century. Trenna Banks, wife of Booker T. Washington’s chief lieutenant,
Charles Banks of Mound Bayou, Mississippi, and Josephine Bruce, wife of Senator
Blanche K. Bruce, of Mississippi, both worked in their respective communities.18
Outside of directly dealing with the education of women at Tuskegee, many
issues concerning students and teachers were brought to Margaret Washington. She dealt
with matters involving student salaries, laundry, and hiring and firing of female faculty
and student workers. Her transition from an English teacher to Lady Principal entailed
more than a salary increase. Her duties increased from simple classroom responsibilities
to aiding in the complete operation of the institute and the enforcement of appropriate
gender roles. Since she was inexperienced in many administrative capacities, most of her
training in the area came directly from Booker. The rest she learned through trial and
error.19
Due to the heightened visibility of Tuskegee, Margaret Washington frequently
received requests from various institutions for recommendations for women who could
provide similar assistance. In one instance, she received a request from Temple, Texas,
“for someone who can teach broom and mattress making.” Women with industrial
training who worked under Margaret Washington were actively recruited for these
18
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positions. Tuskegee’s reputation for well-trained female students resulted in alumnae
obtaining good teaching positions throughout the nation, increasing Margaret
Washington’s good reputation.20
Students at the institute also regularly turned to her for letters of recommendation.
Such was the case with Julia Cunningham and other students in the Girls Industry.
Faculty looked to Washington to suggest “appropriate” women for positions. In many
ways they were very direct as to what they wanted, such as in the request for “an
intelligent girl” to work in an office on campus. Margaret Washington made it her
business to know the female students personally. In one instance Emmett Scott needed a
new office assistant because he believed that “the little girl we have is willing and
earnest, but simply does not know what I am talking about half the time.”21 Washington
informed Scott, “I am going to do my very best in the next day or two to select you a
good office girl… I would put Louise back there but I feel that I would just be putting the
girl in the way of temptation because the girls are so unprotected in that office.”22 This
was a rather strange comment for Washington to make, considering that if she did not
place Louise there, then she would place another girl. This may speak to the youth of
Louise, rather than foul play on the behalf of the male faculty in this particular office.
However, Margaret Washington understood the importance of image. In many ways she
was extremely conservative and abided by the very strict codes of conduct prescribed by
her husband, although she altered them based on need.
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Her strenuous activities took a toll on Margaret Washington’s health. In
reflecting on the arduous task of tending to the race and personal matters simultaneously,
clubwoman Mary Church Terrell proclaimed: “it is possible for a woman to succeed… if
she has nothing to do but look after her children and her home. But when exacting public
work is added to her other cares, it is very difficult.” When Washington decided to step
down from her position as Lady Principal in 1899, it may have been due to her history of
bad health or the daily strain that race work placed on her, or her desire to be the
president of the National Association of Colored Women. The added pressure of being in
the shadow of Dr. Washington and her desire to travel more with her husband may have
also contributed to her decision. She sometimes felt torn between familial responsibilities
and the desire to spend more time with her husband. In a letter to Booker, she confessed,
“our mother [Lucy Murray] is rather old and not a strong woman and I do not think that I
want to go there next summer for I am going with you.” Margaret may have been
referring to accompanying Washington to the quinquennial meeting of the International
Congress of Women held in London in 1899. Whatever the reason, nearly a decade after
becoming Lady Principal Margaret Washington confided to her husband that she wished
to step down from her position to tend to other matters. Booker T. Washington eventually
accepted her decision and granted her a temporary leave of absence.23
In her place, Booker T. Washington hired Josephine Bruce, widow of Mississippi
senator Blanche K. Bruce, as temporary Lady Principal. Considering the prestige this
appointment would bring to the school, Washington took full advantage of securing her
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for the position. Without any other notice of the hire, only a month before her
appointment, Booker Washington informed Bruce that “I have just sent you a telegram
saying that we expect you next week,” which left Bruce very little time to prepare for the
position. And although she asked for $90 a month plus room and board, and all other
expenses, Washington, who was noted for his low salaries, suggested that she receive
“$80 per month and board, board to include all expenses except traveling.” This was
rather lucrative considering that upon initially accepting the position, Hallie Quinn
Brown, the previous interning Lady Principal, received a salary of $60 per month and
board. Margaret Washington, however, received $500 plus room and board per semester.
Booker T. Washington also informed Bruce he would consider increasing her salary: “if
later on I can see my way clear to make it a larger figure.”24
Josephine Bruce quickly picked up responsibilities where Margaret Washington
left them. For the next two years she helped to keep afloat many of the liberal and
cultural aspects of the curriculum. According to biographer Lawrence Otis Graham, “she
revised the curriculum and made sure that the young women were being offered a wide
range of courses that supported Washington’s industrial trade-skilled approach.” Equally
important to Tuskegee and Washington, Bruce added to the possibilities of education. In
many ways she helped to extend Washington’s agenda to the North where she had many
friends and connections. However, Josephine Bruce soon discovered that education in the
South differed greatly from what she was accustomed to in the North, particularly at
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Howard University. She disliked the position at Tuskegee and the daily strain associated
with it.25
Notions of elitism ran through Bruce’s blood. Unlike Washington, she had taught
students who attended the best schools that money could buy. At Tuskegee, however, she
was charged with helping to educate, refine, and stimulate students whose first exposure
to an education occurred when they entered Tuskegee Institute. Bruce suggested that the
students at Tuskegee were “not well-poised or intellectually curious” as the more “elite”
students she knew in Washington. According to her biographer, “these students [at
Tuskegee] were largely from poor, uneducated families that lived in what many called the
‘black belt.’” Bruce ultimately felt isolated at Tuskegee. The opportunities for social and
cultural activities were limited, and she only recently had lost her husband.26
Josephine Bruce’s time at the Institute relieved Washington of her administrative
responsibilities for two years. Her presence also gave Booker Washington a useful
connection in Boston, through Bruce’s son Roscoe Bruce, who proved to be a powerful
lieutenant during the years he was enrolled at Harvard. In 1901 Margaret Washington
resumed her responsibilities as Lady Principal and continued in this position until her
death in 1925. After this second hiatus, she approached the position with more vigor and
conviction than ever before. She also used her position at Tuskegee to cultivate her
initiatives in the larger community, as Tuskegee’s students kept her informed about the
daily problems affecting blacks.27
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Her first mission, after her return, involved creating and maintaining higher
standards for her female students and training them to be effective leaders as well as
proficient wives and mothers. Her heightened ambition may have been a result of the
attention Tuskegee received at the turn of the century. Booker Washington published Up
from Slavery in 1901. The book placed Washington’s work at Tuskegee under a highly
monitored lens, detailing his rise from slavery and his success in education and public
speaking. Up from Slavery provided reader’s with a description of Tuskegee’s
curriculum, including the women’s programs. As Margaret Washington later recalled,
lessons at the school included every aspect of home life including the maintenance of the
garden, proper ways to store food, efficient methods of childbearing, the preparation of
food, sewing, cleaning and even home décor. The Women’s Industries Department
continued to grow and in 1901 Dorothy Hall, the Girls’ Industrial Building was erected.
At the turn of the century, countless efforts were made towards the professionalization
and modernization of education. The scientific method was applied to many fields of
study. However, outside of the Institute, introducing these new skill sets to African
American women was a contested issue. And even within the walls of Tuskegee, some
doubted the validity and usefulness of female education. In later years, after the death of
Booker T. Washington, Margaret Washington responded to these discriminatory views.
In 1921, she wrote to President Robert R. Moton, Booker T. Washington’s successor, “I
am also sending you some examination questions for all of those trades here so you will
get an idea that we [women] do not just use our hands down here, but we also use our
minds.”28
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Margaret Washington maintained that Tuskegee women were more proficient in
the art of domesticity than anything else. Not only did the lessons and curriculum prepare
them to be effective mothers, in many ways it gave them the instruction needed to lead
and teach proper nutrition, health, and the preparation of food to other women. On one
particular examination, female students were asked to: “give the chemical action of yeast
in bread…Just how does baking powder make mixtures light…what are the essential
points in canning.” In regards to the nature of diet and health, the examiner asked: “How
many calories of heat will be given off if you spend one hour walking, 1 hour sitting, 2
hours in light exercise.” Then: “has the proper amount been supplied through diet?” This
exam, amongst others, showed the complexity of the curriculum and courses
administered under Washington’s administration. The exam also suggest that although
women were seen as natural mothers and caregivers, the goal of the curriculum was to
help them become more proficient and to understand the science behind things they were
already doing. Washington was unable to hold her tongue and allow men to undermine
the work done by women of the race. In order to successfully train students competent
faculty members were imperative.29
Washington held strong views concerning the qualifications of teachers and she
did not believe that all instructors should perform the same tasks. She understood liberal
arts training to be equally as important as industrial training and she knew that they
required different skill sets. “These two things should be put on a par because no longer
should these teachers feel that they must go out and have students doing such phases of
work,” that they are not particularly qualified in. Her keen desire to have the most
29
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competent faculty train Tuskegee students came from the belief that if the teacher was
unqualified then so were the students. The teachers must first have “mathematics and
science that go along with these trades and certainly they should all have English,”
similar to her training at Fisk. Much was expected of blacks during Washington’s time at
Tuskegee, and in return she expected greatness from those who were placed over the
advancement of African Americans.30
Margaret Washington appreciated the study of African American history and life.
She felt that love and respect for one’s history would help create more effective teaching.
In reflecting on a story she heard a white woman share, Margaret was shocked to learn
that “a colored woman asked why it was necessary to study Negro history when the white
woman had suggested it.” With great enthusiasm she declared “nothing will give these
teachers whom we are training a more forward look than to get some sort of race pride”
which could only come from “race knowledge.” Deeming the appreciation of black
history as a prerequisite to race pride, Washington sought the premier scholar in African
American history, Carter G. Woodson, to teach a course at Tuskegee. Although he never
taught the course, Margaret Washington used Woodson’s pamphlets in her classes. She
felt that the students “had gone too long without some well defined systematic course
with reference to the Negro.” This keen desire to educate students in black history
remained dear to Washington and was embedded in her concepts on education. It also fell
in line with Booker T. Washington’s belief that the black race was at the bottom due to
their mis-education. Margaret Washington believed that race pride did not mean hating
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another race. Instead it placed confidence and esteem into a group of Americans who
failed to understand their influence and impact on American history.31
Margaret Washington’s administrative role required that she produce female
students who were well groomed in their discipline, their culture, and in their ability to
speak properly and thoughtfully. She understood that “if a person reads well, writes well
and spells well, he makes a good impression and very often is able to secure work where
otherwise he wouldn’t.”32 Graduates of the department of Girls Industries easily secured
employment throughout the country. Former students even felt compelled to write
Margaret Washington after they graduated from Tuskegee. One student in particular, who
later became a principal herself, wrote Washington thanking her for all of her advice and
guidance. She credited Washington for her stern tactics, which ultimately prepared the
student for a career as a principal. The former student closed the letter by urging
Washington to continue to show girls the right way and assured her that in return they
would enter the world more prepared and equipped for success. This letter and similar
ones reveal the positive impact Margaret Washington made on women, as well as the
fostering of elitist gender roles. But we cannot know the negative impact of this
education that some women may have felt since it is highly unlikely that former students
would send letters to the institute that were not celebratory or that might bring Margaret
Washington’s character into question.33
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Throughout her years as Lady Principal, Margaret Washington received numerous
letters from former students who either went off to teach at other institutions or who
headed schools themselves. These individuals spread the Tuskegee gospel to other states.
Washington sought to make industrial training more than mastering a trade. She wanted it
to encourage a moral lifestyle. In October of 1907, former student, Charles P. Adams,
found himself in Grambling, Louisiana, attempting to build a school that lacked the
foundation of Tuskegee Institute. He wrote:
Seeing that it is a lack of industrial and moral training… that is causing so
much crime, vice poverty and immortality among our young people, we
are determined… to build an institution as will supply the deficiency by
providing the three.34
Many Tuskegee students saw Washington as a cultivated mother figure as well as
a counselor. Washington handled emergencies on a regular basis, and consequently
Tuskegee’s local residents frequently requested her advice.35 Because Washington’s
social reforms required a lot of her time and energy, an executive council was formed to
take over some of the responsibilities when Booker T. Washington was away from the
Institute. The council, made up of fifteen to twenty officers and department heads,
assisted with many of the minor decision-making aspects of the Institute. Because
members of the community regularly sought Margaret Washington’s advice on behalf of
their children, she routinely sent the parents to the council which then attempted to
handle the disputes. Washington did not always side with the parents. In one situation,
the concerned mother of Devotion Greene came to Margaret Washington and asked “if
there was any possible way of getting Devotion back in school to finish her course. She
34
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said she was going to bring it up [to the] Council and asked me if I would vote for it.”
Washington, who believed that image and respectability were of the utmost importance,
responded: “I told her distinctively that I would vote against it.” Mrs. Greene responded
that although Margaret Washington was the Lady Principal and second in command to
Booker T. Washington, she would go over her head to Mr. Washington. Obviously, Mrs.
Greene underestimated the influence of Margaret Washington. Still, Washington was
clear when she told the Council that “the girl who was playing cards and drinking liquor
at Mr. Spalding’s house was a woman down town instead of a student,” and should not be
readmitted into Tuskegee. Consequently, Devotion Greene was never readmitted.36
Respectability was an important issue amongst middle-class black women and
men. Anything outside of ‘white’ middle-class values seemed to jeopardize the
advancement of the race and the massive progress blacks were making. Washington
believed that she was training the cream of the crop and that she was responsible for the
success of thousands of female students. Her reputation, as well as her husbands,
depended on it. Their graduates represented the accomplishments of Tuskegee.
Furthermore, these same women were expected to fight the prejudice placed on blacks.
For this reason Washington remained stern when it came to the education of women,
particularly about their moral character. The survival of the race and the Tuskegee
Institute depended on it.
Margaret Washington also concerned herself with the girls’ appearance and attire
since these were assumed to be outward signs of respectability. She regularly expressed
doubt about the appearance of the post-graduate girls. Although they did not wear
36
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uniforms, they were expected to dress like respectable women. Because they were older
than the normal student body, she naturally held them to higher standards. In an
apparently frustrated state, she declared that “they come in just as they feel like it. At one
time these girls came to their meals as they should and there is no reason why they should
not do so now,” she confessed. “Dress has a great deal to do with the impression which a
woman makes.” How women were perceived physically at Tuskegee Institute had a great
impact on the school, black women, and the race as a whole. Washington’s credibility
amongst clubwomen would surely be affected, if the women of Tuskegee did not
properly fit into society’s standards of “true womanhood.”37
Washington’s position at Tuskegee forced her to wear many hats. Above all, she
protected the image of the school. And although she had a reputation as a very stern
administrator, she understood that sometimes women and men did things that were
considered wrong, but not immoral. In fact, faculty member Elizabeth Benson suggested
“to look at her, a little high school kid would probably be afraid. But when you talked
with her or when you heard her talk, you found that she was a very warm and concerned
person for her students.” In a letter addressed to the executive council at Tuskegee,
Margaret Washington brought mention to a former student, Irene Burroughs, who taught
before attending Tuskegee and who stood accused of “permitting her cousin to use her
Teacher’s License.” The case reached law officials, who along with the assistance of
Irene’s parents were able to resolve the dispute without any penalty to Irene.38
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Nevertheless, the grievance came to Tuskegee’s executive council, who sought
the advice and recommendation of Margaret Washington when Burroughs applied for
readmission to Tuskegee. Washington confirmed, “there is no doubt in my mind that
Irene did let her cousin use her Teacher’s License.” Despite her belief in Irene’s guilt,
Washington still gave her a positive recommendation for readmission to the school. “I
consider the act like that of a child who knows it is not right to take its mother’s sugar
and does not understand all the wrong of such an act. I think the humiliation of the whole
thing has been quite punishment enough.”39 There are few documented situations where
Washington readily admitted to the wrong of a student and yet showed a level of
understanding and sympathy, as she did not openly choose favorites and attempted “to be
fair with the girls[s] as far as such a thing is possible.”40 Yet rules and guidelines were
not etched in stone and many times Washington had to use her own discretion as to
whose situation warranted expulsion from Tuskegee or minor punishments.
Unlike Irene, who falsified documents to obtain employment for her cousin,
Devotion Greene violated customs of female respectability and highly respected notions
of womanhood, which was inexcusable. Greene’s willingness to “hang around” men went
against the era’s ideas of respectability and reinforced negative stereotypes about black
women’s character and their alleged promiscuity. Washington built her future career in
clubwork attempting to refute and rectify these claims, as she, like most elite women of
her era, believed that the best of the race was judged by the least of them.41
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Washington also dealt with the issue of female pay. Tuskegee provided waged
jobs for as many students as possible. Along with the task of managing a poorly funded
budget, on many occasions Washington became a mediator for the female students who
performed all of the laundry duties for the entire Institute, with often deficient equipment
and meager pay. She complained to the male staff that the female students were working
in the laundry without the means and appropriate equipment to properly and effectively
complete the task of laundry in a timely manner. “We are behind with the laundry work
this week,” declared Washington. “We are still without irons except a little over one a
piece which means that every few minutes eighty-six girls have to stop and wait for irons
to get hot.”42 Female students received ninety cents for thirteen days of laundry work.
Upon hearing this information, Washington immediately contacted Emmett Scott. “I
hardly know what to suggest but it seems to me that something must be done,” she
declared. The students were eventually compensated.43
Outside of documenting the achievements of the student body, and keeping the
image of the school as positive as possible, Washington devoted a lot of her time to
writing proposals in hopes of obtaining increased support for the Girls Department,
particularly for the purchase of efficient equipment, much needed supplies, and additional
space. The Girls Department budget was always a concern that required constant
attention. “I am doing my best to cut down expenses,” stated Washington. However,
despite her efforts she usually found herself working with insufficient resources.
Although this juggling procedure at Tuskegee took much out of her, the situation
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mimicked her years at Fisk. Most black schools during this time had to contend with
poorly funded budgets. Fisk, in its beginning years, regularly dealt with financial
difficulties and “salaries were poor and often in arrears.”44 These budgeting issues forced
Margaret Washington to write numerous letters to Booker Washington’s secretary
Emmett Scott making Margaret Washington’s role as Lady Principal a twenty-four hour
job. However, her devotion to her students reflected her commitment to the school,
education, and the race. In most cases the students at Tuskegee gave Washington the
most pleasure. Still, this schedule only weakened her already poor health.
Careful not to allow her emotions to guide her, she tended to be neutral but
deliberate when dealing with female faculty members of the institute. Despite the extent
to which she knew a person, she placed the interest of the school at the forefront. Upon
receiving a request for the recommendation of a Mrs. Kenniebrew, Washington declared,
“I know Mrs. Kenniebrew very well.” However, “I do not think that we should consider
her at all for the work… Mrs. Kenniebrew is a woman of very strong mind, but I consider
her unfit in a way for work here.”45 The image of Tuskegee was reflected through the
progress of its students and the caliber of its teachers. Washington believed that she was
caretaker of Tuskegee’s public image. In the above case, Margaret Washington did not
feel Kenniebrew fit for the position based on the fact that “she and her husband have not
lived together for some time.” This became sufficient evidence to deny Kenniebrew an
appointment at Tuskegee Institute, as marital difficulties challenged ideas of
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respectability. It also went against her declarations that black families were just as stable
as the majority of whites.
Ongoing efforts were made to project the institute in the best light. At the same
time, Tuskegee needed to produce students who were marketable and well prepared for
the responsibility and commitment that came with education. Students at the school were
frequently sought after and they usually carried the lessons of Tuskegee with them. “I
shall never forget the ‘Tuskegee Spirit,’” declared a former student. The Washington’s
were well aware that the good news of the school was traveling just as rapidly as its
students. “I am always pleased to hear the progress of my dear alma mater,”46 professed
another graduate.
Margaret Washington’s intense efforts on behalf of the race and Tuskegee were
evident in her role as dispenser of positive propaganda. She advised faculty members to
document and spread the positive news and good works of various departments. On one
occasion in particular, Emmett Scott informed Margaret Washington that he saw and
heard of many interesting things that were going on “in the Domestic Science Division,
including the way the girls are working this year in cooking, [and] serving at the teacher’s
dining hall.”47 Scott went on to suggest that these things, along with others, should be
included in the student papers. The tactic of spreading positive propaganda was not new
to Tuskegee. Booker Washington curtailed the dissemination of negative information
about himself and Tuskegee. According to historian August Meier, “the most sensational
charge leveled at Booker Washington during his score of years as a leader of national
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importance was that he subsidized newspapers and magazines in order to silence
criticism.” Booker Washington went so far as to purchase stock in the black press to
better control what was written about him and his Tuskegee Machine.48
Margaret Washington used her influence to help other historically black schools
and colleges with philosophies similar to that of Tuskegee. Despite the financial
problems that Tuskegee Institute encountered, it was a well-funded institution. Margaret
Washington solicited donations from white philanthropists to support black educational
institutions in general. At the beginning of the twentieth century she was successful in
helping Fisk secure a needed Carnegie Library. Despite the unsuccessful efforts of Fisk
officials who approached Andrew Carnegie on numerous occasions throughout the years,
Carnegie, “finally in 1908 gave the school $20,000, in part as a favor to Margaret
Washington, whom he admired.”49
However, the recognition and influence of the school could not reach its full
potential if the needs of the faculty were not met on a basic level. Margaret Washington
was concerned with fairness and equality for teachers. In one situation, the threat of
losing a valuable faculty member because of the institution’s failure to provide pay raises
drove her to formally request that Booker Washington reconsider the issue of increasing
teacher salaries.50 His general policy was to offer his faculty members lower wages than
typically seen at other black colleges and universities. Washington expected his staff to
be so dedicated to the cause of racial uplift that they would willingly accept a
48
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significantly lower salary. But the executive council members at Tuskegee received the
best salaries of all. For example, in 1903 council members earned more than $1000 a year
plus board, compared to junior faculty who were making less than $300 a year with
board. Margaret Washington believed that if the teachers were not making enough money
to take care of the bare essentials, then ideas of lifting others to a higher calling would be
impossible. Many faculty members eventually left the Institute. Roscoe Conkling Bruce,
son of former Senator Blanche K. and Josephine Bruce and proponent of industrial
education, served as supervisor to Tuskegee Institute’s Academic Department from 1903
to 1906. He suggested that the frequent departure of faculty members from Tuskegee was
due to their low salaries, which were comparable to those of elementary school teachers
rather than college level faculty.51
Financial issues added to the list of responsibilities handled by Margaret
Washington. As Lady Principal, she stood in the place of her husband during his frequent
absences from the institution. In some instances, Booker remained away from Tuskegee
for up to six months per year. Margaret Washington was known for her stern tactics in
dealing with students and faculty alike. She had a zero tolerance policy. Female students
were closely monitored and any reference to them being in the company of males was
reported. Male faculty members who displayed “manish” characteristics were quickly
relieved of duty. In an incident involving male teachers in Alabama Hall, Margaret
solicited the support of Booker when the male teachers, according to students and female
faculty members, were standing in the halls and “talking to the girls.” One teacher, a Mr.
Green, went as far as “to ask for the company of one of the girls.” Margaret Washington
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considered this behavior “disgusting and foolish,” and refused to tolerate it. Green’s
conduct went against the culture of respectability the Washington’s were creating for the
school.52
Traditions, values, and rituals were very important to Margaret Washington. The
culture of Tuskegee prior to her arrival required that she incorporate these character traits
into the daily lives of students. Washington was a stickler for details and she demand
perfection. Details, according to Washington, were very important to teaching
respectability and elitist virtues. She also used the avenue of industrial training to propel
her agenda of racial progress. In her administrative role she adhered to concepts
surrounding gender. She could also be a strong leader. Although the Tuskegee Institute
resided in the rural South, Margaret Washington was able to expand the scope of her
leadership while still remaining feminine. Her position at Tuskegee, although taxing,
positioned her for her greater social reforms. The Tuskegee platform also launched
Washington into a work that extended beyond the duties of the classroom and
administration. Her desire to expand the programs of Tuskegee pushed her into the
greater Tuskegee community and expanded her racial reform into clubwork. African
American women’s clubs, according to Ida B. Wells, were “the new power, the new
molder of public sentiments, to accomplish the reforms that the pulpit and the law have
failed to do.” 53
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE TUSKEGEE WOMEN’S CLUB
There is no question which affects any part of the South in which I am not
interested and for which I am not willing to give both time and strength.
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
With the dawn of the 1890s and prevailing notions of Social Darwinism all
around them, the efforts of race men and women were overshadowed by concepts of
black inferiority and white supremacy. With every step made towards racial uplift, white
critics placed more attention on the portion of black America that had advanced the least,
because of disfranchisement and the lack of opportunities afforded them.
Margaret Washington could not help but realize the disadvantages of the masses
of blacks, especially those in the South. However, during her initial years in Tuskegee,
administrative duties demanded her constant attention. The strenuous pull from faculty
and students made the larger work of the race seem both taxing and insurmountable.
Nevertheless, despite the challenges that Washington endured in the classroom and in her
directorial capacities, she bridged gaps. She revolutionized clubwork among black
women and made club activities key to her missionary work for her race.2
As Margaret Washington began to identify herself as a race woman, new
standards of elitism offered the Washingtons’ an arena for advancing their philosophy of
racial uplift. Many race leaders agreed that African Americans as a whole could be
elevated through improvements in education, economics, and adequate living conditions,
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placing little emphasis on notions of white supremacy and the effects of institutionalized
racism. In many ways these arguments advanced the dilemma of class versus race.
Booker Washington was not immune to these ideas. In 1897, when asked by the
Indianapolis Freeman about the causes of lynchings, he concluded that “the men that are
lynched are invariably vagrants, men without proper standing.” He went further to
provide the remedy: “with the advancement of the race, the question [of lynching] will
settle itself.”3 Still, many black elite women realized the personal stake that uplifting the
masses had on their status. Because white America did not always recognize class
distinctions amongst blacks, and the race was judged by the acts and respectability of the
masses, rather than the elite few, black elite women bore a heavy cross in representing
themselves and their race.4
In many ways, racial uplift was problematic. It was an extension of class
differences created by capitalism and notions of white supremacy. It also created
identifiable differences within the race, mimicking the division created by whites towards
blacks. As Kevin Gaines writes, “the term ‘uplift’ carried with it the assumption that
those being lifted occupied inferior positions.” The condition of the race was in part due
to their economic status. Margaret Washington viewed this debilitating condition as a
consequence of white supremacy and the legacy of slavery, rather than traits innate to
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African Americans, yet she believed that race women needed to elevate the lives of the
poor. “If we don’t respect ourselves,” noted Margaret, “how can we expect the white
folks to respect us?” She ultimately proposed Victorian ideas of appropriate behavior as
solutions to America’s race and gender problems.5
For most blacks in the South, the end of the 19th century was as brutal as slavery
itself. Black men and women lived under systems of institutionalized segregation that
deprived them of their constitutional right, their self-respect and their dignity. They
sought to distance themselves from the harsh reminders of slavery and associated
education with true freedom. African Americans wanted the inalienable rights that were
granted to white citizens. However, as the South moved away from slavery, it moved
closer to a caste system that reinforced the distinctions between blacks and whites. Jim
Crow segregation demanded an immediate response from race men and women, a
response that did not focus on factors they could not control. Black leaders like the
Washingtons’ had few options to combat white demagoguery. Since Jim Crow imposed
“systematic and self-conscious efforts to make race or color a qualification for
membership in the civil community,” it was virtually impossible for blacks to avoid its
impact on their lives.6
For generations blacks had relied on each other for support and guidance in
improving their lives within the confines of slavery. Emancipation enhanced many of
these trends. With the rise of Jim Crow, many blacks believed that it was their
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responsibility to improve the conditions of their race. To look to whites for full support
without first presenting claims of citizenship seemed unrealistic and pointless in the
minds of many black leaders. When Margaret Washington moved to Tuskegee, she
accepted a broader mission to transform the race into useful citizens.
This effort exacted a personal cost upon educated black women. Many, like
Margaret Washington, were groomed at an early age to believe that “uplift” was their
responsibility and it was a burden that sometimes seemed overwhelming. Jane Porter,
future president of the Virginia State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs, recalled that
while still a student at Hampton Institute in Virginia “I did not love my race.” As she
spoke with friend Florence Lattimore, “a smile play[ed] about her lips.” Going further
she expressed:
I didn’t want the responsibility of it. I wanted pretty things. At the institute
we were always hearing about our duty to our race, and I got so tired of
that! Why, on Sundays I used to wake up and say to myself, 'To-day I
don't have to do a single thing for my race!’7
Likewise, in a letter to her husband, Margaret Washington, confessed, “I often shudder to
note the change which has come over me since I have been engaged in this work and I try
too, to influence my self differently.” Washington often expressed notions of self doubt
and weariness towards her work for the race. Because her public and private
responsibilities were linked, they would not permit her to totally abandon her social
responsibilities without a certain degree of ridicule to her and her husband, she could;
however, temporarily resign her position as Lady Principal.8
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Margaret Washington soon drafted the blueprint for an organization of local
women. In 1893 she put her energies into creating Mothers’ Meetings, which grew out of
the first Tuskegee Negro Conference in February 1892. Margaret Washington was
intrigued by the way Booker T. Washington extended his efforts at Tuskegee Institute to
aid in the transformation of black sharecroppers throughout the South – he invited
farmers and their families from rural areas to attend.9
Booker Washington challenged the image associated with farming. Through the
Tuskegee Negro Conference, he showed local farmers that a good farmer dressed well,
was educated in his craft, was politically conscious, and acted as a leader in his
community. These tactics helped to prepare black farmers for the resistance they would
receive from the white community. While whites were adjusting to their new lives under
a system not based on “slave” labor, they were also coping with their greatest fear – not
that the black man was, in their eyes, returning back to their “barbaric” state in the
absence of slavery, but rather, that blacks were learning the laws of the land, both in
resistance and political power, and disproving arguments of their inferiority and
incapable nature to govern themselves without white supervision. As white supremacy
constantly remodeled itself to fit the challenges of black progress, the standards of black
improvement at Tuskegee, continuously evolved.10
Furthermore, as Margaret Washington sat in the first meeting of the black farmers
and listened to what they had to say, she was distressed that history remained unkind to
black women. Since Booker Washington did not allow women to present their concerns
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at the annual conference it seemed that women had no place worth mentioning in the
important matters of life outside of the household. Their domestic duties were viewed as
innate and unrelated to the skill-set required of farmers. While there were some women
present at the first conference, many of them did not seem to realize they had a special
interest in the daily affairs being discussed by their sons and husbands. Yet Margaret
Washington believed that they could improve their situations within the south and
America.11
Washington became convinced that her efforts with women at Tuskegee Institute
had to be extended to the community. “It was just like Africa,” Washington explained,
and “I felt something must be done.”12 Although Margaret Washington had never set foot
on the continent of Africa, she held a common belief that its inhabitants were in desperate
need of assimilation, similar to Tuskegee’s local residents. In many ways her vision
paralleled the initiatives made in the north by women like Jane Addams and Ellen Gates
Star. With a primary concern for women and children, their efforts with Hull House were
directed at the assimilation of newly arrived European immigrants. As her husband
desperately tried to give the farmers’ new ideas, new hopes, and new aspirations,
Margaret Washington saw the community of Tuskegee as a focal point from which she
could “correct certain evils among women and girls and to bring about needed
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reforms.”13 It is important to note that at this time in history both black and white
residents of Tuskegee were apprehensive to the advancement of blacks. Extra precautions
were made to ensure the safety of the institute’s students. Female students were not
allowed off campus without a chaperone or faculty approval. Thus, the Mothers’ Meeting
served many functions. It brought visibility to the wives and children of farmers while
also educating Tuskegee’s locals. The first Mothers’ Meeting was organized on the top
floor of an old store, which at first stood on the main street of the town. According to
Washington:
That first meeting I can never forget. The women came, and each one, as
she entered, looked at me and seemed to say, ‘Where is it?’ We talked it
all over, the needs of our women of the country, the best way of helping
each other, and there and then began the first Mothers’ Meeting, which
now [1920] has in its membership two hundred and twenty-nine women.14
After its formation meetings were held “in a building near the market place of the town of
Tuskegee, where the Negro farmers came every Sunday morning to trade.” The building
was owned by a local black merchant who graduated from Tuskegee Institute.15
The Mothers’ Meeting became so successful and beneficial that women
eventually began to travel long distances to attend. At the turn of the century the “weekly
attendance [was] sixty to 100 women.” They typically brought their daughters with them
because they could not afford to leave them at home. The presence of these daughters
raised another question about what should be done with the children. A plan was soon
13
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developed to provide the kids with services similar to what the Mothers’ Meetings
offered the women. Eventually, the number of children attending rose to over fifty. They
were taught simple lessons and received practical talks on behavior at home and in
public. These were essentially instructions on effective ways to deal with Jim Crow. It
was also done for their safety and to counter negative stereotypes about blacks.16
Southern children, black and white, learned race in a society that thrived on the
continued maintenance of white supremacy. Washington and other women saw how
children were exploited in the continued maintenance of the “southern” way of life. Many
black children also grew up poor and hungry for the attention of their overworked
parents. Just as during the period of enslavement, black children lived through the
confusing pain of watching their mothers devote their time, energy, and attention to white
children. These truths enhanced the importance of Mothers’ Meetings on the
development of black youth.17
Washington was a stern disciplinarian. Many of her teaching tactics focused on
correct behavior and etiquette. While she praised good deeds, she believed in the
effectiveness of constructive criticism. In her mind criticism prepared black youth to be
effective leaders and for the harsh environment they were destined to encounter,
especially if they remained in the South. A small library room was stocked with picture
books and games which made learning fun and kept the children occupied.18
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The Mothers’ Meetings became so popular that other cities and states began to
incorporate similar models into their organizations. In 1908, The Tuskegee Student, which
devoted much of its attention to the student body and graduates of Tuskegee, praised the
way the “Mother’s Meetings” had beautified the city, and how the children were
behaving better than in previous years.19
With the aid of Tuskegee students, Washington soon enhanced the work of the
Mothers’ Meetings. Sewing circles were organized for the young girls, and reading
groups for young and older males. A day and evening school for parents was established
in a cabin which served as the primary center. “There were two rooms in the building,
one of which [was] fitted up with a cook stove and bed for practical lessons, and the other
[was] used as a meeting hall.” These initiatives helped promote community pride and
support of Tuskegee Institute and led to the recruitment of future students.20 A reporter
for the San Francisco Bulletin observed in 1903 that:
The women who gathered there were neatly dressed, and although there
was a wide dissimilarity in their customs, ranging from shawls and
picturesque sunbonnets to straw hats and imitation sealskin coats, and
although some of them had even undertaken to lace their shoes with calico
strips, there was evident in every case a regard for appearances seldom
found in a gathering composed of negro farmers’ wives.21
Margaret Washington gained experience from her missionary work, but she also
received valuable lessons from her husband. In correspondence she wrote how she would
“rather wait and learn those lessons from ‘Booker,’” as he appeared to be more patient
19
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and understanding towards her. In June of 1895, Booker Washington began to prepare his
speech for Atlanta’s Cotton States and International Exposition that September, a speech
that set him apart from other leaders and placed him at the forefront of racial progress.
Only months before he became the preeminent African American of his time, Margaret
Washington constructed ideas to further her influence with the formation of the first
official black women’s club in Tuskegee, Alabama, the Tuskegee Women’s Club.
Enhancing many lessons gained from the creation of Mother’s Meetings’, it soon became
a viable component of the Women’s club.
By 1895 Margaret Washington was a seasoned leader. She saw the importance of
creating a network of women who had interests similar to her own who could benefit the
race, and who supported her ideas on race progress. On March 2, 1895, along with twelve
other women from the community, Washington called the first meeting of the Tuskegee
Women’s Club. The initial twelve founding members included, James B. Washington, a
teacher at Tuskegee and wife of Booker’s adopted brother; Susan Helen Porter, a
principal for Tuskegee’s Training school; Adella Hunt Logan, activist and wife of
Tuskegee’s Treasurer, Warren Logan; and Elizabeth E. Lane, an academic teacher. The
other women were also wives of prominent men of the Institute and throughout the
community. The club began as an exclusive middle-class organization. In fact, during its
initial years, members could only join through the recommendation of Margaret
Washington or other charter members. This procedure helped to keep the club
‘exclusive.’ Although it was formed to aid the local underprivileged society, it did not
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afford them membership. The women of the TWC believed they knew what was best for
the masses since many of them came from similar humble beginnings.22
The club’s early constitution stressed the “general intellectual development of
women.” The TWC created a community where middle-class women could be elevated
intellectually and socially. After they educated themselves through discussion panels and
various lectures, the women of the club devised the most effective ways of creating
practical lessons for the local community.
The success of a Southern black women’s club was uncertain. In 1899 Margaret
Washington recalled that she said “nothing of my plan to Mr. Washington or to anybody
else beforehand, because I thought if I failed I should not want anybody to know it.”
Margaret Washington believed that white residents of Alabama would be skeptical about
an exclusive black women’s club, because it challenged the sphere in which they placed
the bulk of black women. However, eager to expand what her husband had accomplished
amongst the men of Tuskegee, Margaret Washington brought an exclusive group of black
women together for the advancement of the race.23
This small group of middle-class women saw the organization as a forum for their
intellectual, educational, and spiritual growth. Their activism within the TWC helped
them to extend beyond conventional female spheres to spaces that men and women
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shared: political organizations, mutual aid societies, universal organizations and
schools.24
The women of the TWC were what Shirley L. Carson termed, “Black Victorias”
in their beliefs and values. According to Carlson these late 19th century black women,
embodied all of the characteristics that made up white womanhood; they were religious,
domestically competent, and they cultivated social networks with likeminded women.
The black women, however, while embodying all of the characteristics of “true
womanhood” were also educated, ambassadors of their race, were well-spoken, and in
many regards were considered “race women.” TWC women believed that uplifting the
race was their moral responsibility. What the women did at Tuskegee ultimately began to
spread throughout the country amongst other black women of similar stature and
conviction.25
The TWC originated similarly to Lugenia Burns Hope’s Neighborhood Union, in
Atlanta. Hope was informed that one of her neighbors had been very sick and eventually
died. This troubled her greatly, because she felt had there not been an absence of
community collectiveness; the death could have been prevented. This was the main
reason she established the Neighborhood Union. Hope also sought to stress the welfare of
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the children in the community over that of adults because the children were viewed as the
future.26
It was very important to Washington that the clubwomen not lose sight of the fact
that amidst notions of uplift, they were also still part of that same community, although
they represented a minority in regards to class. Willard B. Gatewood writes:
Aristocrats of color readily joined other blacks in pursuit of economic and
political objectives, but distance and exclusiveness marked their social
relationship with those below them on the social scale. The aristocracy, in
fact, embraced a version of Booker T. Washington’s famous hand-andfingers analogy: in all things purely social the aristocrats tended to be as
separate from other blacks as the fingers, yet one as the hand in all things
for ‘progress of the race.’27
Washington claimed to reject such class separation. In an 1898 address at
Old Bethel Church in South Carolina, she stated that “we cannot separate
ourselves from our people no matter how much we try; for one I have no desire to
do so.” While these sentiments may have been true, the exclusive nature of the
TWC suggests that some degree of separation was expected. Furthermore,
Washington’s entrance into the upper-class entailed class distinctions. Still,
Washington promoted unity amongst the elite, as she sent the clubwomen out into
the communities. Because black elite men and women were closer to the masses
than were their white elite counterparts, they could make greater strides of
progress amongst the larger black community. And while some race leaders
benefitted from the self imposed class distinctions “up-lift” promoted, others
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assumed responsibility for transforming the masses.28 According to Mary Church
Terrell:
Colored women of education and culture know that they cannot escape
altogether the consequences of the acts of their most depraved sisters.
They see that even if they were wicked enough to turn a deaf ear to the
call of duty, both policy and self-preservation demand that they go down
among the lowly, the illiterate and even the vicious, to whom they are
bound by the ties of race and sex, and put forth every possible effort to
reclaim them.29
Margaret Washington became president of the TWC, when it was organized in
1895, and she held the position until her death in 1925. Soon after the TWC organized,
the women focused their attention on the Elizabeth Russell Plantation. Because
government and public health agencies typically ignored blacks, especially those in the
South, hygienic efforts on the plantation were imperative for the very survival of African
Americans. Besides grooming women on concepts of “true womanhood,” black women’s
clubs were leading efforts for improving health. To many clubwomen, healthcare
initiatives were strategically placed within the women’s sphere. Their acceptance of the
gendered division of labor in the family and their commitment to eradicating poverty, led
clubwomen to view healthcare as an extension of their professional social
responsibilities.30 By 1916 the TWC worked for a number of healthcare campaigns
including a nation-wide baby week campaign held under the collaboration of the General
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Federation of Women’s Clubs and the Children’s Bureau, dedicated to the prevention of
infant mortality. The TWC was a part of the other 2100 local campaigns held that year.
They also worked with the Health League of Alabama. Through such campaigns the
perpetuation of high ideals of education, cleanliness, and improved community life were
promoted. “Mrs. Washington works on the principle that cleanliness [was] not only next
to godliness, but before it,” noted Emmett Scott.31 If the homes were kept clean it
suggested that the inhabitants were morally pure as well. According to an article in the
San Francisco Bulletin in August 1903:
One has only to look out of the window of a passing train almost
anywhere from Virginia to Louisiana to see the dilapidated one room
cabins which shelter a large portion of the eight million descendents of
slavery in this country.32
The Russell Plantation was located approximately eight miles outside of
Tuskegee, “where a settlement of twenty Negro families lived in some old slave
‘quarters.’” It was mostly populated by former male convicts and those completing prison
sentences, but women and children also resided on the plantation. The clubwomen
secured a halfway house on the plantation. Many were released from jails in Macon
County to serve out their time in agricultural labor. This convict lease system, common in
the South, exploited the labor of backs. In Alabama alone, “convict leasing generated
about 6% of the states revenue… giving Alabama the most profitable prison system in the
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country.” Many of the Plantation’s residents lived in small, poorly constructed cabins that
dated back to the period of enslavement. Washington described the residents as being
thrown together without a sense of community. She went on to assert “they had little or
no idea of the proper ways in which to bring up their children.” Dwellings were very
rundown, children were undisciplined, homes were regularly unkempt, and notions of
legal marriage escaped them. Furthermore, “five to ten persons were living in one room
houses.” For almost twelve years, members of the TWC worked to transform the
settlement into a thriving community. According to an observer of the Best Belt:33
Any one who has seen the outside, still more the inside of an Alabama
cabin can appreciate the magnitude of the undertaking which confronts the
reformer [Mrs. Washington], from a roomless, often windowless, hut,
where light and air are admitted solely through cracks in the dilapidated
four walls… from such an adobe to a clean, descent well ventilated house
is a long step, but this is only a part of what Mrs. Washington is trying to
accomplish, and in some cases has already achieved.34
Washington also felt that stable Christian homes produced wholesome, wellbalanced, and race-conscious children. Students at Tuskegee were required to go to
church services every Sunday. During this era it was customary to promote a religious
framework as a base for teaching respectability and order. Not surprisingly, Margaret
Washington insisted that no job outranked that of motherhood, and she provided the
women of the Russell Plantation with tools on becoming better mothers. This belief may
be the reason that she informally adopted her younger sister’s two children. Homes
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became centers that could produce the next generation of young men and women who
would carry on the traditions and values necessary for racial improvement and uplift. And
though Washington espoused these views within the club, she too battled with the
difficult task of working in the community and caring for her expanding family.35
Many of the shortcomings of African Americans in general were blamed on black
women’s alleged failures. But just as Tuskegee’s chaplain, Rev. Whittaker, preached in a
sermon “women [are] looked upon as inferior to her brother, man,” this, he proclaimed,
was a grave error. Washington sought to disprove many of these false allegations
through a strategic network of like-minded women from the institute. She asked some of
the Tuskegee teachers to assist her with the community’s residents. In the beginning the
clubwomen only went to the plantation on Sundays. Margaret Washington and other
Tuskegee women “went down there [to the plantation] with a good stiff broom,
determined to see what I could do. I went to the most promising house of the lot and
promised to hold a meeting, first suggesting that we sweep up the place in honor of the
occasion,” declared Washington.36 One of the neighborhood women took a broom and
“half-heartedly” swept part of the room. Washington volunteered to finish the job. “The
sweeping I gave that room made the woman who lived in it so ashamed of her own slack
work,” that she quickly declared “Oh, Mis’ Washington, lemme take de broom an’ do
mah half ovah.” Margaret Washington later reflected on the lesson of the moment: “I
have always thought that one unconscious lesson in thoroughness was the foundation of
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our work on that plantation.” While the women of the community looked up to
Washington and knew that if a clubwoman of her caliber could place so much emphasis
on self-improvement, then so could the women of the community. However, it was rather
audacious of the clubwomen, who rarely did their own cleaning to assume they
understood ideas of keeping the home better than women who worked in the homes of
whites for generations. The new scientific methods of domesticity, however, offered
Washington and other club women a course to apply a scientific model to everyday
cleaning practices. This is not to say that some residents did not object to the invasive
manner of how their homes, dress, and health were inspected, but most welcomed the
assistance.37
Mrs. Washington went periodically to the different cabins on the estate,
showing the women how to remove [improve] even the most unpromising
surroundings and urging them to take an interest in the decency of their
homes for their own sakes and the sakes of their husbands and children.38
Eventually people came out in large numbers to the Russell Plantation to receive
lessons. After a few Sundays, they accepted the clubwomen’s offer to open a day-school.
The owner of the Russell Plantation even provided the use of an old cabin for a school.
The teacher was a young woman by the name of Ann Davis, who had been a student at
Tuskegee Institute. With a few simple household belongings Davis moved into the
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schoolhouse, which later doubled as her home. She began daily lessons for the children of
the plantation.39
After three years in the old cabin, the school had become so successful that the
clubwomen decided they needed larger accommodations. Washington “raised sufficient
funds to provide in its place a serviceable frame dwelling house.”40 They bought ten acres
of land that adjoined the plantation. The land included a comfortable frame house with
three rooms one of which served as the schoolroom. Another was the teacher’s quarters,
and the third was a laboratory for housekeeping. The boys and girls raised crops and used
the rest of the land for other purposes. The food planted at the plantation fed many of the
students.41
These endeavors became increasingly important after the Supreme Court’s ruling
in the Plessy V. Ferguson case in 1896, which affirmed the concept of separate-but-equal
as a legal practice. This ruling forced blacks, like Washington, to be more self-sufficient
and innovative. Black public facilities such as libraries and health-care institutions were
inferior to those of whites, or they did not exist at all, due to inadequate funding and
neglect from the state. Black schools that received used and outdated texts from school
districts were often fortunate to have books at all. In many ways, the 1896 decision
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enhanced the need for social organizations that placed the health, education, and stability
of blacks at their forefront.42
Measurements of the success of the Russell Plantation program could be
ascertained by monitoring the extent to which the residents conformed to the club’s ideals
and abandoned customs that reformers considered demeaning or racially stereotypical.
According to an observer:
Among the families of the ‘settlement’ there was everywhere a marked
superiority to what former observations of negro cabin life had led us to
expect. Beds and floors were well kept. Cracked roofs and walls were
filled in with clay… there was altogether an unusual air of neatness and
order in all of the houses.43
Their appearance was also improved. The practice of women wrapping their hair with
cloth, seen as a remnant of slavery, was a primary focus of the clubwomen. Although
black women of the community gave up “wrapping,” they reverted to “the wearing of
black veils.” This type of progress was not welcomed by everyone. However, the impact
of poor nutrition on black women’s hair during the 19th century was given little thought
among clubwomen. This too may speak to the reason why black women continued to
cover their hair. To the surprise of clubwomen, young white women in the community
were offended because they felt black women were taking their “uplifting” too far. This
tension highlights the precarious position of most black women’s clubs. On one hand
they sought to pass ideals of “true womanhood” onto the masses of blacks while still
attempting to remain a distinct elite group themselves. In instances where “Victorian
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Ideals” were infused with African traditions, many of the clubwomen themselves became
embarrassed and displeased.44
Despite the shortcoming that the women of the club saw on the Russell Plantation,
they also recognized that massive improvements had been made in the daily affairs of the
residents. By 1920, when reflecting upon work at the Plantation, Washington noted that
they were “a pride to themselves and a pride to those of us who have given our time.”
The house-to-house activities of the TWC did not go unrecognized. In 1912 Dr. John
Andrew Kenney, medical director of the hospital at Tuskegee, gave praise to the efforts
and keen attention to detail displayed among the clubwomen.45
The Women’s Club of the Tuskegee Institute is especially active. Houses
are visited with the view to teaching the people the simple principles to
hygiene. The smallest details are looked after, as how to prepare and serve
their food, how and when to bathe, how to ventilate their houses, how to
care for their hair, the washing of their clothing, cleaning of their teeth,
sleeping between sheets, and all such subjects as tend to improve their
home conditions. The special subjects of tuberculosis and typhoid fever
have been discussed before the people in the most elementary manner
possible. 46
Through the TWC, substantial improvements were made among the women of
Tuskegee in terms of how they dressed and cared for their hair and appearance. For
example, the women no longer went barefoot, nor did they sit around the street
socializing with men; instead, they used their time more wisely. When the club began,
very few of the women even knew their ages. Washington usually had them recall some
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incident in their lives as near as possible to the time they were born, in order to
approximate how old they were.47
Ten years after the formation of the TWC, Margaret Washington and the women
of Alabama were continuing to do impressive things in the name of social reform. The
ladies of the club contributed liberally toward several barrels of food, which they
distributed to the Tuskegee community. In March of 1905, when the club undertook the
responsibility for finding the means to provide a suitable home for an infant boy, the men
of the community, although not members of the TWC, compassionately contributed
twenty-five dollars and sixty-five cents toward the expenses of placing this young boy in
a nurturing home and giving him a healthy start in life.48
As club membership grew, committees were created so that individuals could
devote a larger amount of time to the various departments. There were ten divisions
within the TWC in all: the jail division, the Thompson Quarters, the Temperance
division, the Vesta club, the Margaret M. Washington component, the Humane Society,
the Suffrage division, the Ednah Cheney Circle, the Mothers’ Meeting division, and the
Russell Plantation.49
The jail division made at least thirty visits annually to the local cabin. Church
services were held at each visit. The prisoners were given fruit and clean clothing, and in
return expressed their gratitude and usually made strong efforts to present a tidy
appearance during the visits. In one case, four small boys who were imprisoned for
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robbery were placed with four adult men who could not read or write. The men and boys
were imprisoned within the same facility and were treated as equal, regardless of age.
The women of the Tuskegee Women’s Club saw to it that all the prisoners, regardless of
their ages, were given basic lessons in hygiene and modifying their behavior for free-life
in the south. In later years this division received statewide attention.50
At Christmas, the women of the TWC sometimes gave gifts to each prisoner and
prepared dinners for the Christmas season. Magazines were left behind solely for the
prisoner’s entertainment. Bible students and teachers also gave a lot of their time to help
the prisoners. With the help and support of locals and various contributors, most of the
initiatives at the prison became fiscally possible.51
The Thompson’s Quarters Department housed the TWC’s Sunday School. After
1898, the Sunday School had become a very popular division within the TWC. In the
winter and spring of 1905, the Thompson’s Quarters saw more of an increase than at any
other time of its early history. The usual attendance was around thirty-five, mostly
consisting of children. Normally four or five adults joined, in 1905 the overall number
nearly doubled.52
The women of the Thompson’s Quarters Department did not confine themselves
to Sunday School work alone. Along with Bible instructions they lent a hand wherever
needed, visiting the sick and adding to the comfort of the afflicted. For instance, in one
household that included eight children, one child became very sick and died. The family
50
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had no means to give him a proper burial. The kindness of teachers and the Bible students
provided the child with a respectable funeral. This was a great relief to the parents who
had just recently moved to the Tuskegee area.53
The women also encouraged the children to attend day school, even providing
tuition in many cases. Along with the Bible instructions, Thompson’s Quarters
occasionally had small parties with very light refreshments including candy, cake, and
iced lemonade. On warm days, they found that the parties brought the community
together, and relieved the stress that many of the people faced during their daily
activities.54
Throughout the years, the Temperance Division of the TWC enthusiastically
sought to keep their cause fresh in the minds of the students and children of the
neighboring district. As with the Atlanta Progressives, who pushed prohibition so that
liquor could not be used as a tool for buying votes in wet areas, the TWC also strove to
inform the community and students about the importance of the work being done
throughout the country by prominent temperance organizations. This became important
in helping to suppress the use of alcohol and its associated evils.55
The subject of Temperance was also covered at Tuskegee Institute by Mrs. J. H.
Palmer. In reflecting on lessons carried to the men and women of Tuskegee, Palmer
wrote that:
(1) All of the young men of the school were addressed, the subject having
been considered from a social, economic and hygienic, as well as moral
53
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standpoint. (2) The entire company of young women of the school was
given a thorough review of the work of the Women’s Christian
Temperance Union and also a full report or statement of the life and work
of Frances E. Willard. (3) On “Temperance Sunday” a talk was made
before the Young People’s Society of Christian Endeavor and an earnest
plea being made for each one who listened to the talk there, and Christians
everywhere, to use their influence always in favor of the suppression of
the liquor traffic. (4) A talk was made on the subject “Temperance and its
effects” to a rural school, composed of seventy five or more children who
repeated the pledge against the use of alcohol as a beverage, the use of
tobacco and profanity. (5) Many private talks to individuals and special
classes were given annually.56
Washington constantly encouraged men and women who were enrolled in
Tuskegee’s night school, to be a part of her efforts at making Tuskegee a health
conscious and moral community. In 1901 several students “took the pledge not to drink,
lie, gamble, or steal.” The clubwomen believed that the efforts to create a sentiment
against the destructive “King Alcohol” would prove effective. A large number of young
people participated in the work, endeavoring to establish habits of purity, temperance,
and total abstinence. These efforts by the clubwomen were similar to larger temperance
efforts, such as those made by the National Women’s Christian Temperance Union
(WCTU), whose African American component was headed by Frances E. Harper.57
The Vesta club, made up of young women in the neighborhood who were students
at Tuskegee, promoted moral endeavors and provided the young adults with cultural and
social reading groups. Popular assumptions held that alcohol contributed to the problems
in the black community. Drunken husbands tended to spend what little money they made
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on alcoholic beverages. To make matters worse, abuse against black women rose when
alcohol was part of the equation, making it a central concern for the women’s club.58
The Ednah Cheney Club, another division within the TWC, was founded in honor
of the noted author, lecturer, and reformer, who co-founded the New England Women’s
Club. Cheney, a devoted advocate of women’s rights and human rights, died at her home
in Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, on November 18, 1904.59 She had worked with the
TWC, and Washington sought her advice on numerous occasions. The club, named in
her honor, insisted that its highest aim would be that of service.60 Tuskegee’s Ednah
Cheney Club was made up of the women of the school’s senior classes. By 1905 it had a
membership of over twenty-five women who expressed their desire to be of service to the
poor and unfortunate people in the vicinity of the school.61
In addition to other activities, the TWC engaged in efforts to support women’s
suffrage. Black women understood the importance of the ballot and realized that it could
lead to the end of segregation and social equality of the sexes. The ballot could uplift the
race and change the role of women in society. Women “must become familiar with social
and economic conditions; she must be a working force in the larger influences that affect
her trade as home-keeper,” stated Nellie F. Francis of St. Paul, Minnesota. The Women’s
Journal, the official organ of female suffragists, was headquarters in Warren, Ohio and
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sent helpful and encouraging information that aided the suffrage department at
Tuskegee.62
The leader of the suffrage department for the TWC, Adella Logan, realized that
once women were given the right to vote, everything would not be perfect for the race
overnight. Nor did she see women in the South voting in the near future. However, she
understood that if they gave up the fight, many rights for women would be forgotten.
Furthermore, the ballot sought to offer black women a political stage to address any
grievances they had against the status and treatment of blacks.63
Up to this point in her work, Washington’s greatest endeavor was the TWC. The
club grew and new divisions were established, Margaret Washington oversaw them all.
Throughout her presidency she guided and instructed women of the South on the
concepts of self-help, self-sufficiency, and social reform. She did all of this in a time and
era that was hostile toward blacks and to the idea of “uplifting” the African American
race. While she imposed many standards of whites onto Tuskegee’s local residents, she
believed that through this imposition the race would rise. In the midst of working with the
school and various club initiatives, Margaret Washington was also diligently building her
status as one of the leading figures of the black elite and spreading the Tuskegee gospel
throughout Alabama, and the South. Washington probably placed added pressures on the
TWC because in her mind, she saw it as a way to solidify her position at the top of the
black elite. Furthermore, her success with the clubs was imperative to the school. She
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used the success at Tuskegee to better position herself to join forces with women of the
North and head the National Association of Colored Women.64
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL CLUB
My women were left to drift and to pick up their ideals and ideas too, by
chance.
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1
The below poem quoted by Margaret Washington in a speech to clubwomen,
titled “what is a Women’s Club” described the responsibilities that black clubwomen
faced from Reconstruction and through the Progressive Era.
A meeting ground for those of purpose great and broad and strong, whose
aim is toward the stars; whoever longs to make the patient, listening world
resound with sweeter music, purer, nobler tones, a place where kindly,
helpful words are said, and kindlier deeds are done; where hearts are
[fed];where wealth of brain for poverty atones, and hand grasps hand and
soul finds touch with soul. This is a woman’s club, a haven fair where
toilers drop and lose their load of care.
- Unknown2
Although secondary literature has included information about the activities of
black women’s clubs, particularly the National Association of Colored Women (NACW),
none place Margaret Washington’s work with the NACW at the center of their research.
Margaret, like other clubwomen, had the daunting task of creating sustainable institutions
in the midst of hostility and rejection, from both whites and blacks. However, she was not
afraid to take leadership positions in various clubs. She was instrumental in creating the
Tuskegee Women’s Club and as president, vice-president, and chairwoman of the
NACW. Under Washington’s leadership the NACW initiated the Southern Federation of
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Women’s Clubs and the Alabama State Federation of Women’s Clubs. But these
developments were not without resistance. Her efforts with the NACW solidified her
position as a national leader of clubwomen.
For generations clubs served as meeting grounds for men who shared the same
interests and goals. However, the period before and after the Civil War marked a
substantial increase in women’s organizations. It was also within this period that saloons
became a symbol of disgust throughout black and white communities alike. Alcohol was
considered by reformers to be the cause of domestic abuse on women and children. In the
1870s women started the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU).3 This
organization, formed in Chicago by Annie Wittenmyer, first attempted to shut down the
saloons with a rather Christian approach. In the years that followed and with the term of
its second president, Francis Willard in 1879, the movement became more militant, and
classified as the temperance movement. Black women were included in the WCTU’s
membership, such as Frances Harper, but their involvement was usually splintered and
often limited by white women.4
The temperance movement did more than just attempt to control saloons it also
brought white middle-class women together who shared similar concerns and interests.
Along with social outreach agendas, the women also used the organization to pursue
cultural activities. This public display of women working outside of the home was a new
and fairly unheard of phenomenon. Whereas many of the earlier women’s clubs and
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associations were primarily anti-slavery societies, the clubs and associations that were
formed in the late nineteenth-century had more of a secular focus.5
The temperance movement opened doors for women in the public arena and
became a model for creating a national structure for women’s clubs. The clubs brought
together women with common causes. The clubs initially fulfilled cultural awareness, but
quickly shifted to civic reformation. The organizational structure was similar to white
men’s associations, but the club agendas focused on community issues. Members were
generally educated and involved in public affairs.6
Unlike the temperance movement, which had a specific agenda, the initial goals
of women’s clubs tended to be very broad. Those who participated in women’s clubs
believed they served as “an order which shall render the female sex helpful to each other
and actively benevolent in the world.” A New England woman also stated that clubwork
tended to be equally vague and stressed that their ultimate goal was to organize women
and create a unified way of thinking and acting.7
In 1892 several women’s associations affiliated to form the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs (GFWC). Although the need to associate remained one of the key tools
in bringing women together, it was after the women’s clubs combined together on a
national level that their mission expanded. Where critics of the temperance movement
portrayed women as manly and aggressive, the GFWC women maintained their images
as Victorian ladies. The clubs of the GFWC, unlike the temperance movement, were
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comprised mainly of white middle-class women. A very small number of black women
were also admitted. 8
Black women’s clubs, like Margaret Washington’s TWC, were not allowed into
the federation. Women like Fannie Barrier Williams, whose husband Samuel L. Williams
worked as a prominent lawyer in Chicago, was the first and only black member of the
Chicago Women’s Club in 1884. In 1893, while addressing a group of white women,
Williams informed them that black women want "liberty to be all that we can be, without
artificial hindrances, is a thing no less precious to us than to women generally." Josephine
St. Pierre Ruffin also was a member of a white women’s club. Her husband, George L.
Ruffin, a Harvard-educated attorney, was a Boston legislator and prominent city judge.
Ruffin joined the New England Women’s Club in the 1890s.9
At the turn of the century Jim Crow laws forced blacks to create racially
segregated organizations and institutions of self-help. Moreover, by the late 1890’s
charities that were run by whites were often unwilling to work with impoverished blacks.
Scientific racists claimed that black people were mentally deficient and could not
compete with whites on any level, and that any effort to improve their condition would be
futile. Armed with this information, “many white charity workers, who had never really
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embraced working with poor blacks, welcomed the excuse to concentrate on poor whites
instead.”10
Thus, black women like Margaret Washington were constantly in a struggle to
deal with rejection from white organizations and to contend with male dominance. In
some instances, a rejection of women in the public sphere came from men within their
own race. Thus, black male opposition, white exclusion and the debilitating state of black
Americans became central reasons for black women forming black women’s clubs.11
Some black men rejecting the public and social sphere of black womanhood felt
that the club movement made African American women too vocal and thus too “manly.”
In an article written in the Colored American Magazine, titled “How to Keep Women At
Home,” an anonymous black male writer expressed his discontent with women who felt
that their influence was better served outside of the household. He urged men to hold a
convention in order to discuss this unfortunate situation in the black community.
“Women are getting very bold, and instead of using the freedom that civilized men are
allowing them, for adding to the comforts of man, they are abusing them,” he wrote.12
African American men struggled desperately to find their place in postReconstruction American society. The Colored American Magazine article suggested
black men adopted middle-class “white values” after emancipation. The author went on
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to declare that the home “is her [the black woman’s] place, her centre of influence, her
throne, where virtue and love sit enshrined.”13 While women like Washington did not
reject the author’s arguments, they understood that clubs could be vehicles for personal
improvements as well as the betterment of their homes and communities. Of course, the
opinions of the magazine writer were not held by all black men. According to the
Tuskegee Institute’s chaplain, Rev. Whittaker, “man holds his superior position wholly in
consequence of his greater physical strength.” Yet, “the same brute force, which made
her a salable commodity in the early history of the world, makes her the plaything and
football of men today.” He concluded that “before we can have better women we must
have better men.” Through the clubs, these middle and upper-class women created social
outlets, courses on leadership, and facilities for children. It was the belief of clubwomen
that through the household and its civic initiatives, the black race would elevate to a
position that warranted recognition from whites.14
Another catalyst for the establishment of a secular black women’s club was an
effort to counter notions that black women were barbaric, sexual, and mannish in nature.
On March 6, 1895, James W. Jacks, president of the Missouri Press Association, sent a
series of letters to Florence Belgarnie of England, the secretary of an anti-slavery society.
In an attempt to derail the anti-lynching efforts of Ida B. Wells, Jacks asserted “the
Negroes of this country were wholly devoid of morality, the women were prostitutes and
were naturally thieves and liars.” Belgarnie sent the letters to the editor of the Women’s
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Era Magazine, the organ of the New Era Club, Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, in hopes to
create a stir among clubwomen.15
While these myths and stereotypes were already being spread in America, Jacks
letters carried the ruthless allegations abroad. Washington and other leading females
rejected these slurs. They used women’s clubs to train and educate the masses of African
Americans. Although separation from the lower class of blacks was a mainstay within
some black elite circles, Washington knew that she and others were judged by the same
assumptions. She also believed that despite racism and the history of enslavement, whites
expected blacks to prove that they were deserving of citizenship. Following the letter by
Jacks, black women’s clubs sprang up throughout the country in increasing strength.16
Because black women were generally not allowed access into white women’s
clubs, black women instituted programs that nourished their particular interests and
concerns, just as white women’s clubs had done. Fannie Barrier Williams, clubwoman
and journalist, stated: “it is possible for us to work out, define, and pursue a kind of
clubwork that will be original.” She concluded that black women sought to “distinguish
our work essentially from white women’s clubs.” They did so by improvement of the
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race through working with families in an effort to redefine black women’s roles in society
along with their image.17
Margaret Washington’s TWC was an excellent example for numerous clubs, and
in some cases it served as a prototype for organizing. With a membership of thirty-five to
100 women, the TWC offered women social, political, and literary outlets. The
clubwomen also educated themselves on ways to improve the health and welfare of their
families and communities. Ultimately, black women answered the call to redefine the
black woman’s image.18
The Colored Women’s Club predated the TWC. It was organized on January 11,
1884 in Washington, D.C. – As early as 1800s black women had organized in New York,
Boston, Chicago and D.C. The CWL’s mission was the education and improvement of
black women. While the CWL, whose president was Mary Church Terrell, invited other
club women to be a part of their association, their efforts to unite black women on a
national level failed. Nearly a decade later, Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin, the president and
founder of the Woman’s Era Club in Boston, became so outraged by Jacks’s public
slander of black women that she called a meeting to defend black womanhood, titled “Let
Us Confer Together.” However, initiatives for a mass meeting were underway months
prior to Jacks’s attempt to undermine Ida B. Well’s anti-lynching campaign and black
women’s character. Black club women were diligently planning to create a national
organization. Prior to the call, Josephine Silone Yates of Missouri wrote, in 1894 “by all
17
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means let us have a congress of colored women at some time in the near future to give
solidity, unity of purpose, national character, and other requisites of success necessary to
a movement so broad and far reaching as a race organization should be.” The letter forced
them into immediate action.19
On July 29, 1895, over 104 delegates representing fifty-four clubs convened in
Boston to develop plans for a national organization. It was no surprise to many that the
call to unite black women came from Boston. Boston housed many of the nation’s black
elite and a militant black press (due to their sizable black population). Elite blacks in
Boston as in Washington, D.C., usually came from generations of free blacks, and in
many instances they formed local clubs amongst themselves that were highly exclusive.
The opening day’s speakers included Ruffin, Helen Cook, and Anna J. Cooper. Margaret
Washington spoke on day two with Victoria Earle Matthews, William Lloyd Garrison, T.
Thomas Fortune and Henry B. Blackwell who spoke on, “Political Equality.”
Washington’s speech, “Individual Work for Moral Elevation,” challenged women and
men to be leaders in their communities. By the end of the conference, the National
Federation of Afro-American Women (NFAAW) was formed, for the “purpose of
establishing needed reforms, and the practical encouragement of all efforts being put
forth by the various agencies, religious, educational, ethical and otherwise, for the
upbuilding, ennobling and advancement of the race.” Ruffin later stated that the work of
the NFAAW was not to isolate black women from the men of the race but to implement a
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movement that would be led by women. “We are not alienating or withdrawing, we are
only going to the front,” she stated.20
At the Boston conference, Ruffin also had this idea in mind when she said that the
movement was not only “created for the sake of fine, cultured women” but also for:
the thousands of self-sacrificing young women teaching and preaching in
lonely southern backwoods, for the noble army of mothers who have given
birth to these girls, mothers whose intelligence is only limited by their
opportunity to get at books.21
Margaret Washington was elected president, mainly because of her exceptional
work with the TWC. This election also positioned her as a premier leader of African
American women. Although, CWL members were present at the Boston meeting they did
not join with the NFAAW. They were also distraught over the fact that Ruffin, who
called for the meeting, was not elected the first president. Ruffin was, however, offered
the position of treasurer, which she “positively” declined. Once organized, the NFAAW
united over thirty-six black women’s clubs in over twelve states throughout the United
States. To be sure, in 1895 Margaret Washington became the first president of a national
organization formed by African American women, before Booker T. Washington became
the leader of black America that same year.22
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Soon after NFAAW was organized, they were invited to participate in a number
of community functions, the first being the Woman’s Congress at the 1895 Cotton States
and International Exposition in Atlanta, Georgia. Booker T. Washington gave a keynote
address which called for racial unification and self–help from many of the clubwomen
who attended. He was also a clear advocate of the initiatives made by women’s clubs.
While at the exposition, the NFAAW helped to demonstrate the culture, skills, and
various talents that existed amongst black women. They did so in the same way that
Booker T. Washington promoted black manhood through his National Negro Business
League. Washington did not have a direct hand in the NFAAW affairs, but his presence
and philosophy were extended through efforts made by Margaret Washington.23
In 1895, under Margaret Washington’s leadership, members of the NFAAW
attended the Republican National Convention in Detroit, Michigan. Richard T. Greener,
head of the Colored Bureau of the National Republican Party and the first black graduate
of Harvard and former professor of law at the University of South Carolina, understood
the significance and impact that a national body of African American women could have
on his election. He succeeded in obtaining, for the first time, representation of black
women at the political meeting. Greener also noted the influence that a national African
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American women’s club could have on the progress of the race and the betterment of its
women and children.24
The NFAAW, during its first year under Washington’s direction, made a positive
and strong impression throughout the country. Washington made earnest efforts to get the
organization’s agenda into the public mainstream:
We have formed chapters, or branches, in Charleston S.C., Memphis,
Tenn., Philadelphia, Penn., and Brooklyn, N.Y. Since our organization, we
have called public meetings to our churches to discuss topics affecting the
interests of the race in the Southland and in our own section, with
beneficial results.25
However, despite the progress of the NFAAW, the CWL continued to call itself national
and had a platform that resembled that of the NFAAW. Washington, along with other
members, declared that the two clubs could not thrive as separate entities. Washington
was adamant about “breaking the chains” of the CWL. However, her first attempt to
merge the CWL with the NFAAW failed because the CWL would not give a definite
layout of the scope of their club and were even less forthcoming about its membership.26
The existence of two separate groups that seemingly promoted the same objective
proved a disaster for them both. A year after its formation the NFAAW, led by Margaret
Washington merged with the CWL. The two associations met in Washington, D.C., and
24
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formed the National Association of Colored Women. Fredrick Douglass’s daughter,
Rosetta Douglass, spoke at meeting:
While the white race have chronicled deeds of heroism and acts of mercy
of the women of pioneer and other days, so we are pleased to note in the
personality of such women as Phyllis Wheatley, Margaret Garner,
Sojourner Truth, and our venerable friend, Harriet Tubman, sterling
qualities of head, heart and hand, who hold no insignificant place in the
annals of heroic womanhood.27
Of the many women that Douglass honored, the legendary Harriett Tubman also attended
this historic meeting.28
The question then became who would serve as the organizations first president.
Because tensions were high and personalities were wide ranging, the voting process took
hours. Every organization member voted for their own president to lead the newly
founded group. After many deliberations, and countless tie votes, Mary Church Terrell
was elected the first president of the joint organization. As Terrell later commented:
The most difficult task of all confronted us! Who should be the first
president of the new Association? It is safe to assert that while we were in
the throes of electing the president, the name of no colored woman who
had achieved success or prominence anywhere in the United States failed
to be presented for consideration… This went on indefinitely, so that most
of us had little hope that anybody either in the United States or out of it
could ever be elected.29
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Terrell was confirmed president at the Nashville convention in 1897. There were seven
vice presidents in all; representing the Northeast, Midwest and the South. Victoria
Matthews was elected national organizer. Washington was elected Chairwoman of the
NACW’s Executive Board. Members decided to meet annually. During the first four
years of the organization the officers included a first and second vice president, recording
and corresponding secretaries, a chairwoman of the executive committee, a national
organizer, and a treasurer. 30
Mary Church Terrell, the organization’s new president, was born in 1863 in
Memphis, Tennessee to former slaves. Her mother, Louisa, was a maid in the Ayres
household and opened a hair salon after emancipation. Her father, Robert Church, was
born a slave to a white riverboat captain Charles B. Church. Mary’s parents divorced
during her childhood and she and her brother lived with her mother in New York. During
the years of Reconstruction and Memphis’s yellow fever epidemic, her father survived
gunshot wounds in an attempt to save his family and business. Robert Church became a
very successful businessman and probably the wealthiest black man in the South during
those times. Her parent’s business savvy were qualities that Terrell carried with her
during her two terms as president of the NACW. She attended Oberlin College where she
majored in classics and received her bachelor's degree in 1884, making her one of the
first African American women to receive a college degree.31
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Mary Terrell also studied in Europe for two years becoming fluent in French,
German, and Italian. A high school teacher and principal, she was appointed to the
District of Columbia Board of Education, the first black woman in the United States to
hold such a position. All of these accolades and achievements may be why she was
elected president. Terrell would later become nationally known both for her support of
women's suffrage and her opposition to racial segregation. She would also serve an
influential role in the establishment of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People in 1909.32
As NACW’s chairwoman, Washington played a vital role in laying the
organization’s foundation and policies during its formative years. However, the clubs
motto “Lifting as we Climb” did not prevent this exclusive group of women from
controversy. The NACW experienced a number of internal issues, skin color being the
most prevalent. Yet, Washington’s influence remained consistent until the club moved
forward in its mission of reform and self-improvement. As chairwoman of the executive
board, Washington used her influence to involve the women of Alabama like Adella Hunt
Logan, Cornelia Bowen (Alabama State Club president), and later Jennie Moton.33
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The NACW set out to make a difference in the black community through social
reforms and ideas of uplift. The purpose of the club, as spelled out in its preamble, stated:
We the colored women of the United States of America, feeling the need
of united and sympathetic effort, and hoping to furnish evidence of moral,
mental and material progress made by our people, do hereby unite in a
National Association.34
The NACW endeavored to remove the veil that hundreds of years of slavery had created.
It was also through the three C’s of cooking, cleaning, and caring that the board members
worked together to formulate key agendas aimed at reaching uneducated black women.
The NACW women worked together (despite their different approaches to the race
problem) and attempted to spread a unified philosophy.35
There were obvious areas of disagreement between Terrell as president and
Washington as chairwoman, especially considering Terrell’s feelings about the
limitations of Tuskegee Institute’s industrial model. However, in an 1898 speech
delivered before the thirteenth annual convention of the National American Women
Suffrage Association in Washington, D.C., Terrell promoted industrial and domestic
training, stating: “object lessons are given in the best way to sweep, dust, cook, wash, and
iron, together with other information concerning household affairs.” Terrell was not
totally opposed to industrial training or to ideas of domesticity, which Margaret
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wholeheartedly endorsed. And Terrell understood that “no race [could] hope to stand on a
firm financial basis without a well-trained laboring class.”36
The philosophy of industrial training as promoted by Booker T. Washington also
manifested itself in the structure of the TWC. It can be assumed that Terrell and Margaret
Washington did not agree on everything, however, their ability to keep public
controversy and turmoil within the group at a minimum, allowed positive ideas to
circulate about the race.37
During the early years of the NACW, the clubwomen established the first
cohesive network of communication among American black women. These reform
efforts emphasized the role of educated women in their drive for social stability. The
NACW was a well-connected network that fostered leadership skills among women and
sometimes men. They were not a feminist organization in the modern sense of the term;
by contrast, they were rather conservative. The NACW did not seek to take away the
“domestic nature” of women instead they wanted to make them better mothers and wives.
As Fannie B. Williams stated, “In our day and in this country, a woman’s sphere is just as
large as she can make it.” Where the GFWC sought to uplift white womanhood, the
NACW devoted itself to the betterment of the entire race by uplifting its women.38
One of the first initiatives that Washington formulated within the NACW was its
news organ. Members of the NACW used this periodical as one of their channels of
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communication. Washington started this process by gathering all the information from
the meetings and later publishing the information at her own expense at Tuskegee. Prior
to this publication the NACW used The Women’s Era periodical, published by the New
Era Club and edited by Josephine Ruffin, as its official publication. Soon after the
formation of the NACW the Boston paper was no longer used by NACW members. Once
Washington began publication of National Notes she became the key disseminator of its
press.39
National Notes identified Washington as an active participant in the circulation of
black news within the club and it increased her visibility, philosophy, and platform within
the organization. Her influence was so great that in 1904 she successfully rallied to move
the NACW’s meeting center from the grounds of the St. Louis World’s Fair, because of
its unequal hiring practices and their discrimination against black patrons. However, her
work with this and other endeavors were met with criticism. After newspapers’ reported
Washington’s confrontational stance, she quickly relinquished any claim of participating
in the protest. NACW members believed this undermined their cohesiveness and critics
attributed this denial to her husband influence. Ida B. Wells-Barnett did not think too
highly of Margaret Washington’s work as editor of the paper and its content.
Furthermore, the National Notes was both subsidized and printed at Tuskegee. In 1909,
at the NACW meeting held in Louisville, Kentucky, Wells-Barnett stated that delegates
had complained about “the irregularity of the National Notes, about its failure to publish
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matter sent, [and] about the dissatisfaction of subscribers who had never received the
paper.” Wells-Barnett requested a formal election to be held to elect “an editor who
would be responsible to the body.” Despite these criticisms, Wells-Barnett, who had not
attended a meeting in ten years, was rebuffed by NACW members who “hissed” her from
the floor for comments they believed were intended to undermine Margaret Washington’s
position. Similar sentiments about Well-Barnett’s intentions circulated at the second
election of Mary Church Terrell. Some members even felt that Wells-Barnett may have
been acting selfishly and capriciously because she had a vendetta against Booker T.
Washington.40
NACW officers, nonetheless, understood the importance of positive
reinforcements within the black community. Washington and Terrell were two of the
many leading African Americans who contributed to the journal, Voice of the Negro,
which was co-edited by Jesse Max Barber and John Wesley Bowen. Voice of the Negro
circulated monthly to thousands of readers and spoke out against racial injustice in the
United States. It also called attention to discrimination amongst all non-Europeans around
the world.41
Creating a regional organization offered Washington more political visibility and
another avenue for racial uplift. Under these circumstances Washington visited
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Mississippi, her native state, to join together its upper-class black women. By 1903
Mississippi clubwomen had a series of black women’s clubs and in 1913, Mississippi
clubwomen joined the NACW. Washington sought personal visibility as well as the
advancement of the black race, knowing that publicity would bring awareness to her
mission of uplift and social reform.42
In 1898, three years after the formation of the TWC, and two years after the
formation of the NACW, Washington set in motion initiatives to expand the influence of
black women in Alabama. Fully aware of the inequalities placed on blacks at this time,
she knew that more had to be done to improve race relations in the South. This reform
could not be done in isolation. At the turn of the century, countless attempts were made
by black elites to improve the conditions of the South. In the “Atlanta Compromise”
Booker T. Washington pleaded for southern whites to caste down their buckets amongst
southern blacks, as he encouraged blacks to improve their conditions in the South. After
countless proposals, Margaret Washington drafted the blueprint for an Alabama state
federation which served as an essential tool for the women of Alabama to convey their
goals on a national platform. The organization was led by Washington. Cornelia Brown,
graduate of Tuskegee, and Jennie B. Moton, held ranking positions.43
In 1898, while American troops were fighting in the Spanish-American War, a
statewide convention was held. Years later, Addie Waits Hunton commented on the event
in an article in The Voice of the Negro stating, “Nearly six years ago there came together
in the charming and historical old city of Montgomery, Alabama, a number of women
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representative of the club spirit of several southern cities.” She went on to credit “the
efforts of Mrs. Booker T. Washington,” who organized and presided over the Alabama
State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs. The women “had been invited to
Montgomery to discuss race conditions, especially those coming within the province of
women to improve change.”44 Washington’s TWC was used as a prototype by the new
state federation for other local clubs. She used this opportunity to reach a wide audience,
black and white. Because the state federation was larger than the TWC, it brought more
positive visibility to Alabama, the Tuskegee Institute, and thus to Margaret Washington.45
The state federation was able to solicit support and assistance from state and
federal institutions, white philanthropists, and most importantly, under the initial
presidency of Margaret Washington, they were able to attract a large pool of African
Americans for membership and community awareness. As Addie Hunton noted;
by an intense and lofty purpose to make the colored woman her own
emancipator from conditions and customs bequeathed her by a bitter past,
and by a mighty desire to help in the warfare against vice and ignorance
wherever it might abound, the women at Montgomery resolved themselves
in the Southern [state] Federation of Colored Women.46
The state federation was able to branch out and make lasting contributions to
Alabama and the South. Hunton credited the women of Alabama for being:
Exceedingly wise in placing themselves under the leadership of Mrs.
Booker T. Washington, for not only has she wider opportunity than other
women to study the questions affecting our welfare, but she is a pioneer in
clubwork among colored women and an untiring sympathetic and wise
worker.47
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The federation implemented programs that served as examples for other clubs and state
groups. They initiated and sponsored the state’s first black history program celebrating
the birthday of race leader Fredrick Douglass and creating an essay contest which
highlighted the achievements of various African Americans. The South was also
notorious for charging black youth with petty crimes. “By 1890, convict leasing in
Alabama had become a huge operation, supplying bodies like the slave trade of the
world. Black males, age twelve and older, went directly to the mines.” On top of this
injustice, they were sent to institutions for adults because black juvenile institutions did
not exist. Black youth were also sent to adult institutions when they were homeless and
foster-care homes refused to extend assistance.48
Margaret Washington believed that children who committed crimes could be
rehabilitated at a faster rate if there were institutions that nourished their needs and
concerns. According to Margaret, “Ten or more years ago, one or two of us went to
Birmingham to see an honorary judge, to ask him for the small boys who came before the
courts.” To the surprise of Margaret Washington, “he kindly consented, provided we
could show that we had a place to take these youngsters and a person to hold and to
control them.”49 At that time, the women of Alabama could not provide either. However,
nearly one year after this meeting, the clubwomen had acquired twenty acres of land for
five hundred dollars and a small house. The state federation then created the Mt. Meigs
Reformatory for Juvenile Negro Law-Breakers. Washington credited the NACW as the
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direct stimulus for the reformatory. While she served as president of the Alabama state
federation she served simultaneously as the first vice-president of the NACW, and
president of the TWC. Her national influence along with the help of other clubwomen
like Cornelia Brown, were key factors in making Mt. Meigs successful.50
By 1911, with the hard work and dedication of the state federation, the Mt. Meigs
Reformatory had become a state institution by an act of the state legislature. Until that
point “two thousand dollars in cash [was] spent each year to say nothing of food,
clothing, [and] implements…by the Colored women of the state of Alabama.”51 At the
federation’s fifteenth session in 1913, the organization’s president, Cornelia Brown
praised the women for “the work done for the Negro boys and the new work about to be
launched by the federation for Negro girls.” Margaret too was cognizant of the way black
girls were neglected in the South and she sought to include them in the reforms. “Wishing
to give our attention to the girls of the state and feeling that the school for boys should be
enlarged and cared for by the state” declared Washington. “We have succeeded in getting
the legislature to take over the property.” The state provided over $8000 to improve the
facility. In 1911 the money went a long way; also included were additional funds for
maintenance and expansion of the home. In December of 1911, the governor of Alabama,
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Emmett J. O’Neal, appointed nine trustees and the state assumed full control over the
reformatory.52
The Alabama state federation’s influence had not been eliminated by the state.
The trustees appointed an advisory board comprised of women who were members of the
state federation. In 1912 more than sixty-one boys were committed to the reformatory
and by 1913 there were nearly eighty-seven boys. In order to cover their living fees, the
boys picked cotton on neighboring farms. The women of the state federation made sure
the boys were not being exploited for cheap labor by the white landowners. Later that
same year the federation petitioned the trustees to build an annex to be used as a trade
center and a water system which would prevent the spread of typhoid fever. This
initiative directly correlated with initiatives made at the Tuskegee Institute and within the
TWC. This guaranteed that the young men would receive a sufficient education and most
importantly learn a trade so they could make an honest living once they were released. By
1920, the reformatory had more than seven buildings and ample teachers.53
The NACW was not an institution of people but rather an organization of local
and city clubs under the umbrella of a state federation. With this in mind, Washington
formed the Southern Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs, holding its first convention
in 1899. Being reared and educated in the South, Washington knew firsthand that “the
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country woman [was] sorely neglected, not only ours but the white country woman,” as
well. In a 1913 speech to clubwomen she declared of the Southern woman:54
Her home is bare of pictures and books; her churches and Sunday Schools
are filled with ill-prepared men and women; her schools are poorly taught;
she and her children are left alone in the majority of cases, to do both the
work of the home and field, and thus to eke out a most desolate and
miserable existence.55
Shortly after this convention, the NACW elected a new president, Josephine Silone
Yates, in 1901. Yates was born in Mattituck, New York, to a prominent family in 1859.
She organized the Kansas City Women’s League in 1893. In that same year Margaret
Washington was elected first vice-president.56
Washington positioned herself as an influential clubwoman and reformer. She
demonstrated her ability to lead by successfully bringing women together. Despite her
administrative duties at Tuskegee Institute she worked diligently to aid in the betterment
of southern youth. After years of progress, Margaret Washington was elected fifth
president of the NACW in 1912 at the Hampton Biennial Convention in Virginia.57
Booker T. Washington gave a brief speech prior to the closing of the convention.
The exact content of the speech is unknown; however, it probably benefited Margaret
Washington to have her husband there in support of her at the height of her involvement
with the black women’s club movement. Although Margaret Washington had a
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meaningful influence on the NACW’s presidential administration before and after her
tenure as the organization’s chief executive, there was impressive progress made during
her administration from 1912 to 1916. By 1916 more than 300 new clubs had joined the
NACW under Margaret Washington’s reign.58
Her marriage to race leader Booker T. Washington aided her success throughout
her participation with women’s clubs and ultimately, throughout her life. Marrying men
of achievement undoubtedly positioned clubwomen to make influential changes in a male
dominated society. However, once women received the recognition, they used their
influence to make positive changes. Anna Julia Cooper, who was the wife of a minister
for two years before he passed away, asserted: “The question is not now with the woman
‘How shall I so cramp, stunt, and simplify and nullify myself as to make me eligible to
the honor of being swallowed up into some little man?”59 Instead, the issue “rests with
the man as to how he can so develop… to reach the ideal of a generation of women who
demand the noblest, grandest and best achievements of which he is capable.”60
Strong women benefited from connections to strong and secure men. Booker T.
Washington was more than willing to promote and advance the interests of his wife. He
regularly supported her involvement with the TWC and the NACW, mentioning their
achievements throughout Tuskegee and in his business endeavors. Booker Washington
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was able to reach tremendous heights within the black community, and encouraged
Margaret Washington to do the same, as she took her missionary work seriously.61
The NACW saw many improvements in the daily lives of the black race, but there
were still barriers that were not yet broken. Blacks were the targets of increasing mob
violence, specifically as it pertained to lynchings. Margaret Washington spoke out against
lynching, asserting, “there is a strong and growing feeling against this form of
punishment for any cause whatsoever.”62 She suggested that this type of behavior should
not be tolerated in a civilized society. Washington probably became even more vocal in
her protests against lynching after her husband was severely beaten and almost killed by
Henry Ulrich while in New York. Because violence against black men was due to the
alleged protection of white womanhood, it was not surprising that Ulrich engaged in
vigilante justices after accusing Booker T. Washington of attempting to solicit the
services of a white woman. After this incident, which hit home, Margaret Washington’s
public position against racial violence became more aggressive and authoritative.63
The year 1912 was no exception to the brutality, and the violence seemed to
worsen in the years that followed. Margaret Washington continued to maintain that
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through self-improvement and community awareness blacks could eventually be
liberated. It was easier for elite clubwomen to be optimistic about the possibilities of
change during the Progressive Era. Although they experienced discrimination, their class
allowed them a sense of mobility that the masses of blacks did not possess. For most
blacks, the era was plagued with disenfranchisement, increased lynchings, denial of civil
rights, and a heighted Jim Crow.64
In 1913, a year after her election as NACW president, Washington gave a speech
during the NACW’s convention. She told the group that they were “the best women of
the race” and credited the efforts of clubwomen for advances the community had made.
They were the first to initiate placing Bibles in public facilities like hotels. Margaret
Washington recalled receiving a letter from a male prisoner who had been incarcerated
for two years. In reflecting upon the usefulness of supplying the public with bibles he
concluded “the Bible you sent me has been my constant solace. I leave here next month
and this book will go with me, and I know it will keep me from wrong-doing all of the
days of my life.”65 The clubwomen were also the first to call for the separation of black
children from adults in prisons and their efforts led the courts to create a juvenile court
system. Washington had felt that “the world at large realizes that the child must be saved
in order to have the women and men needed for its development.” The clubwomen
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placed special emphasis on the youth of the race, and many of their reforms were
designed with young people in mind.66
In her speech to the clubwomen Washington also addressed the Jacks’ letter that
had degraded black women’s character years earlier. She stated that in 1895 when the call
was made to counter his attack, many were “eager to prove that with equal opportunities
to make a living, equal chance for an education, we were not unlike other women of other
races.” She understood that black women as with the women of other races, were not
where they could be and this made it imperative for women to unite. This was a claim
that Washington stood by and a theory she sought to prove throughout her adult life.67 In
an essay written for Outlook Magazine she declared,
Moreover, you can no more find the “average” Negro woman than you
can multiply eggs by treaties. Just as eggs are different from treaties, so
good Negro women are different from bad Negro women, and no average
can be struck. The best we can do is to estimate the size of the various
groups of Negro women, but even this is not enough; the influence,
efficiency, significance of one superior [black] woman’s life may be
indefinitely more than that of ten dull [black] drudges. And so the
statistical method could not do justice to this essentially human problem;
statistics negate individuality.68
Washington concluded that the worth of different women (black or white) could be
measured in various ways. She mentioned the absurdity in suggesting that “all black
women” were the same, for each race had their share of good and bad women. Class
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rather than race, in her assessment, was the most identifiable difference within all races of
women.
During Washington’s tenure, the NACW, like the TWC, functioned through
different departments. There were over twelve in total including departments on social
living, Mothers’ Meetings, rural conditions, education, temperance, health and hygiene,
juvenile, music, suffrage, public prints and posters, a big sisters department, and a
“railroad” conditions department. All of these sectors advanced under the presidency of
Washington.69
The railroad division in particular was a very important component, especially
during the Jim Crow era when travel on a large scale was restrictive for African
Americans. Black women responded in different ways to this struggle, as had Ida B.
Wells, in the 1880s. In 1884, Wells paid for a first-class seat in the “Ladies Coach” on a
train going from Woodstock, Tennessee to Memphis, Tennessee. A white conductor
demanded that Wells leave the first car and sit in the smoking car which had been set
aside for blacks. Wells refused and was subsequently thrown off of the car, kicking and
biting. In Memphis she filed charges against the railroad company and won her suit in the
local courts. The Memphis Daily Appeal was the first of many newspapers to write an
article stating: A DARKY DAMSEL OBTAINS A VERDICT FOR DAMAGES
AGAINST THE CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAILROAD. This ran on Christmas day,
1884. Unfortunately, her verdict was later overturned on appeal.70
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Washington was no stranger to discrimination when it came to public
transportation. In 1916 a newspaper published a headline titled, “White Cab Driver
Refuses Mrs. Washington.” On August 4, while in Wilmington, Delaware, Margaret
Washington and a group of black clubwomen on their way to Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church were refused a “haul” to an event, black and white residents of
Wilmington, were outraged. A prominent white judge stated, only “a fool driver could
not distinguish between colored women of culture and refinement and common,
worthless ones.” This statement reflects again on Washington’s earlier claim of class. The
judge went on to state that Washington and her entourage had no recourse under the laws
of Delaware unless they filed a civil action but reports or newspapers do not suggest that
Washington took any legal action against the taxi driver. However, she used this incident
to illustrate the discrimination blacks were subjected to due to race and regardless of
class.71
The Mothers’ Meeting section of the NACW was very dear to Washington.
Through her initiatives this component of the NACW saw great improvements and
advances.
All mothers, young and old, educated and uneducated, need to confer
together, to study the best things in the rearing and caring for their
children, to understand how to select and direct the reading, the music, the
company of their boys and girls to be able to steady the life of their older
sons and daughters, an last but not least, to be a wife and a mother.72
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This department grew substantially in the years of her presidency. This may have been
because of her struggles in balancing public and domestic duties. She stressed the need
for further improvements and growth in this capacity and remained vocal about the
improvements it made on local women and children. The mother’s section of the TWC
was also one of the catalysts that brought the NACW public recognition.73
The issue of suffrage intensified during Washington’s tenure as president.
Contrary to beliefs held by some men that women should not be involved in political
affairs, because it made them appear too manly, black and white women alike (although
most times separately) fought for the right to vote. Washington had been involved with
the Tuskegee community and its suffrage agenda as early as 1895. Adella Hunt Logan,
wife of Tuskegee Institute’s Treasurer, Warren Logan, and Washington’s next door
neighbor, presided over the TWC suffrage division and worked closely with the NACW’s
department.74
In a 1912 speech published in The Crisis magazine, Logan defended the right of
women to vote. She suggested that although in previous years women were obliged to say
they would not get involved with politics, they soon realized that politics affected the
way their communities and their homes operated.75 Washington constantly reminded
clubwomen in speeches and articles that “our attitude toward the suffrage is of the
conservative kind.” She opined that an uneducated or a paid vote was more dangerous
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than no vote at all. “We shall be ready to cast our votes intelligently and there shall not be
the general accusation that our votes are for sale from all the way from a drink of liquor
to two dollars,” she declared before a group of clubwomen. Washington contended that
“our attitude toward the suffrage is of the conservative kind, we have not blown any
houses with dynamite, nor have we been engaged in parading the streets in men’s attire…
but of one thing I am certain,” declared Washington, “we are reading and studying the
great questions… and when the vote is given to women,” they would be ready.76
Her stance was remarkably similar to that of her husband, who only a few years
following emancipation did not believe that political agitation was the best answer for
blacks, whom he considered “ignorant and inexperienced,” with politics. Margaret
Washington supported “universal” suffrage; however she preferred limiting it to educated
blacks and whites. Some critics suggest that she opposed suffrage because she stated:
“the colored women of the country, thus far, have done little or nothing, however, for the
suffrage movement. There have been and are still other questions of vital importance to
us as a race of women and it is with these questions and problems that we have been
engaged.” In other instances she suggested she never lost sleep over the issue of suffrage.
Taken out of context, these words can be misconstrued and falsely interpreted as a
denigration of women’s suffrage. Washington’s club affiliations and her support of
suffrage education prove the contrary. She supported informed voters rather than those
who were exploited due to their ignorance. Furthermore, once suffrage was actually
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passed in 1920, Margaret Washington was one of a few southern women in Macon
County, Alabama, who actually casted a vote.77
Outside of the vote, Washington asserted that a positive identification with one’s
own race was very important. She also strongly believed that racial issues in the South
had to be resolved by everyone who lived there. Believing that a small portion of white
Americans were committed to fairness and racial harmony, she often encouraged
southern blacks to trust them. “You know that we often feel that every white man and
woman South of the Mason and Dixon line is a real devil,” Washington proclaimed to a
women’s group at Old Bethel A.M.E. Church, in 1898. “It is pretty bad down here, I will
admit, but there are many fine and noble Southern white people, women as well as
men.”78 These beliefs could very well have stemmed from the fact that Washington’s
adolescent years were spent with a white Quaker family. She never spoke badly of them
and credited them for her early education. Uniting with other races was also a belief that
her husband Booker T. Washington publicly subscribed to and one of the reasons he
became so successful and influential throughout his life.79 Many of the financial
supporters of Tuskegee Institute were white philanthropists who supported industrial
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education. Margaret Washington believed that civil injustices could be eradicated if they
were brought to the “good” white folks by the “best” black men and women of the race.80
In 1913, Washington informed women of the NACW that the group would be
joining the National Council of Women (NCW), a historically all-white organization,
which Washington considered the most progressive organization of women. Washington
believed that this alliance could bring many of NACW’s initiatives to a broader audience.
NACW would have one representative on NCW’s executive council. While the NCW
agreed to the merger, the cost of membership for the NACW into this organization was
more than the $100 fee charged to white clubs. This higher membership fee caused a
great uproar amongst NACW women, who knew their membership would be limited to
only one black woman and that person would only be allowed to attend the executive
sessions.81
The disgust that the NACW expressed as a whole reflected upon an incident that
occurred years earlier, in 1900, when Josephine Ruffin was sent by the Women’s Era
Club (WEC) to Boston’s women’s clubs at the GFWC biennial convention in Milwaukee.
The GFWC informed her that she could not join the convention representing a black
women’s club. Ruffin later refused their offer to enter under a white women’s club.
NACW members were incensed by this affair which they called the “Ruffin Incident.”
However, Washington stood firm in her belief that this step would be a benefit rather than
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a hindrance to the NACW, and maintained that through this type of racial cooperation
black women would have another channel to voice their concerns.82
Washington selected Josephine Wilson Bruce to represent the NACW at the
National Council of Women. Wife of former United States Senator from Mississippi,
Blanche K. Bruce, and former Lady Principal of Tuskegee Institute, Josephine Wilson
Bruce was a well-rounded candidate. She held a prominent place among black women in
Washington, D.C. and promoted the welfare of African Americans in general. She was a
strong advocate of industrial education and founder of several women’s clubs including
the Booklovers’ Club and the CWL. It did not hurt that Bruce was so light that if she
desired, she could pass as white.83
At the National Council of Women’s convention she addressed the issue of the
unfair membership fees placed on the black organization and after she spoke, the fee was
lowered and revised in the NCW constitution to be the same as that paid by white
organizations. Bruce was also able to present to the group concerns of black women and
the NACW. As she addressed the all-white council of delegates and the audience, Bruce
was not silenced in her efforts to show them that just like white women;
Colored women were responsive to the same ideals; that they [saw] the
needs of humanity with the same eyes, and that they [were] giving their
strength – physical, moral and spiritual – toward solving the same
problems that occupy the minds of our sister women throughout the land;
and though laboring under many difficulties, Colored women [were] fully
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abreast in the struggle to raise the level of life generally, and open up
opportunities, of usefulness for our people.84
Ultimately, as Washington predicted, this membership became an asset to future club
initiatives.85
In Washington’s mind, positive images of the black community benefited both
blacks and whites. Although all of the departments of the NACW were very important,
she gave special attention to the Prints and Posters Department. When newspapers
published advertisements that grossly enhanced the features of black men and women,
Washington wrote the publishers and informed them of the harm these images caused.
While some of her concerns were met with genuine regret, she realized that many
publishers cared little about the feelings of black readers and paid little to no attention to
correcting this injustice. But this did not deter Washington, who was determined to
promote positive black images. 86
Race vindication and its ability to shape the way blacks saw themselves rose in
importance to the NACW. Washington worked diligently to incorporate positive images
everywhere possible. A person’s self-image was directly related to the way they acted
and ultimately determined whether or not they would take control of their future in a
racially oppressed society. Washington relied on many of the works of Carter G.
Woodson to assist her efforts to introduce a curriculum of African American history into
black schools.
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In October of 1915, during Washington’s second term as president of the NACW,
Carter G. Woodson and four others founded the Association for the Study of Negro Life
and History. A year later Woodson launched the Journal of Negro History. Washington
encouraged her fellow NACW members to support Woodson financially and to use his
material in their classes. Women from various clubs within the NACW conducted doorto-door campaigns in an effort to promote Woodson’s black history material. This
initiative helped Woodson’s “Negro History Week Movement,” and ultimately expanded
the awareness and appreciation of African American history.87
Under Washington’s presidency local clubs and federations developed and staffed
libraries and reading rooms with various materials on historic figures that were part of the
African and African American past. Public spaces owned and operated by clubwomen
were decorated with photos of influential blacks. NACW members were also encouraged
to display their books and other writings at the organization’s national conferences.88
Washington’s humble beginnings showed her the value of stretching a dollar. Her
days at Fisk helped to lay a solid foundation towards her ideas about poverty. Her health
was often poor even before she moved to Tuskegee yet the responsibilities of Lady
Principal after her arrival to Tuskegee did not stop her.89
By 1911 Booker T. Washington’s health began to deteriorate. He received
numerous warnings from doctors and friends to lessen his workload. George Foster
Peabody, one of Washington’s friends, warned him: “Let up in your quite too strenuous
87
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life.” Washington ignored these warnings for a while. For the majority of his adult life he
had been so full of determination to make a change in black communities he could not
enjoy leisure and derived his pleasure from succeeding at his work, in many ways
becoming obsessed with it.90
Margaret Washington, despite her strenuous working schedule and her own poor
health, stood by her husband. In 1915 Booker T. Washington was admitted to a New
York hospital where he was seen by countless specialists. With little hope for survival,
Booker Washington requested that his wife come immediately. The two returned to
Alabama where, two days after arriving at their home at the Oaks, Booker T. Washington
died. Margaret and other family members were by his side. The country mourned the
passing of the “Wizard” of Tuskegee. After hearing the news, Charles Banks, of Mound
Bayou, Mississippi, immediately wired a message to Washington’s secretary: “With the
entire race I am bowed in mourning-the loss of the greatest man the race has produced in
any epoch. One of America’s foremost citizens regardless of race.” The death of her
husband impacted the whole country, but Margaret Washington suffered the most. The
recent years of his declining health could not prepare her for the passing of her best
friend, mentor, and mate. Whatever thoughts consumed her mind at Washington’s last
breath, she knew that she had a great responsibility ahead of her, and because of this she
gave herself very little time to mourn.91
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Together the Washington’s worked for liberty and dignity of black men and
women in America and abroad. What the Washingtons built at Tuskegee was incredible,
given the realities of the era. After Booker Washington’s death, Margaret Washington
continued her work. She did not give up her position as president of the NACW or the
TWC. Margaret Washington also never remarried after her husband’s death. In many
documents, including census records, she simply wrote her name as Mrs. Booker T.
Washington. After all, she had another marriage that she had to attend to–social
reforms.92
It was the persistent will of Margaret Washington that carried her through her
years as head of the NACW and made her strong influence linger well after her
presidency. In 1921, for the NACW’s twenty-fifth anniversary, the women held a
celebration at Tuskegee Institute. Perhaps it was a tribute specifically to Washington, the
fifth president of the organization. The presence of the club at Tuskegee for such a grand
occasion signified the impact that Margaret Washington had on the group. Seven hundred
women attended, representing over 100 black women’s clubs.93
During her lifetime Margaret Washington served as head of many organizations
simultaneously, proving that her organizational skills along with her vision of uplift and
leadership capabilities were actively solicited. As the NACW grew and additional
divisions were established, Washington oversaw them all, and remained on the executive
council of the group until her death in 1925. She guided and instructed women at the
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local, regional and national level on concepts of self-help, self-sufficiency and social
reform ultimately carrying the Tuskegee model to national realms. She was a builder, a
founder, and a devoted humanitarian in every sense of the term. She became a visionary
leader and advocate of the rights of women, and her determination to change the state of
blacks reached international levels.
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CHAPTER SIX
INTERNATIONAL CRUSADE
A great many people complain that we are leaving the farms, we are
leaving the country…
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1

By 1916 Margaret Washington had served out her term as president of the
National Association of Colored Women and President Woodrow Wilson had won his reelection–partly due to the popular campaign slogan “he kept us out of the war.” Despite
his attempt to remain neutral, by April of the following year Wilson petitioned Congress
to declare war. Blacks were generally split on their support of World War I. A. Philip
Randolph, a socialist, attacked the war efforts as imperialist, while W.E.B. Du Bois and
his supporters believed that the war would help to assert the black man as patriotic and
manly.
Despite the varying views concerning African American involvement in the war,
Black men who served in France were able to identify themselves with the African
Diaspora. They also challenged stereotypes of inferiority and threats of oppression with a
vengeance. Nevertheless, while black men participated in the war, many of their civil and
human rights were violated in the United States.2 A newspaper clipping in 1918 asserted
that a race man, Rafe Clemmings, of Alabama, was given “a severe lashing by the
twenty-five masked men,” later identified as members of the Ku Klux Klan.3 Another
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article asserted that “reports from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Alabama, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida indicate that the Klan is getting together
in hundreds of communities.”4 Terrorism against African Americans in the South rose
during the First World War; however, violence was not solely a Southern phenomenon.5
By 1918 American soldiers were returning home and many were disillusioned by
the state of violence and discrimination that welcomed them. “Military service had
brought little of the honor and less of the glory that pro-war patriots had led them to
expect.” However, change was imminent. Just as the Civil War opened doors for former
slaves, WWI was influential to international and domestic stability. The migration of
blacks to Northern and Western cities from the South helped set the stage for the “New
Negro,” one who traveled to escape Jim Crow and was willing to fight for equality.
World War I also saw a rise in the number of black intellectuals and an increasing
realization that it would take more than a war to acquire civil rights.6
The “New Negro Woman” also rose during this time. By 1919 Margaret
Washington was fully aware of the changes taking place amongst military men. Black
soldiers “have had to develop themselves physically, mentally, and morally; they have
traveled and had contact with culture, and necessarily, they are going to be superior to
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our girls.”7 Washington understood the changes taking place in society and believed that
the “directing class of Negro women indicate lines along which these new problems can
be worked out,” so that black women could be just as prepared for the new era as black
men.8
Some progress was made with this turning tide. Women secured their long
awaited right to vote with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and the Harlem Renaissance brought national exposure to black poets,
writers and culture. However, in the midst of these gains the Ku Klux Klan resurfaced
and black Southerners and Northerners were subjected to increased forms of racial
terrorism. These setbacks caused clubwomen like Washington to look abroad for answers
to problems confronting the race.9
Washington was confident that the black experience in America was not unique.
Moreover, her club affiliations did not fully support exclusive international outreach.
Rather than adding to the mission of the NACW, she stepped away from the club to form
the first independent international organization of black women, the International Council
of Women of the Darker Races of the World (ICWDR), in 1922 in Richmond, Virginia.
She became, in her own way, a Pan-Africanist.10
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The term Pan-Africanism became popularized after 1900. However, the idea
began prior to the American Revolution. According to Pan-Africanist P. Olisanwuche
Esedebe
Pan-African thinking originally began in the so-called New World,
becoming articulate during the century starting from the declaration of
American independence (1776). It represented a reaction against the
oppression of blacks and the racial doctrines that marked the era of
abolitionism. It also found expression in the independent church
movement in the New World and Africa as well as in resistance to
European colonial ambitions in Africa.11

Female involvement with Pan-Africanism emerged at the turn of the century.
“The twentieth century conditions call[ed] for new thoughts and new actions so as to
secure improved results in race culture or development,” declared clubwomen Georgiana
Whyth, of Chicago, Illinois in the National Notes. In 1905 when W. E. B. Du Bois and
William Monroe Trotter formed the Niagara Movement, twenty-nine black men from
various states met in Fort Erie, Ontario, Canada. The Niagara Movement’s platform
sought to obtain equality in education, housing and neighborhoods, suffrage, the military,
and economics. They believed in human brotherhood, the right to be men, and “that this
class of American citizens should protest emphatically and continually against the
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curtailment of political rights.”12 Although the movement was centered on men, at the
second meeting in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia in 1906 women like Mrs. Gertrude
Wright Morgan, held influential positions. In later years other women who were affiliated
with the NACW such as Carrie Clifford, Addie W. Hunton and Mary Church Terrell also
collaborated with the Niagara Movement. It is not surprising that these women joined
with Margaret Washington to form the International Council of Women of the Darker
Races of the World. In as early as 1904, however, Terrell had delivered a speech at the
International Congress of Women’s conference in Berlin, Germany, on behalf of the
NACW:13
I am the only woman speaking from this platform whose parents were
actually held as chattels and who… would have been a slave herself… My
happiness is two-fold, rejoicing as I do, not only in the emancipation of
my race, but in the almost universal elevation of my sex.14
According to the National Notes, there were four clubwomen selected to be a part of this
international auxiliary. The president of the NACW at that time, Josephine Silone Yates
from Kansas City, Missouri, selected three women from the NACW including Margaret
Murray Washington, Josephine B. Bruce, and Mary Church Terrell, and a woman who
had no affiliations with the club, Coralie Franklin Cook. Although Washington was not
selected to represent the club in Berlin, Germany, her connections with this committee
“The Niagara Movement Second Annual Meeting” Storer College, Harper’s Ferry, W.
Va., August 15 to 19, 1906, The University of Massachusetts Amherst (hereafter UMA) Special
Collections & University Archives (hereafter SCUA).
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suggest her early involvement with international initiatives with women within the
NACW and those affiliated with white organizations such as Susan B. Anthony.
However, since Washington’s involvements with these initiatives were limited, it gave
her greater ambition to create an independent organization.15
Although the Pan-African movement unified people of color on many fronts,
there is much debate surrounding its precise purpose. Some scholars refrain from using
concrete definitions because the term has taken on various forms at different historical
moments. Others suggest that Pan-Africanism united black people around the globe to
promote their interests. Hakim Adi and Marika Sherwood define Pan-Africanists as
“women and men of African descent whose lives and work have been concerned, in some
way, with the social and political emancipation of African peoples and those of the
African diaspora.” Scholar Tony Martin suggests that “Pan-Africanism became inevitable
with the inception of the Trans-Atlantic slave trade.”16
The ICWDR marked the height of African American women's international
activism. The purpose of the council was to accumulate information on women of color
inside as well as outside the United States. This information could be used for selfimprovement of its members and could be disseminated to the broader public “in order
that there may be a larger appreciation of their history and accomplishments.”
Washington, along with other women, “declare[d] that the many handicaps, barriers and
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embarrassments from which the women of the dark races suffer because of color
prejudice can and must be overcome by a powerful organization working intensively
along definite lines.”17 The organization was very dear to Washington and seemingly
important to fellow clubwoman Mary Jackson McCrorey. In 1924, McCrorey drafted a
proposal describing the origin of the group which was underway prior to the death of
Booker T. Washington in 1915. She first sent it to Washington for her approval.
…There lay in embryo in the heart and mind of Mrs. Booker T.
Washington the plans for an organization having its chief objective some
kind of definite cooperation among the women of all the darker races for
the purpose of studying the condition under which each subgroup lived
and progressed, of disseminating knowledge of their handicaps and of
their achievements, and of simulating by closer fellowship and
understanding to higher endeavor. From her we learn that she talked over
with Dr. Washington … He heartily approved of her ideas. Then came
suddenly the sorrow and heavier responsibility caused by his death. This
delayed any onward action toward organization except as she discussed
the idea with a few whose view on such a weighty undertaking she
valued.18
Washington wanted to include the study of black women’s history throughout the
world. These women encouraged elementary and secondary schools as well as colleges to
incorporate women of the African Diaspora into their curriculums. They sought to
achieve racial fairness through their international activism by insisting on defining
themselves, seeking support from the international community, and publicly challenging
white supremacy.19
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While some black men feared the public involvement of black women, during his
life, Booker T. Washington supported and encouraged his wife’s activism. His support of
her international involvement was evident through a number of endeavors. His
heightened interest in the Pan-African Congress of 1900 which was created “in view of
circumstances and the wide-spread ignorance which [wa]s prevalent in England about the
treatment of native races under European and American rule,” suggest his support of
Margaret Washington expanding her efforts to black women around the world.20
Although Booker T. Washington never actually visited the continent, he gained
insight on the needs of Africans, through “experiments of Tuskegee students in Togo and
other parts of Africa in cotton culture.” Washington also approved the meeting of the
International Congress of the Negro at Tuskegee in 1912 and sought to form an
organization called, “International Council of the Friends of Africa,” which sought to
build a permanent society in Africa “which should stand, in its relation to the civilized
world, as a sort of guardian of the native people of Africa.”21
Many nationalists like Marcus Garvey and Dusẻ Mohamed Ali publicly displayed
and acknowledged a profound respect and debt to Booker T. Washington’s writings and
teachings. Prior to making his pilgrimage to North America, Marcus Garvey and Amy
Ashwood co-founded the Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA) in Jamaica
in 1914. Garvey became intrigued by Washington’s approach and ideas on selfDocumentary History of The Negro People in the United States 1910-1932 (Secaucus: Citadel
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sufficiency and self-help after reading Washington’s Up From Slavery. Garvey traveled
to the United States in order to meet Booker Washington. Unfortunately, Garvey arrived
after Washington’s death. Nevertheless, he remained in North America and polarized
notions of Pan-Africanism and concepts of “race first.”22
The Washington’s sought to extend their involvement beyond the boundaries of
the United States at many points throughout their lives. Mary McCrorey recalled
Margaret Washington’s desire to establish the ICWDR years before the plans were
actually formulated. Cognizant of the brutality African American women were subjected
to within America, the New Negro woman was also concerned about the colonization of
her sisters abroad. In many ways Washington and other reformers sought to expand
notions of uplift and to educate themselves on all non-western cultures, “no matter
whether those races [were] willing to be affiliated with [American blacks] or not.”23
While white women fought for equality, and womanhood, at the turn of the
century, black women were fighting against, sexism, racism, equality, suffrage, and
womanhood. “But the white women of England and the United States have only one
burden to bear, after all, the burden of sex. What would they do I wonder if they were
double-crossed, so to speak, as the colored women of this country are?”24 Ultimately,
black women’s clubs had a profound impact on Americans, black and white. Washington
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stood at the forefront of the NFAAW, NACW, the Southern Federation, and many other
club affiliations and was a suitable candidate for the international organization.25
As with her other club endeavors, Washington wanted to use this organization to
uplift black women. She felt that this would help their men and children, and ultimately
the entire race. “We have a mission for our women the world over,” she proclaimed.26
Many of the women who helped Washington form the ICWDR were middle and upperclass women. White women on a large scale had already formulated international
organizations like the International Council of Women (ICW), formed in 1888, through
efforts of Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. Washington modeled her club
in some fashion after theirs. Although the organizations in the ICW were historically
white, some black women, such as Mary Church Terrell, held positions. This may have
been the reason for the internal similarities between the ICWDR and the ICW. Margaret
Washington also used the models set forth by the Tuskegee Machine. The initial
members of the ICWDR were among the leading African American women, many of
whom were dissatisfied with the limited outreach of their present organizations. Their
positions within the international council, formed by Washington, were as follows:27
Mrs. Booker T. Washington, Tuskegee Institute, President
Mrs. Mary Church Terrell, Washington, D. C. 1st Vice-President
Mrs. Addie W. Hunton, Brooklyn, N. Y. 2nd Vice-President
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Mrs. Elizabeth C. Carter, New Bedford, Massachusetts, Recording
Secretary
Mrs. Mary S. Josenberger, Ft. Smith, Arkansas, Treasurer
Miss. Nannie Burroughs, Washington, D. C., Executive Chairman
Mrs. John Hope [Lugenia Burns Hope], Atlanta, Georgia, Social
Committee Chairman
Mrs. Addie W. Dickerson, Philadelphia, Foreign Relations Committee
Chairman
Mrs. Emily Williams, Hampton, Virginia, Education Committee Chairman
Mrs. Mary B. Talbert, South Africa, Associate Member of Education
Committee
Mrs. Nettie Langston Napier, Associate Member of Education Committee
Mrs. Mary McCloud Bethune, Daytona, Florida, Member 28

Margaret Washington’s prior activities convinced other elite women that she was
more than capable of presiding over an international council. Perhaps being the widow of
the late Booker T. Washington and working as Lady Principal of Tuskegee also gave
Margaret Washington the upper hand in leadership. Addie Hunton, of Brooklyn, New
York, and the second vice-president of the International Council, stated a few years
before the organization was created that the:
Women [were] exceedingly wise in placing themselves under the
leadership of Mrs. Booker T. Washington… She is a pioneer in clubwork
among colored women and an untiring sympathetic and wise worker.29
Many women felt that Washington should leave her other responsibilities for the
International Council. In early 1925, Lugenia Burns Hope of Atlanta, Georgia, wrote to
Washington, “you can find half a dozen persons who could do what you are doing [at
Tuskegee]… But no one can do for this Council what you can-The world will listen to
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you.”30 Washington must have shared the sentiments of Hope when in 1922 she
relinquished her position indefinitely as editor of the National Notes, stating “I did not
feel that I could do the work the way the women wanted it done.”31
While there were many incidents that led to the formation of the ICWDR, racism,
rejection from white organizations, and a lack of race consciousness, were the leading
forces. Margaret Washington created an organization that black women could use as a
network for communication and community betterment. At their first meeting in
Richmond, Virginia, which took place after the NACW meeting, Washington along with
the board members devised an agenda and plan for the international organization.32
In addition to the women who were in attendance at the meeting in Richmond,
Virginia, a few days later on August 14th “representatives from Africa, Haiti, West Indies,
Ceylon,” along with women heading national organizations in the United States, met in
Washington D.C., where they officially formed the International Council. Women who
represented foreign countries read communications and listed the degree of their
involvement in the ICWDR. The main objective of the organization was the “economic,
social and political welfare of the women of all the dark races,” but more importantly
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“the dissemination of the knowledge of the history and literature of the darker races of
the world.”33
The constitution was drafted at the first meeting. Within the constitution
Washington listed the greatest goal of the council to be “education.” Although she
believed that colored women around the world should have a working knowledge of each
other, she was equally, if not more, concerned about the education of women and
children within the United States in regards to “Negro history.” It was her continued
desire to have black history into every school. Much of the reform work that she
participated in was geared towards increasing the knowledge base of African Americans.
The organization’s goals included;
The dissemination of knowledge of people of color the world over in order
that there may be a larger appreciation of their history and
accomplishments, and so that they themselves may have a greater degree
of respect for their own accomplishments and a greater pride in
themselves.34
The council represented a continuation of Margaret Washington’s involvement
with Carter G. Woodson, who she considered “one of our strongest and best writers.”
Because she understood the importance of race vindication and its significance in shaping
the way blacks actually saw themselves, she worked diligently to incorporate positive
black images everywhere possible. “We are not fighting any race, we are simply looking
out for our own… the first law of nature is self preservation,” she noted. Washington
relied on many of the works of Carter G. Woodson, Lethrop Stroddard, Steven Brown
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and Booker T. Washington, among others, to assist in all of her efforts to introduce a
curriculum of African American history into schools.35
Along with finalizing the organizations preamble, the council discussed
membership issues at the first meeting in 1922. The ICWDR could not exceed 100
members and “it shall be composed of women residing in countries where people of the
darker races live.” This included all non-Caucasian women. There was also an initial
membership fee of twenty-five dollars. The fee was reduced to twenty-dollars the second
year. There were three primary focuses of the council: education, political affairs, and
social uplift. During Washington’s presidency, however, most initiatives focused on
education. “The first thing we are doing, is trying to get into every school private, public
or otherwise Negro Literature and History,” wrote Margaret.36 In fact, after the formation
of the ICWDR Washington wrote Carter G. Woodson explaining their educational goals
and describing the role that she wanted him to play within the organization. She asked
that he “make out a course of study in negro history and literature.”37
Washington’s focus on education had a lot to do with her training at Fisk and
Tuskegee. She had been a teacher since the age of fourteen and viewed education as a
plausible vehicle for racial uplift. As Fredrick Douglass stated, and Booker T.
Washington strongly believed, “the trouble with us as a people has been to work without
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a knowledge of the theory of work… It used to be said, if you want to keep a secret from
the Negro, put it in a book or a newspaper.”38 Furthermore, by the early 1920s,
Washington was disturbed to find “how few of our children even know of our own great
leaders,” such as Fredrick Douglass. She diligently extended her efforts so that this
injustice would no longer prevail.39
Like Washington, the women of the ICWDR were educators in their various
communities. Mary McLeod Bethune founded the Normal and Industrial Institute for
black girls in Daytona Beach, Florida – the Daytona Educational and Industrial Training
School which later became Bethune-Cookman College. Bethune was the first black
woman involved with the White House, as she assisted four different presidents. “From
1935 to 1942 [she] served as the director of the Division of Negro Affairs of the National
Youth Administration.40 Mary Jackson McCrorey, served as the principal of the Negro
School in Athens for four years and for twenty-one years, from 1895-1916, served as
associate principal at Haines Institute in Augusta, Georgia. McCrorey also taught at
Johnson C. Smith University. Lugenia Burns Hope taught while also extending her
efforts into the Atlanta community. Adelaide Casely Hayford taught at a Girls Vocational
School and Teachers Training Centre in Sierra Leone.41
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At the ICWDR’s first meeting in 1922, Washington asked the group to develop a
course of study that could enhance their knowledge base. The women also created
committees within their own communities so that they could educate the general public
on women of the darker races throughout the world. This exchange of knowledge became
a common practice within many women’s clubs.42
While Washington saw a great opportunity for women throughout the Diaspora to
join together in the uplifting of the race, she did not anticipate the impact physical
distances would have on the members of the organization. Distance made it very difficult
to disseminate information and communicate on a regular basis. In October 1922, only a
few months after the formation of the organization, Washington wrote Terrell stating, “I
have sent out at least fifty letters since I saw you. It takes a good deal of time in a work of
this kind when you are so far separated from each other… Every woman when I have
written about the date wants a different date.”43 This frustration was also expressed to
other members within the ICWDR. Most committees consisted of women from different
states. Addie Dickerson wrote a letter to Terrell discussing the agenda that they were to
devise with Nannie Burroughs, declaring, “I wish it were possible for the three of us to
get together personally, for somehow when suggestions are talked out, it means so
much.”44
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After 1922 Washington managed a very strenuous schedule. She simultaneously
held high positions in the NACW, the Southern Federation of Colored Women, and the
TWC, while maintaining her position as Lady Principal at Tuskegee Institute. These
duties, along with a history of poor health, may have placed more on Washington than
she had anticipated. During the initial correspondence with Council members, she
stressed the need to “make hay while the sun is shining,” yet in later letters she adopted
the quote of a fellow train passenger who declared “Brother if you want to go far go
slow.” Nevertheless, whether fast or slow, her work seemed to be her only way of coping
with the passing of her husband, and her way of being closer to him.45
It was also during this time that black Americans expressed discontent with
America’s occupation of Haiti. Although the United States sent Marines to Haiti in the
summer of 1915, it was not until after the First World War that African Americans began
to place Haiti on their national political agendas. In 1922, the State Department
informally solicited the president of Tuskegee, Robert Moton, for an independent trip to
Haiti to study the state of their educational system. When Moton could not go due to his
responsibilities at Tuskegee, William T. B. Williams, an educator at the school, was
chosen to go in his place. Because Margaret Washington promoted many of the ICWDR
reforms throughout the school, she enlisted the support of Williams to promote the
ICWDR’s educational agenda. “We can secure help from men like Mr. Williams,” she
wrote to Terrell, “and others who are constantly traveling and visiting schools.”46 Shortly
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after this collaboration Washington was informed that Williams’ wife, Emily Williams,
also Margaret Washington’s colleague was scheduled to travel to Haiti. Upon hearing this
news Washington sent a letter to ICWDR members asking that they contribute $100 of
the treasury’s $170 in support of ICWDR’s efforts in Haiti. “I know a woman who is
going near this place. She will go on there if we will help.” However, Washington failed
to mention Emily Williams’ name. In this regard she created a wide array of suspicion
amongst the council’s members who were very particular about the competency of this
unknown woman.47
The letters that Washington received from the ICWDR’s members signified their
distrust of the situation. Mary Church Terrell, who was rather outspoken, declared, “I am
unwilling to vote to take the funds out of our treasury to send anybody to Haiti to
represent us without knowing who the person is… Even our president should not ask us
to vote to send a woman whose identity nobody knows but herself.” Mary McCrorey and
Marion Wilkerson sent similar letters expressing their concerns. Although blunt, these
responses were not unusual among these women, who were leaders within their various
communities, and had worked together on numerous initiatives. Furthermore,
Washington was not sensitive to this type of correspondence. “I hope you will write me
freely about anything. I am not thin-skinned at all when it comes to something that I want
to see put over,”48 Washington declared to Terrell. Nannie Burroughs wrote Washington,
declaring:
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I do not know the person and, like in many other things, we will have to
trust your judgment. On the surface, it doesn’t appeal to me as a very wise
thing to do. If you were going, I would say O.K., but a hundred dollars is
too much to put into an investigation unless we get an unusual person and
are sure that they are going to bring back a hundred dollars’ worth. If the
women do not get their money’s worth, they will be very slow in O-King
anything else.49
Washington sent another letter to the ICWDR members with Williams’ name, and
received the okay to release the funds on the behalf of the organization.
Washington was an active player in the fight against America’s occupation of
Haiti. Prior to Williams’ trip, Washington sent a letter to Haiti’s president, Louis Borno,
expressing the aims and goals of the ICWDR, and explaining the purpose of Williams’
visit. When Emily Williams returned from Haiti she gave a brief report to Washington
detailing her trip. Washington later learned from Williams that President Brono “was
much impressed with your letter.” Williams also declared her trip to be a great success,
emphasizing the fact that the women of Haiti were in desperate need of assistance. This
investigation stressed the need for the ICWDR presence in Haiti, and the need to
establish learning centers for its women.50
Following Williams’ trip to Haiti, Washington extended an invitation to Theodora
Holly of Port au Prince. Williams had briefed Holly about the ICWDR on her visit. Holly
was no stranger to political activism. Her father, James Theodore Holly, was a black
emigrationist who petitioned for the presence of missionaries in Haiti during the
nineteenth century. When Holly came to America, she agitated for Haiti’s independence
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and even joined with other Pan-Africanists to increase global awareness surrounding the
nation of Haiti.51
The ICWDR was scheduled to have its second annual meeting in August of 1923,
at Nannie Burroughs’ National Training school in Washington, D. C. Prior to this,
however, Washington learned from Holly that “Our haytian girls are splendid so far as
talents and social culture are concerned, but are not alive to the world-wide progress of
Women in general and of their Colored American sisters in Particular.”52 With this in
mind, Washington extended membership of the ICWDR to Holly so that she might
incorporate the study of all black women across the Diaspora. Washington invited Holly
to the ICWDR’s meeting in 1923, but Holly declined because “I am utterly unprepared
financially.” Nevertheless, through assistance from the ICWDR members, she was in
attendance and became vice president for Haiti.53
At the ICWDR’s second meeting, the constitution was finally approved and
disseminated. The members also called for a review of Emily Williams’s findings on the
women and children of Haiti and were to create a committee solely responsible for
publishing “the results of our study of the conditions… of Haiti.” The French government
was applauded for their efforts to change race relations and discrimination in Haiti. At
this meeting the organization discussed opening up membership to “women who have an
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international outlook and not necessarily clubwomen,” while also adding new clubs that
shared similar ideals and function.54
Washington had a very difficult time scheduling a date for the second meeting
that would be conducive to everyone’s schedule. As a result some members were unable
to attend. This came as no surprise since prior to the meeting Washington wrote to Terrell
expressing that:
Every woman whom I have written about the date wants a different date,
all the way from October through January. Women are mighty hard
things to please. I know no time is going to suit any large majority of
them unless it is in the summer and I hate to think of waiting that long.55
Some women, like Mary Talbert, who did not attend, sent in letters of recommendation
for women to be elected into positions that they may have occupied the previous year.56
Although the purpose of the ICWDR was to disseminate information about
women of color to the African American public, particularly the women and children, the
internal strife that existed within the organization cannot be ignored. Washington wanted
the goals and objectives of the ICWDR to remain private until the organization had
formalized much of their constitution, which to many, had not yet been accomplished.
What is more, the women who made up the organization were powerful and successful
through their own efforts. Nevertheless, Washington went public after the second
meeting. In doing so she disclosed what many, like Mary Church Terrell, proclaimed to
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be inaccuracies. Terrell wrote to Washington shortly after the news release inquiring
about the article:
I was very much surprised to see an account of our new League in the
Washington Post a few days after we came from Richmond – I thought
you wished the matter to be kept from the public for a while – Then there
was an account in the New York Age – In each statement Mrs. Hunton was
represented to be the first Vice President and myself the second – Please
send a correct report to the papers – I am first Vice President and Mrs.
Hunton is second Vice President, as you know – It seems queer that the
same mistake should be made in both papers, unless it was made
deliberately by someone who did it intentionally – “For ways that are dark
and tricks that are various.”57
Tensions within the black women’s club movement were certainly not new.
According to Deborah Grey White, Terrell, in particular, “shot out stinging five- and sixpage letters to fellow clubwomen over minor disagreements or incidents.”58 The
inconsistency that Terrell referred to in the passage was the result of the second meeting.
The ICWDR met in 1923 and because of her husband’s hospitalization, Terrell was
unable to attend. And so, in response to Terrell’s misunderstanding of the events that
transpired, which left her as second-vice-president, instead of first-vice-president,
Washington responded by stating, “We elected you as second Vice President instead of
first. It is not the custom to elect anyone to any office in her absence but we thought we
could have done this better than we could have done the other and so we put it
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through.”59 In that same meeting, Washington was named the president of the
organization for another year. They went ahead with their educational campaign.
In 1924, after the organization had its third annual meeting, Washington devised a
plan that would eventually transform the ICWDR. She suggested that the women form
study groups in their own communities. In a 1924 letter to ICWDR members,
Washington stated:
There is one thing I want to ask you to do, and that is to form in your own
community a study club, say of seven women, whose business it will be,
or whose pleasure it will be to study any question or all questions in a
systematic way, relative to the darker races, no matter whether those races
are races willing to be affiliated with us or not.60
By urging the women to be active participants in their community, Washington
emphasized many of the techniques that she had practiced with the TWC. “I am not
asking you to do what I have not already done… in my own community.61
On many occasions she would go into the community and instruct the women on
proper ways to act and behave. However, she never failed to take it further by
participating in the various activities that she expected them to execute. She explained
that there should not be division within the race, and middle- and elite-class women
should not attempt to separate themselves from the masses. She espoused these views
and ideologies as she sent the clubwomen out into the communities even into the
twentieth century. Elite women like Margaret Washington saw themselves as a part of the
59
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larger black community; however, class remained a significant factor for admission into
the club. For example, although Amy Jacques Garvey, second wife of Marcus Garvey,
was a Pan-Africanists’, she did not hold a college degree, and, as a result, was not invited
to join the International Council. “Although the council had similar intellectual goals, the
unquestionable elite pedigree of its [ICWDR] members placed women like Garvey” on
the outside of their programs. This was a shortcoming of Washington’s club efforts.
Although all of her initiatives sought to advance the less fortunate of the race, they were
excluded from membership. This reflected the hierarchical mindset associated with racial
uplift and her belief that “we are a great fine race, even though we do have many who do
not come up to the standard.”62
Yet Washington was not afraid to work within the community. Because she was
already active in her community she stressed the fact that she would never ask the club
women to engage in activities that she herself had not done.
For during the past year or two in my own community we have had a
committee of seven, whose business it has been to study in a systematic
way once a week any question pertaining to any person of color anywhere
in the world, and we have had a great success with it. 63
According to clubwoman Jennie Moton, Margaret Washington had used the knowledge
she obtained from her involvement with the ICWDR to influence the study of the African
Diaspora among Tuskegee Students:
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Mrs. Washington organized the International Council of Women of the
Darker Races of the World, and inspired here at Tuskegee a course of
study on conditions of women in foreign lands. She thought and spoke of
them as her sisters, and it was her hope that this Council would bring
together the women of the darker races in a close and more sympathetic
contact.64
The women of the ICWDR were excited about the new endeavor promoted by
Washington. Some women wrote to Washington discussing their own committees.
Christine Smith asserted, “Your suggestion about studying the darker races is a splendid
one.”65
After the initiation of the “Committees of Seven,” women requested that
Washington send them the model that she used at Tuskegee. Janie Porter Barrett,
clubwoman and founder of the Virginia Industrial School for colored girls (a
rehabilitation center for African American delinquents) later wrote describing the
progress of her committee. She sought to study the conditions of women around the
world. Starting in March and spanning until May, the women of her club were to learn
about the women of color in China, India, Africa and Japan.
The plan is to have each one dress in native costume and carry out their
customs and manners in refreshments as well as dress. While two ladies
conduct the program each woman has to tell something authentic about the
people under discussion.66
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Barrett later reported that different women within her committee would be traveling
abroad, and upon their return they would put together pamphlets that described their
experiences and, most importantly, the women that they encountered.67
Members of the ICWDR were educating themselves so that they could be better
equipped to educate other African Americans. Even further, council members used the
organization to become vital participants in the political activities of Africans around the
world. The ICWDR served as a cohesive network of black women’s commitment to fight
against the spread of white supremacy. Educating themselves on the conditions of black
women across the African Diaspora, then women of other non-Caucasian races,
positioned them to be informed agents of American foreign policy and to disseminate
knowledge about the progress and achievements of blacks inside as well as outside
American borders.
Margaret Washington’s vision of uplift by way of education was not a new
phenomenon. However, what she did placed her agenda on both a local stage with the
TWC, then on a national scale with the National Association of Colored Women Clubs,
and finally on an international level with the ICWDR. Washington was instrumental in
advancing the study of “Negro Culture and Life,” especially the achievements of black
women. She commonly asserted that “we are not trying to displace any other literature or
history, but trying to get all children [and women] of [this] country acquainted with the
Negro.”68
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The ICWDR had impacted society in only a short time. The organization
contributed to a school in West Africa and helped alleviate impoverished conditions in
Cuba as well as Haiti. Through Washington, and other board members, the organization
promoted the inclusion of African American history and literature in schools, revealing
that Margaret Washington and the ICWDR were pioneers in teaching women’s history.69
Washington’s work was devoted to improving the quality of life for black women
and children. Until her death, Margaret Washington worked to uplift the race through
various social outlets. She collaborated with Carter G. Woodson to introduce black
history into black schools. This project was very dear to her and carried over into her
work with the International Council of Women of the Darker Races. Whether working
within clubs, serving as Lady Principal at Tuskegee, or in the community spreading the
black Victorian image, Washington was constantly working for her race.
Margaret Washington devoted her life to bettering the black community and saw
many improvements. After her husband’s death in 1915, she continued their struggle, but
close to a decade later she became very ill. On June 4, 1925, Margaret Washington died
at her home in Tuskegee. Shortly after her death, Mrs. R. R. Moton declared “Mrs.
Washington is asleep – not dead. ‘Can a woman die whose ideals live?’ Tuskegee and our
country have lost a great character in her passing, but her memory and influence will live
always,” she wrote in the Tuskegee Messenger. Margaret Washington was buried at
Tuskegee Institute next to her husband, Booker T. Washington.70
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Washington’s organizational skills, along with her vision of improvement, were
improved before her death. Clubwork and education were truly the foundation of
Washington’s life career, and she reveled in the work. The life and career of Margaret
Washington gives a deeper understanding of the struggle of women during the
Progressive Era. Washington’s attempts to enforce the Tuskegee model of education, her
formation and leadership roles within clubs, her pivotal role in creating educational
outlets as a means of uplift and the struggle, are all triumphs of a woman who like many
others of her time was, until now, overshadowed by the work of her husband, Booker T.
Washington.
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CONCLUSION
THE END OF A DYNASTY
Let us realize that we are two separate races living in a country side by
side, each equally responsible for the good citizenship of the country, and
therefore each equally deserving of a fair chance and fair play in every
way.
– Margaret Murray Washington (The Negro Home, 1920)1

It is difficult to conceptualize the complete life and work of an activist like
Margaret Washington. At first glance, she’s remembered as the third wife of race leader
Booker Washington. Upon further investigation we understand how she served her
community as Tuskegee’s Lady Principal, co-founder and president of the Tuskegee
Women’s Club, the National Federation of Afro-American Women, the National
Association of Colored Women, the Alabama State Federation on Colored Women, the
Southern Federation of Colored Women, and the International Council of Women of the
Darker Races of the World. Yet, beyond her marital status and extensive clubwork,
Washington was a prolific educator and international humanitarian.
Margaret Washington became a leader during a period many scholars termed
Booker T. Washington’s era of accommodation. However, throughout her life she
successfully helped to transform the way black female education in the postReconstruction south was professionalized and modernized. Washington’s life reveals the
extent to which Southern black female reformers were pioneers in the betterment of the
community and the race, and represents the efforts of one of the most influential
clubwomen of the Progressive Era. Most of her social reforms fit into the Tuskegee
1
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model of uplift, and she used this approach to leadership to extend the efforts and
agenda’s of Booker T. Washington onto the females of the race.
Washington’s transition to uplift leadership began during her early childhood
which gave her a unique perspective on the great “race problem.” Born in the rural town
of Macon, Mississippi, to a black mother and an absentee father, Washington used her
childhood experiences to understand the changing tide of race relations in America and as
a tool for connecting with the larger public. Unlike old elite black women of her era,
Washington shared a similar upbringing as more impoverished blacks during the late 19th
and early 20th century. Her early years served as a testament of the possibilities blacks
could achieve when the will was strong. Washington could attest to many of the
injustices black men and women endured during the nadir – the lowest point in African
American history. She often retold the story of how poverty had impacted her, how she
vaguely remembered her father but grew up with her mother and siblings in a one-room
shack. Because of these experiences, Washington recognized that all people were not
necessarily born to privilege but could become model citizens. She spent her life trying to
prove this ideology. She was a living testament to the fact that blacks in the South could
overcome poverty, illiteracy, disfranchisement, and white supremacy. Margaret
Washington used her personal trials, not simply as a testimony for individuals, but as a
model that could be applied to all black people. In essence, if given a fair chance despite
their beginnings, blacks were no different from any other race.2
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Once Washington arrived at the steps of Tuskegee Institute she affirmed her
commitment to the larger black community. As the new Lady Principal and wife of race
leader Booker T. Washington, Margaret Washington’s duties multiplied in scope. Their
partnership placed Margaret amongst many of the premier black leaders of the 20th
century, during an era when the role of women was usually identified by their domestic
“responsibilities.”3 Her status allowed her to fight for things she believed rightfully
belonged to all American citizens – suffrage, the right to equal public facilities,
transportation, and an end to racial discrimination. Eventually, Washington’s efforts had
a significant impact on the state of black society in particular and the South in general.
New standards of elitism offered Booker and Margaret Washington a course to advance
their agendas of racial uplift. It also gave them an avenue to influence the decisions of the
masses and elite blacks, despite the problematic concept of “racial up-lift” that
shortchanged the structural impediments to progress among poor blacks. These uplift
initiatives helped Margaret Washington and other clubwomen combat white supremacy
by creating a non-threatening way to deal with the great “Negro Problem.”4
Washington used her position as Lady Principal to revolutionize the way black
women were educated in the South. She integrated ideas of respectability and the “cult of
true womanhood” into the daily lives of Tuskegee’s female students. Although contested,
she used the professionalization and modernization of education, believing in the validity
and usefulness females gained when they became more proficient in the art of
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domesticity. Washington used the resources at Tuskegee Institute to reform the way
black female education was approached and disseminated, she argued that education
helped black women to be more effective leaders and more knowledgeable in every
aspect of home life.
Throughout her years at Tuskegee, Washington believed that concepts of racial
pride could hinder the spread of bigotry while also improving the way blacks saw
themselves within American society. She recognized that black women could use both
head and hands, both domesticity and femininity to change their personal situations and
to change perceptions of the race as a whole. Her success as Lady Principal at Tuskegee,
although taxing, positioned Margaret Washington to demonstrate how educating women
benefited the race as a whole. With heightened emphasis on scientific domesticity,
Washington proved that although generations of black women had engaged in some form
of domestic work, they were also capable of understanding the scientific components of
their labor, further proving that blacks were no different from any other race.5
As a result of her work with women at Tuskegee Institute, Washington believed
that the greater Tuskegee community was also in desperate need of “uplifting.” Her
transition into clubwork happened at a time when women’s clubs were identified as the
“the new power, the new molder of public sentiments.” Clubwomen also saw their
organizations as forums for addressing and changing the ailments that were affecting
blacks in America. She began her uplift efforts in Tuskegee with her Mothers’ Meetings
and the Tuskegee Women’s club, which she considered her greatest work. The day-to-
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day interactions she shared with local women and children drew her closer to the
organization. Throughout her presidency of the TWC she guided and instructed women
of Tuskegee on concepts of self-help, self-sufficiency, and social reforms, during a time
of heightened hostility towards blacks. While she imposed many middle-class values onto
Tuskegee’s local residents, she believed that through this imposition race relations could
be improved. According to Jennie Moton, clubwoman and wife of Robert R. Moton,
Washington’s TWC was “one of the best known groups in the South, and has done a
magnificent work, first in bringing the women of the Institute in close touch with one
another, together with helping the poor and dependent high ideas and Ideals in Negro
women.” Washington placed added pressures on the TWC because she saw it as a way to
solidify her position at the top of the black elite. Furthermore, her success within the
Tuskegee Women’s Club was imperative to the achievement of women at the school
because it brought them more visibility.6
Washington was one of the most influential of Alabama’s female reformers at the
turn of the century. Her conviction that Southern women, on a large scale, did not receive
equal representation in their advancement as did other black women of other regions
drove her to form the Alabama State Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs in 1898.
Washington’s efforts with Alabama’s youth were revolutionary. Because the South was
notorious for charging black adolescences with petty crimes and sending them to adult
facilities, Washington and other southern reformers formed the Mt. Meigs Reformatory
for Juvenile Negro Law-Breakers. Clubwomen believed that children could be
rehabilitated if given the proper supervision and environment. Her efforts with Mt.
6
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Meigs, which in 1911 became a state institution, was an example of how she and other
clubwomen used their organizations to foster state support and funding for black youth in
the south.7
At the height of her career, Washington ceased to see herself as an individual, but
rather as an ambassador for her race. She used her success with local clubs to better
position herself to head the National Association of Colored Women from 1912 to 1916.
Under her leadership improvements were made in rural conditions, female education,
health and hygiene, and more attention was placed on the equality of public facilities
designated for blacks. Furthermore, as President, Washington successfully merged the
NACW with the traditionally all-white National Council of Women. Her presidency of
the NACW positioned her to not only bring awareness to southern black women, but it
also represented her rise of leadership in the black elite.8
In 1922, Washington moved to the international level of her career. She formed
the International Council of Women of the Darker Races of the World becoming, in her
own way, a Pan-Africanist. The council represented the height of African American
women’s international activism. Throughout her years of involvement, education was
paramount; she placed it above all other initiatives. Within the ICWDR Washington was
a leading proponent of black women’s history. She was convinced that the history of
African American women was not unlike the history of other women of color the world
over. She implemented courses to study the state of black women around the world. This
initiative took the ICWDR to Haiti, Brazil, and parts of Africa, amongst other places.
Giddings, When and Where I Enter, vi; Moore, “Anna Julia Cooper: Educator,
Clubwoman, and Feminist,” 73.
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However, the fruits of this endeavor were short-lived as Washington died only three years
after its formation.9
Perhaps Washington’s biggest flaw was her unwillingness to approach the “Negro
Problem” from a bottom-up perspective. As stated in chapter four, the inferior condition
of the race was in part due to their economic status. Washington viewed that economic
difference as a consequence of white supremacy and the legacy of slavery, rather than
traits innate to African Americans, she still believed that race women had a duty to
elevate the lives of the poor. However, once Washington shed the layers of her past she
adopted elitist ideas and imposed Victorian concepts concerning appropriate behavior,
dress and culture onto the masses. Her club initiatives were open only to educated
middle-class and elite black women. The infrastructure of these black women’s clubs
paralleled the social reform efforts of the era. Washington subscribed to these norms
while often trying to defend her position by continuously applying hands-on training
efforts to the women of her community.
Margaret Washington’s efforts at keeping blacks exclusively in the South, despite
disfranchisement and southern brutality, also represented a flaw in leadership. It was in
the best political interest of Margaret Washington and her husband to convince blacks of
their place in the southern economy. In a letter to clubwoman Lugenia Hope, Margaret
Washington declared “there are certain stipulations with reference to these funds that
cannot be overstepped… Mr. Rosenwald is very cranky on certain subjects; that is, he
doesn’t wish to give his money to city work at all, but to country work.” In this capacity,
due to the stipulations placed on funds, it limited the “type” of outreach programs
9
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Washington could get funding for. In hindsight, it provides a greater understanding of
why the Washingtons focused a great deal of their initiatives towards the southern
agenda. Although most black people lived in the South, focusing on southern needs
garnered ample support from white philanthropists, a crucial component to implementing
change.10
Margaret Washington was not simply an emissary of the Tuskegee Machine and
her work in the community was, at times, in conflict with the Tuskegee model. But she
made sure Booker T. Washington’s legacy and ideals survived his death. Until her death
in 1925, Margaret Washington worked to improve conditions for African Americans in
the South and the world over. She had such a profound influence that after her death on
June 4, 1925, letters of condolence and sympathy poured into Tuskegee from friends and
acquaintances. Her life had ended, but the events she set in motion lived on. Mrs. R. R.
Moton, wife of Washington’s successor Robert Moton, declared in the Tuskegee
Messenger that Margaret Washington was simply asleep and not dead. “Tuskegee and
our country have lost a great character in her passing, but her memory and influence will
live always.”11
Margaret Washington’s lifelong commitment to the uplift struggle within the
black community demonstrates her use of rhetoric as well as action to implement lasting
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changes. Washington worked to uplift the race through various social outlets. She even
collaborated with, Carter G. Woodson to introduce black history into black schools.
Washington extended the Tuskegee model onto the women and children of the
race, but more importantly, she did so at a time when the women’s sphere was confined
to their domestic responsibilities. She was a builder, a founder, and a devoted
humanitarian in every sense of the term. She was a visionary leader and an advocate for
the rights of women. Margaret Washington worked beside her husband, Booker T.
Washington, to change the way women were educated, how they tended to their homelife and how they expanded their realms of influence to the public sphere.
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